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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this dissertation is situated in the world of Monte Carlo Simulations of the 
Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), which is a frequently used medical 
imaging technique. As opposed to other radiological imaging techniques, which use an 
external X-ray source to visualize the anatomy, SPECT is used for in vivo volumetric imaging 
of 3-D distributions of radiopharmaceuticals.  This imaging modality analysis radionuclides 
which emit single or multiple gamma rays during the radioactivity distribution in living 
tissues. The distribution of gamma photons is detected at various positions by using one or 
more rotating gamma cameras, and from this information, a 3D image is then reconstructed 
by using specific software.  
 
For the administration of a radiopharmaceutical throughout the living body, a photon-emitting 
source such as Tc-99m, I-123, Tl-201, In-111, bound to a radiopharmaceutical, is used. 
Afterwards, one can pursue its distribution in the body by detecting the γ-rays originating 
from the radioactive isotope. SPECT scanners use a gamma camera to produce images and a 
gamma camera consists of two important components, the collimator and the scintillation 
detector. A scintillation detector is a high density, transparent material which emits visible or 
ultraviolet light when X or γ-ray interaction happens to interior part. Each gamma ray 
detection system must have an energy transformer material for radiation detection. Once the 
detector records incoming photons, spatial information of their origin is needed for the 
tomographic reconstruction from projections. For that aim, a collimator is used.  
 
A parallel hole collimator is a thick sheet of a heavy metal such as gold, lead or tungsten 
which has densely packed small holes. It is placed just in front of the radiation detector to 
allow only the perpendicular ones throughout the collimator hole. Defining a small solid 
angle, each collimator hole is located somewhere along this line and the photons might reach 
the detector by passing through these holes. Subsequently, we can create projection images of 
the radioisotope distribution. The quantity of photons which comes to the radiation detector 
through the collimator holes specify the sensitivity and image quality regarding signal to noise 
ratio. The higher the photon detection is the higher the sensitivity is and the lower the noise 
level is in the projections.  
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The spatial resolution is a second relevant criterion for determining image quality. Spatial 
resolution can be defined in terms of the amount by which a system smears out the image of a 
very small point source or a very thin line source of radioactivity.  
 
In a conventional gamma camera, the collimator is a crucial part, which defines sensitivity 
and spatial resolution. In a parallel hole collimator, the size of the holes both determines the 
amount of photons that reach the detector (sensitivity) and the camera resolution. For 
instance, by decreasing the hole dimension by a factor of two for better spatial resolution 
would decrease the sensitivity by a factor of four. This well-known trade-off problem between 
spatial resolution and sensitivity limits the optimization of SPECT scanners. This 
optimization problem has been a challenge since the 1970’s. Better image quality with the 
mechanical collimation can be accomplished by either (1) image reconstruction by using 
accurate models for image degradations effects such as attenuation, (2) scatter correction and 
depth dependent resolution, which extremely enhances the quantitative content of 
reconstructed image or (3) a new collimator design with a better sensitivity-resolution trade-
off. Hexagonal-hole parallel collimators are generally preferable over round-hole parallel 
collimators for almost all medical imaging applications due to the optimum sensitivity offered 
by a closely-packed arrangement of apertures. However, it is improbable that such a 
sophisticated, close-packed collimator design would adapt itself well to newly emerging, 
ultra-compact nuclear medicine gamma cameras. This is principally due to difficulties in 
machining and fabrication. In searching for alternative collimator designs, one must attempt, 
as far as possible, to preserve sensitivity, while optimizing the spatial resolution achievable 
with the SPECT systems. In most of these new designs, focusing collimators such as pinhole, 
fanbeam or slit-slat collimators are used. However, the price here is always a reduced field of 
view, resulting in dedicated scanners for (e.g) imaging of hearth or brain.   
 
One of the motivations of this dissertation is to prepare a flexible simulation framework that 
can be used for the future optimization studies of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner. To do that we 
performed simulation of YAP-(S)PETII benchmark in SPECT mode with a point source Tc-
99m in air to measure the simulated system efficiency by using GATE–the Geant4 
Application for Emission Tomography.  
 
GATE is an advanced, flexible, precise, opensource Monte Carlo toolkit developed by the 
international OpenGATE collaboration and dedicated to the numerical simulations in medical 
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imaging. It is the Geant4 application and dedicated to emission tomography, radiotherapy and 
hadrontherapy experiments. Among other very useful Monte Carlo programs designed for 
nuclear medicine applications, we preferred GATE, because it is flexible due to its modular 
structure and accurately models the photon behavior at energies relevant in SPECT.  
 
We obtained the results of YAP(S)PETII system efficiency by using GATE_v4.  Then, we 
wrote a new ASCII sorter algorithm, which reads ASCII output of GATE_v4 and then creates 
a sinogram and reconstructs it to see the final simulation results. In the beginning, for that 
aim, we used the analytical reconstruction method, filtered back projection (FBP), but this 
method produces severely blurred images. To solve this problem we tried different 
mathematical filters, like ramp, sheep-logan and lowpass cosine filters.  
 
After all the simulation studies mentioned above, we learned that it is not possible to measure 
septal penetration ratio, collimator efficiency and resolution by using standard GATE_v4 
code and these findings pushed us to develop a new, fast, user-friendly ray tracing program 
for optimization of low energy general purpose (LEGP) parallelhole collimators.  
Our new program “CSIM” allows us easily to measure septal penetrated photon ratio of low 
energy general purpose collimators having square, round and hexagonal hole shape. It gives 
bidimensional point spread function (PSF) of the collimator and value of statistical 
uncertainty. Also, we saw that there is an agreement between analytical and CSIM simulation 
results in terms of collimator sensitivity.  
 
In addition to these, we tried to evaluate the image quality and quantify the impact of high-
energy contamination for I-123 isotope. Due its promising chemical characteristics, I-123 is 
increasingly used in SPECT studies. 159 keV photons are used for imaging. However, the 
high-energy photon component in the I-123 decay scheme results in an error in the projection 
data primarily by penetration of the collimator and scattering inside the crystal with energy 
close to the photons used for imaging. One of the ways to minimize this effect is using a 
double energy window (DEW) method, because, it decreases noise in the main (photopeak) 
energy window. By using this method, we tried to determine the difference between simulated 
and experimental projection results and scattered photon ratio values of the YAP-(S)PETII 
scanner for the I-123 measurements. We validated that the experimental and simulated 
scattered photon ratios are very similar. This means that the use of experimental ones will 
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result in a good estimation of the fraction of primary photons in the photopeak energy 
window.  
In the present ML-EM algorithm for the YAP-(S)PETII in SPECT mode, it is not possible to 
reconstruct an image with a system matrix which is derived from simulated data. To do this, 
we setup a GATE based simulation of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner to generate simulated data 
and to setup fully Monte Carlo based system matrix. Our main purpose for the system matrix 
modeling is to improve our ML-EM approach of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner in SPECT mode.   
 
However, the main drawback of GATE simulations is that they require huge amount of 
computational power to solve, but such a power cannot be obtained by using a single 
processor. The only suitable solution is to distribute the application workload across many 
different computational resources. Resources that contemporaneously (“in parallel”) execute 
parts of the whole application. This speedup can be achieved either by using resources located 
in a single multiprocessor or multicore machine or distributing the application workload 
among different machines. In this dissertation, we executed GATE in a parallel and 
distributed fashion by taking advantage of different multicore machines belonging to the 
Grid5000.  
 
Moreover, we have also done the feasibility study of the Fully Monte Carlo based 
implementation of the system matrix derivation of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner by using the 
XtreemOS platform.  
 
The advantageous of XtreemOS platform are, XtreemFS file sharing, scalable heterogeneous 
distributed platform, enhanced work splitting, finer computation grain and some fault 
tolerance such as partial job execution, lost task recovery, therefore it is the excellent 
candidate platform to run our GATE application on distributed and heterogeneous resources.  
 
To manage the lifecyle of the simulation on the top XtreemOS, we developed a set of scripts. 
The scripts implement the Task Farm Model on the top of XtreemOS. 
 
 
The core purpose of this study is to integrate a distributed platform like XtreemOS to reduce 
the overall simulation completion time and increase the feasibility of SPECT simulations in a 
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research environment.  To do this we establish an accurate and fast method for deriving the 
system matrix of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner by using the Monte Carlo simulation approach. 
We are still working on system matrix simulation on the XtreemOS platform.  
 
However, in this dissertation, we are giving only the preliminary, simulated and experimental 
data reconstruction results and the developed scripts for XtreemOS to achieve simulation of a 
data intensive problem within a reasonable time.  
 
Our next aim is to complete the Fully Monte Carlo based simulated system matrix derivation 
and determines the main properties of the system matrix such as the disk space which 
corresponds to the matrix stored with and without symmetries. In addition to the accuracy 
consideration, we intend to develop a flexible matrix derivation method.  
 
Our first successful simulation results show that the XtreemOS technology seems to be a 
promising solution to data storage and the processing needs of the numerical simulations in 
medical imaging which are particularly very useful in GATE simulations in SPECT mode.  
 
We also realized the first clinical simulation application by using the XtreemOS platform and 
proved that XtreemOS can be used for real life applications. 
 
1. OUTLINE 
In chapter 2, the gamma camera, used for SPECT imaging is explained later and a detailed 
overview of the main components of a gamma camera, the detector and collimator, will be 
reviewed. The most frequent techniques used for mechanical collimation are described with 
respect to their spatial resolution, sensitivity and field of view. Also, some insights are given 
in the choice of an optimal collimator by comparing all classically available collimators. Once 
the components of a gamma camera are understood, the main theory of analytical and iterative 
reconstruction techniques is given with special attention to corrections for different image 
degrading effects. The importance of Monte Carlo simulations, which will be extensively 
used, is explained. Finally, we introduce the basic concepts of parallel, distributed and Grid 
computing.  
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In Chapter 3 and 4, we are giving an overview of small animal SPECT scanners and 
explaining the main hardware and software characteristics of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner.  
 
In chapter 5 we are giving the simulation results of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner in SPECT 
mode by using GATE_v4, the Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission Toolkit. The 
application of the Filtered backprojection (FBP) method in SPECT imaging is presented. We 
used a conventional FBP approach to reconstruct simulation results of the GATE code.  
 
In chapter 6, the Development stage of Collimator simulation program CSIM and its results 
have been given. We have developed a fast, user friendly, ray-tracing program, “CSIM” for 
low-energy gamma rays (up to ~200keV) to simulate the performance characteristics of 
parallelhole collimators. We validated “CSIM” results with analytical and experimental 
values of the collimator of the YAP-(S)PETII small animal scanner. We present the analysis 
of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner round-hole parallel collimator designed for nuclear medicine 
imaging at 140 keV.  
 
In Chapter 7, we presented a scatter study in SPECT imaging for I-123 Isotope by using a 
double energy window method. In nuclear medicine it is the only method to differentiate the 
unscattered from the scattered photons by the help of photon histories. For this aim, we used 
the GATE simulation package to investigate and correct the scattering effect.  
 
In Chapter 8, we propose a technique to establish a method for deriving the system matrix for 
the SPECT system from Monte Carlo simulation by using GATE toolkit on the top of 
XtreemOS software. The framework of the Grid5000, we managed to run a number of 
simulations aimed at designing and defining an application specific environment for the 
GATE simulation software and data sharing by using XtreemOS. Our successful simulation 
results show that the XtreemOS technology seems to be a promising solution to data storage 
and processing needs of the numerical simulations in medical imaging particularly very useful 
in GATE applications. 
 
Chapter 9 is dedicated as “Work in Progress” section which describes the proposed method 
of system matrix derivation from the simulated data by using GATE and the used simulation 
strategy  
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CHAPTER 2 
BIOMEDICAL IMAGING MODALITIES 
In this part, we will give a summary of current available important imaging modalities and 
present the main concepts of SPECT scanners among them. We are summarizing the 
overview of main readout units, scintillation crystals, radiopharmaceuticals used, Monte Carlo 
Simulations and image reconstruction methods for SPECT.  Then, we will motivate our 
research for the successive sections.  
 
2.1 General Overview of Biomedical Imaging Modalities 
Advanced biomedical imaging includes a wide variety of techniques and systems which are 
important to increase quality of medical care for patients. Today, thanks to noninvasive 
imaging modalities, physicians are able to make increasingly accurate, precise diagnoses and 
treatments. Noninvasive imaging techniques can be divided into two groups: imaging 
techniques using ionizing radiation such as computed Tomography (CT), Planar X-ray 
Radiography and those do not use ionizing radiation e.g. Ultrasound, Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI). Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) and Positron 
Emission Tomography (PET) are the imaging modalities used in nuclear medicine field. 
Electroencephalography (EEG), Magnetoencephalography (MEG) and Magnetic Resonance 
Spectroscopy (MRS) provides physiological information which can be mapped to a three 
dimensional (3D) volume although, with, limited spatial information. Autoradiography and 
electron microscopy are invasive techniques used in anatomic pathology. Finally, we can 
mention photo acoustic and optical imaging as new, promising, noninvasive techniques for 
the near future.  
 
2.1.1 X-Ray Imaging and Computed Tomography 
In 1895, X-ray was discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen and it was observed that X-rays 
were able to penetrate through the body. This technique made possible noninvasive imaging 
of the interior of body. Then, X-ray photographs (radiographs), which are 2 dimensional (2D) 
projection images, and technologically advanced Computed Tomography (CT) started to be 
used in all modern hospitals. X-ray Imaging is based on transmission of X-rays from a source 
passing through the patient and detected either by film or an ionization chamber at the 
opposite site. Image contrast is obtained because of different levels of attenuation of X-rays 
 between dissimilar tissues such as bone and soft tissues. Regarding Planar X
the obtained image is a simple two
source and the film. It is used for detection of diseases of the lung or broken r
liver and the abdomen. However, if we would like to distinguish the overlapping layer of soft 
tissue or complex bone structures, it would be necessary to use X
(CT). The theory of CT was propounded in the 1960’s ind
and Sir Godfrey Houndsfield. The latter, at that time working for EMI, built the first CT 
scanner in the early 1970’s. In CT, the X
detectors rotate together around the patient. 
a series of one-dimensional projections which are produced at different angles. Then, 
projection data is reconstructed to obtain a 2D image with an acceptable level of contrast 
between soft tissues. However
of ionizing radiation so that it may cause damage to healthy tissue.
 
2.1.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
In 1970, Paul Lauterbur achieved to obtain spatial information from the Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (NMR) data by applying gradients in the magnetic fields.
clinically available tool for structural imaging. Reflecting the fundamental importance and 
applicability of MRI in the medical field, Paul Lauterbur of the University of 
Urbana-Champaign and Sir Peter Mansfield of the University of Nottingham were awarded 
the 2003 Nobel Prize in Physiology and
resonance imaging” [2.1]   
 
Figure2.1
-dimensional projection of the tissues between the X
-ray computed tomography 
ependently by Alan M. Cormack 
-ray source is firmly collimated. The source and 
At the end of the scanning procedure, it produces 
, the main handicap of both X-ray and CT imaging is the usage 
 
 
 In 1980, MRI became 
 Medicine for their "discoveries concerning magnetic 
 
: Modern 3 Tesla clinical MRI scanner [2.2]. 
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (see Figure2.1) is a non-ionizing technique. It has full 
three dimensional imaging capability and provides excellent soft-tissue contrast and high 
spatial resolution (about 1mm and low temporal resolution typically 3 to 10 min, susceptible 
to patient motion).MRI scanners are very costly. For example, the 1.5T clinical scanner is 
about 1 million Euros. MRI is mainly used for spinal disorders, cardiac malfunctions, 
musculoskeletal damages and estimation of brain diseases. The MRI signal results from 
protons in the body (mainly water, but also lipid). The main principle is to polarize a fraction 
of the protons in the body by using a strong magnetic field. The patient is put inside a strong 
magnet that produces a static magnetic field. Each proton behaves as a small magnet which 
aligned either parallel or anti-parallel to the direction of the large static magnetic field. The 
protons process in the static magnetic field direction. The precession frequency depends on 
the static magnetic field strength. When the protons are polarized, they can be depolarized by 
applying a Radio Frequency (RF) pulse. Application of a weak radio-frequency field give rise 
the protons to process coherently, and the resulting induced radiation is recorded in an 
adjusted detector coil. With the help of a magnetic field gradient, spatial information is 
encrypted into the image. These enforces a linear changes in all three dimensions in the 
magnetic field available within the body. Finally, the frequency and the phase of the 
precessing magnetization is measured by using the radio-frequency coil and the resulting 
analog signal is converted into digital. An inverse 2D Fourier transform is performed to 
convert the signal into the spatial domain in order to obtain final image. Different contrast 
between soft tissues may be obtained by changing the data acquisition parameters. Although 
MRI has a high sensitivity property, it does not have high specificity so that it is not able to 
differentiate benign lesions from malignant ones. Functional MRI (fMRI) is capable of 
identifying neuronal activity of brain by using the blood oxygen level dependent (bold) signal. 
However, this is also an indirect and semiquantitative physiological measurement. Direct 
quantitative functional imaging therefore relies on imaging modalities other than CT and 
MRI. 
 
2.1.3 Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) 
Invention of Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) as a medical imaging technique is 
usually ascribed to John G. Webster. (1978). EIT is a medical imaging technique which 
utilizes low-frequency electrical current to examine a body. This method is very susceptible to 
variation in electrical conductivity. Typically, conducting electrodes are attached to the skin 
 of the body and a known amount of alternating currents is applied to some or all of the 
conducting electrodes (see Figure2.2)
and this process might be repeated for multiple different configurations of applied cur
the help of inverting of this data, one can also determine the conductivity or resistivity of the 
body region under examination by the current. EIT is mainly used for determination of 
cardiac output, monitoring for pulmonary edema, and screening 
from CT and MRI, EIT benefits from current diffusion and it has relatively poor image 
resolution with respect to CT and MRI. Also, Electrical impedance imaging tec
and inexpensive[2.3-2.4]. 
 
Figure
 
2.1.4 Electrical and Magnetic Source Imaging
Electrical and Magnetic Source Imaging (ESI) helps to improve on electroencephalography
(EEG) or electrocardiography (ECG) by determining the
body. It improves diagnoses and guide therapy related to epilepsy and heart conduction 
abnormalities due to its ability of localization of an electrical abnormality in the probed 
subject. Cardiac electrical activity is likewise spatially complex, and involve
of excitation wave fronts in the heart. Electrocardiography (ECG) and vectorcardiography 
(VCG) have a limited capability to obtain information about regional electrical activity and 
localizing bioelectrical events in the heart. Convention
potentials onto the body surface by
electrical activity cannot give the necessary information in order to learn characteristics of the 
electrical activity of the heart. N
recordings of electrical potential from 100 to 250 torso sites in order to map the body surface 
potential. These body surface potential maps (BSPMs) show
. The resulting electrical potential fields are measured, 
for breast cancer. Different 
 
2.2: Wires attached to electrodes for EIT. 
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information that is important for clinical treatment. Ion currents occuring in the heart neurons 
and the brain produce magnetic fields outside the body. Those magnetic fields can be 
measured by using SQUID array (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) detectors 
which are put near the chest or head. The recording of these magnetic fields is called 
magnetocardiography (MCG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG). Magnetic source imaging 
(MSI) is the reconstruction of the current sources in the heart or brain arising from these 
recorded magnetic fields. These fields happens as an effect of the synchronous activity of tens 
or hundreds of thousands of neurons and both magnetic source imaging and electrical source 
imaging try to find the location, orientation, and magnitude of current sources within the 
probed body. An advantage of MSI over ESI is that all body tissues are magnetically 
transparent and the magnetic fields propagate to the surface without distortion effect. A 
disadvantage of MSI is the need for cryogenic cooling and a magnetically shielded room.  
 
2.1.5 Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance Tomography 
Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance Tomography (MREIT) (see Figure2.3) is a new 
conductivity imaging modality. It provides images with better spatial resolution and accuracy. 
MREIT uses internal information on the induced magnetic field in addition to the boundary 
current-voltage measurements to produce three-dimensional images of conductivity and 
current density distributions. EIT is limited by the boundary current-voltage data which is 
insensitive to internal conductivity perturbations. However, using a magnetic resonance 
imaging scanner, one can improves the EIT data by measuring the internal magnetic flux 
density as well. It provides high-resolution conductivity images. However, it does not have 
portability and imaging time is long. What is more, it uses an expensive magnetic resonance 
imaging scanner. MREIT has been developed at the Impedance Imaging Research Center in 
Seoul (http://iirc.khu.ac.kr/). Please see Fig. 1.5 [2.5]. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: MREIT imaging system. 
 
 2.1.6 Ultrasound Imaging
Ultrasound imaging (see Figure2.4)
technique. It is an imaging technique which is used for visualization of subcutaneous
parts. The principal clinical appl
involving the assessment of fetal health, intra
detection of compromised blood flow in veins and arteries. Its
changes between 1 and 10 MHz.  The disadvantage of this technique include
poor soft-tissue contrast. Ultrasound waves cannot pass properly 
structures which means that some organs can not e
[2.4]. 
Figure
 
2.1.7 Microwave Imaging
Nowadays, microwave imaging seems
cancer. It has the ability of differentiati
and normal breast tissue. Mainly microwaves interact
the tissue water content. For instance malignant 
scattering cross sections than normal fatty breast tissues due to the high vascular or water 
content connected to angiogenesis of tumor
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2.1.8 Optical Tomography 
Optical tomography is a new technique being developed to estimate the optical properties of 
the body. It is a form of computed tomography that creates a digital volumetric model of an 
object by reconstructing images made from light transmitted and scattered through an object. 
Its principle is to use multiple movable light sources and detectors attached to the tissue 
surface to collect information about light attenuation and then reconstruct the internal 
absorption and scattering distributions. Abnormalities inside the tissue can be distinguished 
from the recovered optical densities because tumor tissue has different scattering and 
absorption properties. This imaging technique is used for a monitoring of cerebral blood and 
tissue oxygenation of newborn infants and functional mapping of brain activation during 
physical or mental exercise.  
 
2.2. EMISSION COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY 
2.2.1 Positron Emission Computed Tomography (PET) Imaging 
In the late 1990’s, PET scanners became clinically available. Concerning the physics behind 
PET imaging,  a positron is a particle identical, in all respects, to an electron, except that it has 
a positive electric charge rather than a negative one. Thus, a positron is an antimatter electron. 
When a positron and an electron meet, the mass of each particle is completely transformed 
into energy according to Einstein’s well-known equation, E= mc2. If someone does the mass 
conversions, he observes that each electron mass is equivalent to 0.511 MeV of energy. Thus, 
two photons, each with energy of 0.511 MeV, are produced by each positron–electron 
interaction, with the photons leaving the site of the interaction almost exactly 180°apart (the 
slight deflection from 180°is from conservation of the residual momentum each particle 
possessed at the time of the positron–electron interaction (see Figure2.5). The unique form of 
reaction that produces the two photons called an “annihilation event’’ and the two photons is 
called ‘‘annihilation photons’’ The detection of these annihilation photons (gamma rays) is 
the foundation for positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. 
 Figure2.5: Electron
 
Thanks to development of the FDG 2
metabolism of the probed body can be monitorized so that today, 
all modern hospitals are more interested 
coincidence sorting in the PET camera (i.e
detection (see Figure2.6). Therefore, it has higher sensitivity respect to 
and short scanning time. Hence
decrease of the image noise. However, 
electronics and tracers. Also, you need to have an exp
is the most commonly used radiopharmaceutical for PET scanners. Nowadays, the PET 
production companies (GE, Siemens, Phillips) are focusing their production efforts on 
integrated PET/MRI, SPECT/PET/MRI and SPECT/PET/CT scanners that give both 
anatomical and functional images.
[2.6,2.7,2.8,2.9]. 
 
                 Figure2.6: PET scanner configuration
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2.3 The Milestones of Emmission Tomography 
Based upon the physical properties of the isotopes used in this discipline, one can differentiate 
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single Photon Computed Tomography (SPECT). 
There are two major milestones that describe the development of emission tomography:  
• The tracer principle: The big bang of nuclear medicine dates back to the early 
1900’s with George de Hevesy. The main principle is founded on the insight that 
an atom in a molecule which takes part in the metabolism of an organism can be 
replaced by one of its radioactive isotopes. With the detection of photons emitted 
by the radioactive element, the routes followed in the metabolism can be tracked. 
• The development of the Anger camera: Despite plenty of improvements 
regarding with scanner optimization, today’s commercial gamma cameras are 
founded on the alike components which compose the Anger camera. Both 
today’s camera systems and Anger camera consist of collimator, scintillation 
crystal, photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and electronic circuitry.  
A more detailed important developments in history of nuclear medicine can be found in 
references [2.8,2.10]. 
 
2.3.1 History of Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) 
The early years of SPECT instrumentation during the 1960’s and 1970’s is well explained by 
Ronald Jack Jaszczak in his review article [ 2.11].  
 
2.4 Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography(SPECT) 
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is used for in vivo volumetric 
imaging of 3-D distributions of radiopharmaceuticals, which is very similar to traditional 
nuclear medicine planar imaging techniques using a gamma camera. Therefore, to learn the 
working mechanism of SPECT scanner, one should first investigate the detailed working 
principle of gamma cameras (see section2.5). SPECT is a diagnostic imaging technique which 
is employed with the radionuclides that emit single or multiple gamma rays with no angular 
correlations. The radionuclide distribution generated from gamma photons is detected at 
various positions by using one or more rotating gamma cameras (see Figure2.6). This 
technique provides information about how blood flows to tissues and organs. After the data 
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acquisition process, the final image is reconstructed (image reconstruction process) by using 
special image reconstruction software[2.12-2.15]. 
 
2.4.1 Planar Single Photon Emission Imaging 
There are two general forms of single photon emission imaging:  
• Planar scintigraphy: shows only a single view of radiopharmaceutical distribution in 
a patient. It is performed relatively fast (~ 5 min.) 
• Tomographic: acquired from a slice or 3D volume of radiotracer distribution obtained 
from multiple camera positions. It combines, typically, 60 to 120 planar projections to 
reconstruct a 3D volume (see Figure2.7 and Figure2.8). 
Both imaging methods use a gamma camera to collect the data. Planar scintigraphy needs a 
gamma camera and a displaying method for resulting images. Tomographic imaging requires 
a camera, a means of display, a gantry for camera rotation around the patient, and a special 
software for image reconstruction. 
 
 
 
Figure2.7: A dual head gamma camera SPECT system that carries nuclear image scans on almost all body 
systems [2.16]. 
 
 
 
Figure2.8: SPECT data acquisition. For each projection view, the computer sends a message to the gamma 
camera to step to the next viewing angle and, after the camera sends a message back to the computer that it is 
ready to acquire, the computer acquires the projection image at that angle for a specified time.  
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2.4.2 SPECT scanning procedure 
SPECT scanners combine two technologies to view your body: computed tomography (CT) 
reconstruction technique and a radiotracer. Before starting the SPECT scanning, the patient is 
injected with radiotracer which emits gamma rays that can be detected by the scanner. 
Typically, the patient has to wait a pre-defined time period in order to let the 
radiopharmaceutical take part in the metabolism. After this waiting time, the patient is taken 
to the SPECT camera and projection images are taken for typically ~30 minutes. The 
radioisotopes typically used in SPECT imaging are Iodine-123, Technetium-99m, Xenon-133, 
Thallium-201, and Fluorine-18 (see Table2.1). After the scanning, the images are 
reconstructed and the medical physicist examines them. Afterwards, a diagnosis can be 
realized. 
 
 
Isotope 
 
Symbol 
 
Z 
 
T1/2 
 
Decay 
 
Photons 
 
β 
 
Possible 
Applications 
Technetium-99m 99mTc 43 6.01 h IT 140 (89%) - Myocardial 
perfusion 
imaging 
 
Iodine-123 123I 53 13.3 h ec 159 (83%) - Diagnostic 
study of 
thyroid 
diseases 
 
Xenon-133 133Xe 54 5.24 d β- 81 (31%) 0.364 
(99%) 
Image blood 
flow, 
particularly 
in the brain 
 
Thallium-201 201Tl 81 3.04 d ec 69–83 (94%), 
167 (10%) 
- Myocardial 
perfusion 
imaging  
Fluorine-18 18F 9 110 m β+ 511 (193%) 0.664 
(97%) 
Intracranial 
diseases 
Table2.1: The radioisotopes typically used in SPECT imaging [2.17,2.18]. 
 
For example to obtain Tc-99m in the hospital generators are used. These generators include 
long living mother isotope Mo-99 with a half life of 66 hours and as a result of its decay one 
can obtain Tc-99m. Then, by simply eluting the Tc-99m from the generator, the isotope 
becomes available for radiochemistry department. By the radiopharmacy, the isotope is bound 
to the tracer. When radiotracer is ready, the syringes are prepared for injection of the patient 
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by a nurse. This all takes place in a hot-lab. After injection process, the patient has to wait a 
pre-defined time period in order to allow the radiopharmaceutical participated in metabolism 
of the patient. After this waiting period, the patient is taken to the SPECT scanner for 
approximately 20 to 30 minutes. The selection of tracer depends on the organ that one would 
like to probe. Different from a PET scanning, this technique is cheaper and more readily 
available than higher resolution PET cameras [2.12]. 
 
2.5 The Anger camera 
In 1958, Anger camera was developed by Hal Anger, a scientist at the University of 
California at Berkeley [2.19-2.23]. After H. Anger, Benedict Cassen invented rectilinear 
scanner which used a first Cadmium tungstate scintillator (CdWO4) in place of Geiger-Müller 
tubes having low sensitivity properties for gamma ray detection. The Cassen rectilinear 
scanner is composed of a small disc of scintillator which is attached to a single PMT and it 
uses a single hole collimator to obtain a 2D image of the object under examined. [2.19-2.25] 
 
 
Figure2.9: Fundamental components of a conventional gamma camera. Most gamma cameras have a collimator, 
a scintillation crystal, a light guide, an array of photomultiplier tubes, radiation shielding, energy discrimination 
and positioning electronics, and a computer and display for acquisition, processing, and display of data and 
images. 
 
After that, NaI(Tl) took place of cadmium tungsten scintillator tungstate scintillator (CdWO4)  
in commercial camera systems. At that time, Newell also suggested focused collimators 
because of its magnification property. [2.26] 
In the late 1950’s, Anger changed the film-screen combination and built a new large detector 
which was able take the two dimensional position information of an incident photon with a 
increased sensitivity by using multiple PMTs that was attached to one large continuous 
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NaI(Tl) scintillation crystal. Signal coming from PMT tubes are transferred to digital 
positioning circuits. Then, by applying the known as Anger logic, he achieved the position 
discrimination of scintillation light among neighboring PMTs. This approach finds the 
centroid point (center of gravity or mass) according to the ratio of the PMT signals. The 
centroid serves an estimation of the scintillation point which is acquired by linear 
interpolation of the signal power measured at the output of the variant photomultiplier tubes 
(PMTs). Conventional algorithm commonly used in PET for photon positioning is the Anger 
algorithm, based on centroid arithmetic [2.7]. This algorithm finds the centroid point (center 
of gravity) according to the ratio of the PMTs signals. The centroid helps an estimation of the 
scintillation point. Basic Anger algorithm has fixed weights, optimized to obtain the best 
resolution at a certain point of the detector array. The coordinate estimation is calculated as 
the weighted sum of PMT signal amplitudes. The choice of weights depends on the detector 
array geometry. The weights are position independent and reflect the distance of PMTs from 
the center. Estimation error of basic Anger algorithm consists primarily of the statistical error 
due to fluctuations in the number of photoelectrons detected by a PMT and bias, which is 
especially significant in case of events distant from the center[2.7]. One of the primary 
drawbacks of basic Anger algorithm is the fact that it treats all signals equally, both from 
close and distant events, without taking into consideration the positional uncertainty of the 
distant event.  
In gamma camera, the detection process includes several steps (see Figure2.9). First of all, not 
all the photons generated as a result of radioactive decay of the radiopharmaceutical can leave 
the patient’s body without undergoing a reabsorbtion or scattering effect. Therefore, only 
photons which are travel perpendicular to the detector surface or parallel to the collimator 
hole axis will be detected, scattered ones will be discarded by the mechanical filter or 
collimator. Then, a gamma photon which passes through the collimator hole interacts with the 
scintillation crystal and deposits energy into it. Then, this energy is converted to multiple 
visible light flashes by the detection crystal. The light photons propagate through the crystal 
and light guide to the PMT array. The main functions of PMTs are detection of the light 
photons and converting into measurable electrical current from them. Each PMTs gives an 
electrical current which is proportional to the number of light photons detected. Then, special 
electronics and software are used to determine the gamma photon interaction point based on 
the output of each PMT in the array (centroid logic). Finally, a computer saves the number of 
detections according to detector position and gives a resulting projection image. In case of 
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tomography, a finite number of projection images are collected for different detector angles 
and put in a sinogram for 2D or 3D reconstruction purpose.  
 
Today’s gamma cameras are using fully digital electronic systems which means the output of 
each PMT tube is directly digitized. The positioning and pulse-heigth analysis are carried out 
by using digitized PMT signals and errors in positioning and energy response because of 
electronic circuit such as pulse distortion and noise might be discarded. 
 
2.5.1 Important gamma camera characteristics 
The performance of a gamma camera depends on many characteristics such as detector 
property, electronic circuitry, and type of collimator. There might be seen image artifacts 
because of malfunctionality of diverse camera components. Sensitivity, Fano factor (an 
attempt to quantify the departure of the observed statistical fluctuations in the number of 
charge carriers from pure Poisson statistics) (see reference 2.27 for more details of energy 
resolution property of distinguishing two close energy lines; spatial resolution (amount by 
which a camera or system smears out the image of a very small point source or a very thin 
line source of radioactivity) are the most important characteristics of a gamma camera [2.27].  
 
2.5.2 Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of a gamma camera can be defined as a measure of the number of gamma 
photons recorded per unit time and per unit of source activity (i.e. usıng a point source), for a 
specified energy window and for a specified position of the source. Used activity is given in 
the unit of Bq (1Bq= 1 disintegration per second) or mCi (1 mCi = 37 MBq). One can define 
sensitivity as in cpm/mCi or cps/MBq or in percentage of photon emission.   
 
The sensitivity can be affected by collimator transmission for the considered energy, detector 
type and dead time. However, the dead time effect of the scanner can be ignored if there is 
low count rate as in SPECT [2.14].  
 
The probability of a photon to be detected when it leaves the body is primarily determined by 
the solid angle subtended by the detectors. The larger the detector, the higher is the 
probability of interaction. Ideally, when a point would be imaged inside a sphere of 
surrounding detector material without the presence of a collimator, the geometrical sensitivity 
 would be one. However, the detectors of a gamma camera usually are rectangular and the 
dimensions are limited regarding the economica
gamma camera has one to three detector heads of about 40 by 50 cm
 
2.5.3 Energy resolution 
Optical photons produced in the gamma camera have a range of energies, and this affect the 
final image quality if compensatory steps are not taken into account. A typical optical pulse
height spectrum (OPHS) for monoenergetic incident gamma rays is shown in 
below: 
  
  Figure2.10: The shape of OPHS for typical NaI scintillator.
                     of the photopeak.[2.28]
 
In the graph above, the Photopeak
respectively. The photopeak term corresponds to events, in which the whole energy of the 
incident gamma ray is released to the scintillation crystal. This could be a pure photoelectric 
absorption or a Compton scattering followed by a photoelectric ab
 
The photopeak energy resolution 
estimated with reasonable accuracy by applying Poisson statistics to the number of detected 
optical photons contributing to the photopeak.
                  
 
The full width at half maximum of the full energy peak is given by several components:
l and practical considerations. 
 [2.14]
 
 The energy resolution is expressed as the FWHM 
 
 and the Compton continuum are two main prope
sorption. 
is generally expressed as normalized FWHM. It can be 
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• the FWHM-equivalent noise component that can be attributed to the electronic 
components of the signal-processing chain; 
• the FWHM –equivalent spread due to the charge generation statistics within the 
detector; 
• the FWHM –equivalent attributable the detector leakage current and any charge 
collection problems within the detector. 
It is the charge generation statistics that the ultimate limit to the energy resolution, even if all 
other sources of peak broadening could be eliminated [2.27]. 
 
Event energy is determined by means of the energy signal, which is the total response of all 
PMTs. The amount of the detected scintillation photons depends on the event position. As a 
result, optical pulse-height spectrum (OPHS) (see Figure2.10) is position-dependent, i.e. both 
the photopeak threshold and resolution based on the geometry of the camera and on event 
position. Since the PMT responses at outer regions consist of less photoelectrons compared to 
these at central region, their signal to noise ratio (SNR) is smaller. This means that the larger 
is the FWHM the lower is the photopeak efficiency.  
 
We must know that only photopeak events can be accepted as part of the imaging data, 
because the low-energy events do not contain essentially useful information and also causes 
low quality image.  
 
Therefore, a faithful energy distinguishing software must be used, that takes into account the 
dependency of the spectrum on event position and this algorithm should not be too rigid to 
eliminate bona fide photons and also should allow low-energy responses. This problem can be 
overcome by hardwave-thresholding the events according to the energy signal, as it is 
performed in the majority of today’s modern scanners. In conclusion, a better energy 
resolution can be defined with a smaller FWHM value and an increased image quality 
because the scattered photons which would be better separated from non-scattered ones that 
include the useful information. A better energy resolution also helps us to have better 
separation of two or more photopeaks in the case of imaging of multiple radioisotopes [2.7, 
2.28]. 
To understand physics behind this, we are obliged to explain also the kinematics of the 
compton effect for the next part: 
 
 The Energy dependence of Compton Scattered Photons:
 
The energy dependence of Compton scattered photons 
correction in SPECT. Further details can be found in reference [2.27]
 
The interaction process of Compton scattering takes place between the incident gamma ray 
photon and an electron in the absorbing material. It is most often predominant interaction 
mechanism for gamma-ray energies
 
In compton scattering, the incoming gamm
respect to its original direction. The photon transfers a portion of its energy to the electron 
(assumed to be initially at rest), 
of scattering are possible, the energy transferred to the electron can vary from zero to a large 
fraction of the gamma energy.
 
The expression that relates the energy transfer and scattering angl
can simply be derived by writing simultaneous equations for the conservation of energy and 
momentum. 
 
Figure2.11: Schematic diagram of Compton Effect kinematics
 
Using the symbols defined in Figure 2.11, we can show 
and the energy transferred: 
           
 
 
is necessary to understand
. 
 typical of radioisotope sources. 
a-ray photon is deflected throu
which is then known as a recoil electron. Because all angles 
 
e for any given interaction 
 
 [2.27]
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where 
E  m'c)   the rest-mass energy of the electron (0.511 MeV)            (2.3) 
 
For small scattering angles θ, very little energy is transferred. Some of the original energy is 
always retained by the incoming photon even in the extreme of θ=1800. For instance, the 
lowest energy for the scattered photon results when it emerges at 180°.  
 
 
2.5.4 Spatial resolution 
Spatial resolution is defined a measure of the sharpness and detail of a gamma camera image. 
Sharp edges or small, pointed objects produce blurred rather than sharply defined images. Part 
of the blurring results from detector and positioning electronics and part of it arises from 
collimator characteristics. The limit of spatial resolution achievable by the detector and the 
electronics, ignoring additional blurring due to collimator, is known as the intrinsic spatial 
resolution of the camera [2.14] (see Figure2.10-2.11). Different from intrinsic spatial 
resolution of the camera, the spatial resolution of a system point outs its ability to differentiate 
between two points after image reconstruction [2.29]. The scintillation crystal and the light 
guide have a finite thickness so that the optical flushes are distributed over several PMTs. 
While a PMT close to the interaction point measures a high signal, a far away ones measure 
only weak signals. Please see Figure2.12 below: 
 
 
 
Figure2.12: The light distribution over several PMTs: Anger’s scintillation camera (parts): 1 - scintillation  
                     crystal, 2 – light guide (glass), 3 – hexagonal set of PMTs, 4 – high energy photon path, 5 –  
                     scintillation point, 6 – visible photon shower [2.7]. 
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The PMTs are attached to electronic circuitry in order to reconstruct the planar coordinates of 
the scintillation point of the colliding photon from the invoked currents. Conventional 
algorithm for coordinate reconstruction is based on centroid arithmetic and is known as 
Anger’s logic. There are also other positioning algorithms to localize more accurately photon 
interaction points [2.7, 2.30,2.31,2.32,2.33]. 
 
This is especially very important for the field of small animal imaging. However, Anger logic 
is not satisfactory algorithm because it creates pincushion effect at edge of a detector. For 
example when a source is moved from the edge of one of the PM tubes toward its center, the 
light collection efficiency of that PM tube increases more rapidly than the source is moved. 
This causes the image of a line source crossing in front of a PM tube to be bowed toward its 
center. The result is a characteristics pincushion distortion (“inward bowing of line images”) 
in areas of a gamma camera image lying directly in front of the PM tubes [2.14]. 
 
In case of a continuous crystal, this only influences a small part of the detector. However for 
pixelated detectors, we might lose more detector area. A classical NaI detector in combination 
with PMTs typically gives 3 mm intrinsic spatial resolution. 
 
2.6 Collimator Design and Types 
An image is composed of pixels. Therefore, to form a satisfactory image, we need to have 
enough number pixels and to provide an agreement between pixels in object and pixels in the 
image. In case of a photographic camera, this correspondence is provided by an optical lens 
which is a device with perfect or approximate axial symmetry that transmits and refracts light, 
converging or diverging the beam to obtain an image onto the sensitive film or detector array. 
However, in gamma ray imaging systems, high energy gamma rays cannot be imaged or 
focused with a classical lens. Therefore, they use collimators, which are made of dense and 
heavy material for instance lead or tungsten, perforated like a honeycomb with long thin 
channels for image formation. Different from a lens, an absorptive collimator forms an image 
by allowing the only gamma rays traveling along a certain direction forced along the 
collimator channels or holes. Gamma rays which are not traveling in the proper direction are 
absorbed by the channel walls before arriving to the sensitive detector region. When we look 
at history of collimators, we see that a single hole collimator was first used in rectilinear 
scanners in order to allow the photons coming from front face of the scanner. Within a short 
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time later pinhole collimators which provides magnification has been started to use to imaging 
of small organs like thyroid. In 1970’s, H. Anger brought a new approach increasing 
sensitivity by replacing the single hole collimation with parallel one [2.34]. 
Also, he is the first person who used focused collimators for tomoscanner. Today, those types 
of collimators are used as fanbeam and conebeam collimator forms especially for brain 
imaging. In conclusion, all collimator types that we mentioned above have a trade-off among 
their property of sensitivity, resolution and field of view (FOV). For the next part, we will do 
comparison of well-known collimator types in terms of those three criteria. For further details 
can be found in references [2.35-2.37]. 
 
2.6.1 Collimator types: 
In this section, we are giving the overview of SPECT collimators. One of the major concerns 
of this dissertation is the special attention to parallelhole collimators which are used by the 
YAP-(S)PETII scanner, its Monte Carlo modeling and the optimization. 
  
There are five basic collimator designs to channel photons of different energies, to magnify or 
demagnify images, and to select between imaging quality and imaging speed. 
 
2.6.1.1 Parallel hole collimators: 
It can be seen as the workhorse collimator type. It is comprised of thousands of precisely 
aligned holes or channels, forming by either casting hot lead (Micro-cast) or folding lead foil 
(Micro-linear). A radioactive source emits gamma ray photons in all directions. The 
collimator conveys only those photons traveling directly along the long axis of each hole. 
Photons emitted in other directions are absorbed by the septa (wall) between the holes. 
Collimator septa should be made of highly attenuating material, that is, material that has a 
high atomic number Z and a high density ρ. Alloys of lead (Z = 82, ρ = 11.34 g/cm3) are the 
most well-known septal materials. Alloys of tungsten (Z = 74, ρ = 19,4 g/cm3) and gold (Z = 
79, ρ =19,3 g/cm3) are also used, however not widely, because tungsten is difficult to process 
and gold is quite expensive. 
 
Without a collimator in front of the scintillation crystal, it is impossible to have an image 
which is distinguishable. In addition, the septal thickness should be decided carefully to 
 prevent gamma rays from travelling one hole to the other. The most important design 
parameters of a parallel hole collimator are its height a, hole diameter d, septal thickness t
Figure2.13).  
Figure2.13: Parallelhole collimator: d is hole di
 
The important parameter for the collimator design is the energy of gamma photons which 
needs to be halted. Septal penetration ratio is ba
collimator material µ and septal thickness t. It is known that the effective length, 
collimator holes is slightly less than their actual length due to effect of septal penetration.
  
Then, we can design a collimator after learning the desired sensitivity and resolution 
parameters. Note that hole length 
resolution. Collimator resolution R
point or line source of radiation projected onto the detector. It is given by;
 
 
where b is the distance from radiation source to the collimator, d is the diameter. Collimator 
efficiency g, given as the ratio of gamma rays convey
ray emitted by the source toward the collimator and it is given by;
 
 
where t is the septal thickness, K is a constant depends on hole shape (~0.24 for round holes 
in a hexagonal array [2.14], ~0.26 for hexagonal hole
 
amater, a is collimator length, t is septal thickness.
sed on attenuation coefficient of used 
.//   0 22     (2.4) 
and diameter strongly effect both collimator efficiency and 
coll can be described as FWHM of radiation profile from a 
 
 3455 6 7.// 8 9)/l;<<   (2.5)   
ed through the collimator per gamma 
 
= 6 >) ? @5ABBC
) D7)/7 8 $)F   (2.6) 
s for hexagonal array
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leff of the 
 
 [2.14], ~0,28 for 
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square holes in a square array [2.14], ~0.238 round holes in a hexagonal array [2.14]).The 
parallel hole collimator produces gamma ray image of the same size as the source distribution 
onto the detector. This means that collimator FOV is equal to detector size. Therefore, parallel 
collimators have a widespread usage in nuclear medicine field [2.9, 2.13, 2.14]. 
 
The complete system resolution of a gamma camera Rs is also depends on the detector 
resolution or intrinsic resolution. It is necessary to mention this property, because intrinsic 
resolution also affects the total system resolution which is determined by collimator geometry. 
In case of a parallel hole collimators, if we accept that both collimator (Rc) and detector (Ri) 
PSFs are 2D Gaussians with respective FWHM Rc and Ri, the total system PSF will be a 2D 
convolution of both PSFs gives the system FWHM of: 
GHG  IJ) 8 3)    (2.7) 
The system resolution is much poorer than detector intrinsic (Ri) resolution and collimator 
resolution decreases with increasing source to collimator distance. From the above equation, it 
is obvious that for a better spatial resolution (smaller Rc), we need to use a smaller hole size d 
or a longer collimator height l. However, concerning the sensitivity, g, has a linear change 
with d and l that causes a quadratically decreasing sensitivity [2.14, 2.35]. 
 
            = 6 3455)    (2.8) 
• Microcast technology: 
The precision of Micro-cast collimators (see Figure2.14) starts with computer 
generated photo-plots of a hole-pattern, which will be transferred on to metal 
templates. Transfer is done using a process of two-sided photo-etching of the 
templates, all within tolerances of 0.005 mm. The etched templates are basically used 
to align the special alloy pins that need to form the tunnels and septa [2.38]. 
 
Figure2.14: Micro-cast technology [2.38]. 
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• Micro linear technology 
 
With this foil technology (see Figure2.15), it is possible to overcome misalignment and 
tunnel deformation issues commonly known with traditional foil collimators. Foil 
constructed collimators are basically corrugated foil strips stacked on top of each other, 
forming hexagonal shaped tunnels. Tunnel walls that are glued together are half 
thickness, which is intended to provide tunnel walls of equal thickness at all sides of the 
tunnel. Unfortunately, when this type of foil strip is miss-aligned, substantial areas of the 
tunnel wall has only half the thickness loosing its shielding capability thus increasing 
septa penetration. This effectively reduces its resolution and uniformity.[2.38] 
 
Figure2.15: Folded collimators [2.38]. 
It is critical that the structure of the collimator does not create any distortion, artifact 
or other error to the procedure. Thanks to the new Micro-cast and Micro-linear 
production techniques, it is possible to produce a structure of precisely thin, uniform 
septal wall thickness, tunnel shape, linearity and angulations [2.35]. 
 
2.6.1.2 Fanbeam and conbeam collimators: 
Fanbeam collimators have holes which are inclined towards a focal point. They have higher 
efficiency with respect to parallel hole collimators, but have a smaller field-of-view (FOV). 
The detector size and field of view relation at a given distance described by the linear 
magnification factor m. The focal line of a fanbeam collimator is parallel to rotation axis of 
the scanner. Therefore, there is only a magnification in the transaxial direction. For instance in 
x-direction, m can be given by KL  ML′/fO 0 z$  where  fO  is focal length and ML′  ML 8 Q. 
(see Figure2.16) 
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Figure2.16: Geometry of fan beam collimator. Focusing is described by the focal length f in x direction. β, is the 
incidence angle between the axis of a collimator hole and the normal to the detector plane [2.35]. 
 
The normalized solid angle formulation is RSRHTUV4XY)$ where, 
  
RSRH - the lower surface of the hole, 
 TUV - coming from the projection on the pixel area TV$ , and 
 T)V - the larger surface of the normalizing sphere around the source.  
 
The region covered by the detector pixel is reduced to  RSRHY/Q$). 
 
 ML/ML       -  the smaller upper surface of the collimator holes,  
 pOp[ mO⁄  -  voxel area. 
With the combination of these two factors, one can obtain the fan beam efficiency, 
 
] = ^_^`abc
^_^`
dedf
/_
/_g
K. TUV      (2.9) 
 
Spatial resolution in x and y direction can be given by; 
 
L = RL i
g
c
/_
/_g
 ,   H = RH i
g
c     (2.10) 
 
In the case of fanbeam collimators, all collimator channels are directed to one focal line which 
is parallel to the rotation axis of camera or scanner. On the other hand, in conebeam 
collimators, all channels are aimed to just a single point. What’s more, due to the fact that the 
focal line of a fanbeam collimator is parallel to rotation axis of the scanner or camera, there is 
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only a magnification effect in the transaxial direction. However, in case of conebeam 
collimator, we will have magnified projections both in transaxial and axial directions. 
Compared to parallel hole collimators, the geometric efficiency of the fanbeam and conbeam 
collimator will be a function of the source distance [2.39]. 
For the conebeam collimator has efficiency formulation as fanbeam except focusing in both 
dimensions. Assuming equal focal length, hole diameter, pixel size and magnification factor 
KL = M ′/f 0 z$ in x and y direction, the efficiency can be calculated by using equation 
below: 
 
]  ^abc ^d //gK). TUV       (2.11) 
 
the spatial resolution formulation for both axes is given by; 
 
  R igc //g       (2.12) 
 
 More detailed information related with the fanbeam and conbeam collimator characteristics 
can be found in reference [2.9,2.14, 2.35, 2.40,2.41,2.42,2.43]. 
 
2.6.1.3 Pinhole collimators 
First imaging techniques dates back to Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), who first used the 
pinhole camera called “camera obscura” [2.10]. A pinhole is a very simple projecting method 
of a large target object onto small surface like the camera obscura technique of Leonardo da 
Vinci [2.9] (see Figure2.17). 
 
 Figure2.1
 
 
 
The magnification factor   j  9⁄
 
 
where, a is the detector pinhole distance and 
plane, k is the dimension of the pinhole aperture 
pinhole collimator can defined as the normalized solid angle
aperture. Current gamma ray detector systems frequently using parallel hole collimators 
which provides reasonable imaging capabilities without magnification. Howe
collimators are much more sensitive to the object place being imaged because pinhole 
collimator can gather photons that are traveling at an angle with respect to the axis parallel to 
the pinhole. Also, pinhole collimators have
 
7: Imaging using a single-pinhole aperture. 
 
Figure2.18: Pinhole collimator aperture. 
Tk  m of a pinhole collimator is  
K  l9     2.13 $ 
b is the distance from the object to the pinhole 
(see Figure 2.18).  The sensitivity 
, α subtended by the pinhole 
 a high efficiency especially in the near field. 
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of a 
ver, pinhole 
 
  
Figure2.19: Geometry of pinhole collimator. D is the pinhole diameter, p is the detector pixel size, and L is the 
collimator-detector distance[2.35]. 
 
The pinhole detector efficiency is,
 ]
For a round pinhole efficiency  is ,
 
 
  
The square pinhole efficiency can be calculated by using the linear magnification factor 
given by K  Q n⁄ ; 
 
 
Spatial resolution is equal to the sum of 
function (SPRF), given by o. R
factor ρ for round pinholes has a minimum value of 0.813, equal to the value for round 
parallel holes. It does not depend on the ratio but on the value of the detector pixel size 
divided by the diameter of the point source projected through the pinhol
Additionally, For pinhole detectors, penetration is also different from par
detectors [2.44]. 
 
In the beginning, pinhole collimators were used to make projections of small regions of 
interest to a larger detector su
demagnified projection image, a pinhole collimator provides the magnification by putting the 
  
 q1 − 1/r1 8 R 2n⁄ $)s 2⁄       (2.14 ) 
 
 
] = ^

tu T
UV                    (2.15) 
] = ^

abc K
)TUV           (2.16) 
 
the width and the slope of the single pixel response 
ig
c   both in x and y direction (see Figure2.19
allel hole or related 
rface. In contrast to the camera obscura which gives 
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m 
). The correction 
e onto the detector 
 object close to the pinhole. Today, pinhole collimators are
imaging of small organs i.e. the thyroid [
 
2.6.1.4 Multi-pinhole collima
In the early 1970’s multi pinhole collimators was first presented in nuclear medicin
early 1970’s by Wouters [2.34
Figure2.20(a-b): (a)Geometry of multi
provides several copies of the object
[2.13,2.55]. 
 
There are series of cases where the use of a pinhole camera becomes one of the most effective 
approaches to get images. These are the cases of imaging of gamma and x
cannot focus the radiation in an easy manner, 
pinhole collimation.  
 
The single pinhole camera has a very small diameter of pinhole that limits the significant 
amount of radiation to form a satisfactory image 
when a high spatial resolution is requested.
physically the pinhole collimator close to the object, it is possible to obtain better resoluti
for the same sensitivity. In preclinical imaging applications, one
using multiple pinholes towards the object Although multi
technique for brain, kidneys, bone and hear
limitations in clinical site settings
accept that it is the standard collimation technique in field of small animal SPECT imaging.
Pre-clinical multi-pinhole systems can be grouped based on two main criteria; 1
numbers 2- stationary or non
often leads to overlapping of several projections through the pinholes (multiplexing) which 
 an attractive alternative for 
2.45], parathyroids [2.46], joints or kidneys [2.47
tion technique 
] (see Figure2.20). 
-pinhole collimator: Imaging using a multiple-pinhole coded aperture 
 (b) Pinhole configuration and overlap pattern for three different apertures
but with the help of the 
[2.34]. Pinhole collimators are often used 
 If the object examined is very small, by putting 
 might increase sensitivity by 
-pinhole is a promising collimation 
t imaging [2.48-2.52], they have still has 
 and requires more investigations. On the other han
-stationary. However, projection data of multi
40 
the 
].  
e in the 
 
 
-rays, where you 
mechanical multi-
on 
d, we can 
 
-pinhole 
-pinhole SPECT 
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are used to determine the range of directions where photons can be detected (see Figure2.20). 
Multi-pinhole collimation is commonly used to improve image quality in small animal 
SPECT. However multiplexed pinhole projections may introduce ambiguity in image 
reconstruction and may cause image artifacts and inaccurate quantification. To identify the 
overlapped projections in multi-pinhole SPECT imaging is an important research field. In 
literature, we can find plenty of different SPECT system designs with multi-pinhole approach 
[2.53-2.58]. 
 
However, pinhole collimation has the sampling completeness problem. This was first reported 
for parallel hole collimation by S.S.Orlov [2.59]. Whole data are stored only throughout 
central slice in the transaxial plane of a pinhole collimator and the other transaxial slices 
suffer from incomplete data that causes serious image artifacts after reconstruction. These 
artifacts become more evident if one can move away from central slice. They can often be 
seen by using a Defrise disk phantom (Data Spectrum Corp.) that is a stack of axially repeated 
hot and cold slices. For a point in the field of view of the scanner, each possible photon 
detection path of the detector is intersected with a unit sphere, which is centered at the point 
considered.  
 
The common points defined as a result of those intersection of the projection lines and unit 
sphere determines a region Ω  on the Orlov sphere. According to Orlov’s theorem, data set is 
complete if there is no unit great circle which does not intersect Ω and data incompleteness 
becomes more severe when any circle on the Orlov sphere does not intersect Ω. Regarding a 
parallel hole collimator, Orlov’s rule is provided for all points in the field of view, when the 
detector is rotated for at least 180◦.  
 
The more one moves axially off-center, the more the circle formed by the points shifts toward 
the poles and more great circles can be found that do not intersect Ω (see Figure2.21 (a,b)). 
Thus, the more one moves off-center, the less complete the data will be. Also, conebeam 
collimators suffer from data incompleteness toward the edge of the FOV, but in most of the 
cases, it is not significant because of the large focal distance. Solutions for the problem of 
sampling incompleteness can be solved by the following two ways: 1-scanning orbits 
different from circular ones (e.g. helical scans) [2.60],[2.61] 2- using multi-pinhole 
collimators [2.62]. 
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Figure2.21: (a) Projections on the Orlov sphere for (a) all points in the FOV of a parallel hole collimator and the 
central transaxial slice in the FOV of a pinhole collimator. No great circle can be found that does not intersect 
while in (b), showing the projections for an off center point in the pinhole FOV, a lot of great circles can be 
drawn that do not intersect[2.9]. 
 
 
2.6.1.5 Slit-slat collimators 
In 1980’s, slit-slat collimation approach which integrated axial slats with a slit parallel to the 
axis of a SPECT scanner was first described [2.63,2.64]. It has been used in brain [2.65], 
cardiac [2.66], as well as in small animal [2.67, 2.68] scanners. 
 
Parallel hole and pinhole geometries can be integrated by the use of a one-dimensional 
parallel hole (slat) in one and a lengthened pinhole (slit) in the other dimension. Slit-slat 
collimators are composed of a number of parallel slats that are placed on the detector surface 
(Figure 2.22). Opposite to parallel hole collimators, it provides one-directional collimation. In 
the direction which is perpendicular to the slats, the property of photon selection is the same 
as a parallel hole collimator. The slats are commonly aimed perpendicular to the rotation axis 
so that an axial collimation is also the same as parallel hole collimators. A slit which is 
parallel to the axis of rotation is put above the slats in order to get information from the 
transaxial direction. 
  
Figure2.22: Geometry of slit-slat collimator (a) A slit
collimator in axial direction with the high sensitivity properties of a pinhole collimator in transaxial direction. 
The transaxial geometry is clarified in (b)
  
 
 
Figure2.23
 
 
Slit-slat collimation (see Figure2.22
in axial direction and pinhole collimation in 
and single-pinhole collimation, slit
planes. Regarding with a pinhole, it provides high sensitivity at points close to the slit. 
Additionally, when the slats are parallel, one
compared to a fan-beam collimator, whi
also causes a loss in axial resolution. This loss is due to the lack of axial magnification and the 
distance from the detector necessary to achieve high magnification at the transaxial direction. 
-slat collimator combines properties of a parallel hole 
 [2.09]. 
 
 
: The SOLSTICE rotating slat collimator prototype. 
-2.23) has the same property as parallel hole collimation 
the transaxial one. If you compare with fan
-slat collimation provides high resolution in transverse 
 may have elongated axial field of view 
ch also has the advantage of complete sampling, but 
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-beam 
 Also, it does not create artifacts in the reconstructed image when moving
the center and may have a higher sensitivity for the same transaxial resolution 
a pinhole collimator. In axial direction, 
collimators and in case of transa
sensitivity calculation is more complicated and for on
equal to the geometrical mean 
A more general expression of the sensitivity which is correct for all points in the FOV is g
by Accorsi [2.69] and R.V. Holen: 
spacing respectively. dslit is the perpendicular distance between the slit and the point where 
sensitivity is evaluated while h
 
 
2.6.1.6 Rotating slat collimators
In 1975, Keyes suggested a rotating
does not consist of holes. Instead, it is made of parallel plates, as
advantage of a slat collimator is that it has greater geometric efficiency 
[2.71-2.74].  
Figure2.24: Rotating-slat collimator. A slat
data sets. SPECT requires rotation of the camera at each angular position and conventional rotation of the
camera about the object being imaged.
 
 
the resolution formula is the same 
xial direction, it is equal to the pinhole collimators. 
-axis points it has been proved that it is 
of pinhole and parallel hole sensitivity [2.69
[2.09, 2.70] with wslit and wslat the slit width and the slat 
slat is the slat height.  
v  wxyz{wxy|{ab@xyz{xy|{ TUk    (2.17) 
 
-slat collimator fixed on a gamma camera. 
 shown in Figure2.24
than a hole collimator 
 
-collimator/scintillation detector system acquires one
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 axially away from 
as compared to 
as the parallel hole 
However, 
].  
iven 
This collimator 
. One 
-dimensional 
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However, a slat collimator only measures 1D profiles and cannot be used to directly create a 
2D image. One cannot produce planar images by using this technology unless image 
reconstruction of the 1D profiles is realized. It is beneficial to use rotating slat collimators 
instead of parallel hole collimators to do hot spot imaging in small objects. There are several 
designs that use that type of collimation. More recent and detailed study on rotating slat 
collimation by using three-dimensional iterative image reconstruction approach in SPECT 
scanners was performed by R. Van Holen [2.09, 2.75,2.76,2.77]. 
 
2.6.1.7   How to choose optimal collimator for the specific application? 
Answer of that question is “depends on the application and requirements of the applications in 
terms of the sensitivity, spatial resolution and FOV. Pinhole or slit-slat collimation should be 
used when the object is small and can be placed close to the detector. Fanbeam and conebeam 
have higher sensitivity, but smaller field of view. Pinhole collimators provide better 
resolution. While one can have better transaxial resolution with slit-slat collimators however, 
this is not the case for axial resolution. In fact, for slit-slat collimator, the object can not be put 
close to the slats due to the slit usually is placed above. As a result, we can say that parallel 
hole collimation is the best choice for whole body imaging which requires a large field of 
view within an acceptable scan time. Using fanbeam and cone beam collimators can be 
beneficial if one tries to visualize smaller organs at relatively large distance because their 
sensitivity increases with the collimator distance. When the object is small and can be placed 
close to the detector (small animal imaging), pinhole or multi pinhole collimation could be 
useful because for an equal sensitivity, a much better spatial resolution can be obtained. The 
slit-slat collimator combines the advantages of superior transaxial resolution and high 
sensitivity close to the slit.  
 
An exemplary comparison of the sensitivity and resolution in function of collimator-source 
distance for the previously described collimators also is given by R.V.Holen [2.09] (see 
Figure2.25-2.26 below). 
 
 Figure2.25: In this plot, the on-axis sensitivity is compared relative to the sensitivity of a parallel hole 
collimator. Closer than 3 cm to the collimator, it is advantageous to use a pinhole or slit
the converging hole collimators, sensitivity increases while
 
 
 
 
 
                   
 
 
                
Figure2.26: Plot (a) and (b) respectively compare the transaxial an axial resolution that can be obtained with the 
different collimators. Transaxial resolution is equal for
collimation. Axial resolution is equal for parallel hole and fanbeam collimators. The axial resolution of a slit
is worse compared to parallel hole because zero collimator distance is defined by
the slat height hslat. 
 
-slat collimator while for 
 moving further from the collimator.
 
 fanbeam and conebeam and also for pinhole and slit
 the slit height hslit and not by 
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-slat 
-slat 
 2.7 Scintillation Crystals Used for SPECT Imaging
A scintillator is a high density, transparent material which emits light typically in visible or 
ultraviolet region when excited by ionizing radiatio
into light photons by the scintillation 
signal with the help of specifically developed 
There are different types of scintilla
 
A detector design especially for small animal PET and SPECT systems requires taking into 
account three main factors: these are high energy and spatial resolution and price. When 
examining the state-of-the-art 
have preferred to use continuous (monolithic), block or discrete, phoswich crystal designs for 
small animal SPECT and PET systems. Although, the discrete crystal detector designs have 
provided high spatial resolution, they also have caused many complications such as, labour
intensive use, increased costs,
spaces between small crystal elements which lead to reduction in the light collect
efficiency. They also lead to 
resolution in a pixelated detector array are photon penetration which results in incorrect 
assignment of the line of response in a 
measured, scatter within the detector results in degraded crystal identification
 
Figure2.27: Different types of scintillation crystal design nuclear medicine.
 
 
n. First of all, gamma rays are converted 
crystal, then they are transformed into an electrical 
photodetectors such as conventional PMTs.
tion crystal design (see Figure 2.27).  
SPECT and PET detectors, it can be seen that many researchers 
 reduced light collection (low packing fraction) due to dead 
inter crystal scatter. Some of the factors that degrade spatial 
Scanner. If depth-of interaction (DOI) is not able to be 
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ion 
 [2.201].  
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NaI:Tl is the most important scintillation crystal, which is still used for commercially 
available SPECT systems. YAP: Ce, CsI(Tl) and LaBr3(Ce) also used in SPECT scanners for 
research purposes. The important properties of those scintillators are given in table below: 
 
 
Scintillator 
Material 
 
 
Attenuation 
length @ 
140keV (mm) 
 
 
 
Density 
(g cm-3) 
 
 
ρZ4eff 
(106) 
 
 
Hygrosco-
picity 
 
Light yield 
(photons/ 
MeV) 
 
 
Decay time 
(ns) 
 
Emission 
Maximum 
(nm) 
 
 
Refractive 
index 
 
Na: Tl 
 
5.3 
 
3.67 
 
24.5 
 
Yes 
 
41000 
 
230 
 
410 
 
1.85 
 
Cs: Tl 
 
3.61 
 
4.51 
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Slightly 
 
66000 
 
8006x103 
 
550 
 
1.80 
 
LaCl3:Ce 
 
3.9 
 
3.86 
 
23.2 
 
Yes 
 
46000 
 
25 (65%) 
 
330 
 
1.90 
 
LaBr3:Ce 
 
3.7 
 
5.3 
 
25.6 
 
Yes 
 
61000 
 
35(90%) 
 
358 
 
1.90 
  
YAlO3:Ce 
   (YAP) 
 
1.43 
 
5.5 
 
7 
 
No 
 
21000 
 
30 
 
350 
 
1.95 
 
Table2.2: The most important inorganic scintillators used in SPECT imaging [2.78, 2.79,2.80]. 
 
The scintillator requirements for SPECT systems can be summarized as; 
• High light output (for good energy resolution and intrinsic spatial resolution),  
• High density crystal (>3,5 g/cm3) 
(A higher crystal density means a smaller required thickness. Crystal resolution for a thin 
scintillator would be better with respect to a thick one, because there will be less light 
spreading. However, if we are using a pixelated detector, the light will be spreaded within the 
pixel. In that case, intrinsic detector resolution would be determined by the crystal pixel size.  
• Cheap (<$15/cm2, where the area referred to is the surface area around the patient, 
•  An emission wavelength should be matched to PMT readout (300–500 nm),  
•  Short decay time (<1 µs).  
NaI:Tl and CsI:Tl are only used in experimental devices that employe photodiode (rather than 
PMT) readout. There are some opportunities for improving the scintillators used for SPECT 
imaging. The most requested development is to get increased light output, because this 
improves the energy resolution with the same intrinsic resolution by using fewer (but larger) 
PMTs. Nowadays, CsI(Tl), grown in a structure of fine needles with small diameters (~10 
µm), is used in digital RX systems.  However, pixelated crystals and finger crystal structures 
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does not have high light output because of absorption at the edges of each crystal pixel or 
column. From that point, LaBr3(Ce) can be accepted as a promising scintillator, because it has 
high density and light output. In comparison to a NaI(Tl) scintillator based SPECT system, 
LaBr3:Ce and LaCl3:Ce scintillators have good energy resolution. 
[2.71,2.74,2.79,2.80,2.81,2.82]. 
 
 
2.8 Readout Systems for Scintillation Light Detectors and Alternatives of   
      PMTs 
 
In that section, we are giving the state of the art readout systems for scintillation light 
detectors. They can be divided into six groups [2.30]: 
 
1. Photomultiplier tubes (PMT), 
• PS-PMTs  (YAP(S)PETII Scanner is using PS-PMT technology as a readout 
unit.) 
2. Special photodiodes, 
3. Multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC), 
4. SiPM (Silicon photomultiplier), 
5. Electron-Multiplying Charge-Coupled Device (EM-CCD), 
6. Solid-state detectors.  
 
 
Figure2.28: Chronology of main detector technologies [2.8]. 
 
 
 
 2.8.1 Photomultiplier tubes:
They are divided into two main gr
1. Photomultiplier tube:  
 
A photomultiplier (see Figure2.29
photocathode, focusing electrodes, an electron multiplier and an anode usually sealed i
evacuated glass tube. PMTs play a significant role in energy resolution. The dynodes takes the 
largest space inside the device, however they do not play significant role for determining the 
energy resolution. The one of the most important component 
which provides transformation of the light photons to electrons thr
effect. The design of the photocathode is very important. A well designed photocathode stops 
enough light photons and allows to escaping 
electrons. If we are using a thick photocathode, there is always a trade
light photons stopped and escaping of secondary generated electrons
light photons are stopped and 
The thicker the cathode, the more light photons are stopped, but the less electrons will escape. 
After deciding the optimum photocathode thickness, the quantum efficiency of the 
photocathode determines the quality of photomultiplier tube. Quantum efficiency is
number of photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode divided by the number of incident 
photons. It is showed by ɲ 
wavelenghts have higher energy compare
increase in the photoemission probability. In conclusion QE of photocathode depends on 
photon wavelenght. Maximum QE. efficiency obtains at a photon wavelength which is 
slightly shorter than the peak radiant sensitivity wavelength
 
 
 
oups: 
) is a vacuum tube consisting of an
of a PMT is the photocathode 
ough the photoelectric 
of enough number of secondary generated 
-off between number of 
. To be such that enough 
enough secondary generated electrons should be able to escape. 
and is generally expressed as a percent. Ph
 to those at longer wavelenghts and c
 [2.83]. 
Figure2.29: Schematic construction of PMT. 
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 Photomultiplier tube was invented at 4th August, 1930 by Soviet
engineer L.A. Kubetsky [2.8]
photomultiplier tubes with Ag
made also from Ag-O-Cs. The photomultiplier tubes consisted of photocathode and multi
stage electron multiplier system including constant magnets for electron focusing because 
electrostatic electron optics was
from a single scintillation is very weak, so conventional detector types can not be used in 
SPECT and PET camera systems. To overcome this problem, instead of using classic detector 
types, PMTs are widely used in commercial SPECT and PET scanners. PM tubes are 
composed of multiple metal dynodes that put at increasing voltages. When a photon collides 
with a photocathode of PMT, it turns into energetic electrons. These electrons are, then, 
accelerated towards next dynode. As a result, millions of electrons are detected for each 
photon that hits the photocathode of the PM tube. A typical scintillation event is in t
of the micro-ampere [2.27]. It is surprising that up to now the majority of p
in the west has deepest conviction that the first PMT was developed by V.K. Zworykin et al. 
at RCA in 1936 [2.84,2.85]. There is practically no mentioning of L.A. Kubetsky name in 
English scientific literature [2.8,
widespread usage in many fields.
2. PS-PMTs (Position sensitive photomultiplier tubes):
Position sensitive PM tubes one group of PMTs. They are able to both detect whether or not 
photons hits the detection surface and also
electron detection is done by multiple anode wires which go along the length and width axis 
of the PMT and the obtained final signal distribution shows the origin of the light photon. 
Figure2.30:PS-PMT(a)Electrode structure and electron trajectories, (b) Anode patterns metal channel 
                   dynode type multian
 
-Russian physicist and 
. In 1933-34 L.A. Kubetsky has developed a number of 
-O-Cs photocathodes and circular secondary electron emitters 
 not developed well at that time. The amount of light produced 
 2.27, 2.84, 2.85, and 2.86]. After 1938, PM tubes have had 
 
  
 encodes the position of the incoming photons. The 
ode photomultiplier tubes [2.86]. 
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 Figure2.31: Comparison of effective area ratio of flat panel PSPMTs. Metal channel dynodes mainly 
are mainly used in 1-inch square metal package photomultiplier tubes, flat panel type (2 square inches) . 
This type of photomultiplier tubes provides a large effective area and minima
[2.86]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure2.32
 
By using PS-PMTs, it is likely to have one or more scintillation material coupled to 
one detector. This approach is low cost and also allows new scintillation detector 
designs. PSDs (Position Sensitive Detectors) were put on th
Construction and working principle of PS
details [2.8,2.27,2.83,2.88
 
Now, for the next part, we will summarize the alternatives for PMTs.
 
2.8.2 Special photodiodes: 
A photodiode is a type of photodetector capable of converting light into either current or 
voltage, depending upon the mode of operation. First commercial photocell was produced by 
Westinghouse in 1925. The history of special photodiodes for gamma ray detection systems 
dates back to 1988s in CERN. 
 
l insensitive (dead) area 
 
: Hamamatsu Photonics, H8500 series PS-PMT [2.87
e market in 1979. [2.124] 
-PMTs are given by Glenn F. Knoll with full 
].  
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Today, many different types of photodiodes
APDs, have been produced. Avalanche photodiodes have a similar structure to well
photodiodes, but they are operated with much higher reverse bias. This allows each photo
generated carrier to be multiplied by avalanche breakdown, resulting in internal gain within 
the photodiode, which increases the effective responsivity of the device. They have 
and resistivity to magnetic field for MRI applications. They are also position sensitive as 
PSPMTs and can be used with pixelated detectors. Some of photodiode types are suitable for 
gamma ray detection systems, however, they are not preferable 
noise problems [2.27, 2.89]. 
 
2.8.3 Multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC):
MWPC (see Figure2.34) was disc
was published in1968 in CERN and he was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1
principle of MWPC is similar to Geiger Müller Count
Müller tube has only one anode wire, has more than one. MWPC has been borrowed from 
high energy physics technology. Detection power of this system d
anode wires within a unit area. The main disadvantage of MWPC that it has no electronic 
energy discrimination of the incoming photons [2.91
 
 
Figure2.33: Photodiode arrays [2.8]. 
 (see Figure2.33) i.e. Avalanche Photo Diodes, 
widely yet due to
 
overed by Georges Charpak [2.90]. His pioneering work 
er in many respects [2.8].
epends on the number of the 
]. 
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 Figure2.34: Schematic presentation of a M
 
 
2.8.4 SiPM (Silicon photomultiplier):
In the middle of 1985, in the research laboratory of Moscow Radio Devices Enterprise Prof. 
Yu. Yusipov started to work on stationary multiplication of photocurrent in metal conducting 
dielectric-semiconductor structures. 
photodetector was developed based 
application of Si-SSPM (Silicon Semiconductor Structure Photomultiplier = SiPM) were 
made at the end of 1992 in CER
novel type of avalanche photodetector (Silicon photomultiplier = SiPM) can operate in the 
Geiger Mode, which means the bias voltage is above the junction breakdown voltage and any 
electron (photoelectron or thermal electron) in the depletion region will produce a large 
current flow (avalanche process) [2.94
composed of an APD. Many small size APDs (varies from 20 to 50 
parallel to form single SiPM pixel. Thus, the final output of a single SiPM pixel becomes the 
summation of the outputs of all individual APDs. Because the APDs measu
light photon, the final output is proportional to th
operating the APDs in Geiger mode provides excellent gain, they have smaller photon 
detection efficiency (PDE) problem beca
microcells, Construction form, working principle 
 
WPC (sample detector module) [2.92
 
In 1989, the MRS (metal-resistor
on this special structure [2.93]. First tests for physical 
N. This study was published by Valeri Saveliev [2.93
]. In fact, functional building block of a SiPM is 
µm)
e energy of the incoming gamma ray. While 
use of the dead areas among the small APD 
and size of SiPM are shown in Figure2.35
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Figure2.35: SiPM:(a) Schematic structure of MRS Photodiode. 
SiPM test device from CPTA, Moscow. 
1x1mmsurface [2.94,2.95]. 
 
SiPM consists of ~103 micropixels, size ~30microns, with very thin (0.75 micron) high fi
depletion layer[2.93, 2.94, 2.95
of single microcell. Each microcell can detect 
SiPM is sum of microcells signals (each of them produced by single photons in different 
microcells). It means that it is very important the uniformity of gain overall the microcells, to 
reach the single photon response [2.93, 2.94
 the high internal gain (~10
500 ps and rise time is ~1 ns), 
 low operation voltage (50V), 
 insensitivity to the magnetic fields (make it comp
Instruments, MRI),  
 excellent single photoelectron resolution, 
 its compactness,  
 improved detection efficiency for blue light, 
 simplest electronics,  
 relatively low cost mass production potential (low resistivi
[2.93,2.94].  
Regarding with their disadvantages: 
 high dark count rate (2
(b) Schematic view of the SiPM microcell.
(d) Close-up of the SiPM surface; 1440 microcells covering
]. The gain is applied to the each microcell, i.e. 10
only one photon, with gain 10
]. The main advantages of SiPMs
6) very fast time response (discharge time is typically about 
 
 
atible with Magn
 
 
ty Si, simple
 
-3 MHz at room temperature for single counts), 
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 limited dynamic range (i.e. the maximal number of photons that can be simultaneously 
detected) 103/mm2, small size (1mm x 1mm, but larger dimensions could be 
produced),  
 limited geometrical efficiency [2.93, 2.94].  
Nowadays, there is a tremendous interest to SiPMs and you can be found them in many 
research laboratories and centers. Basically, they took place of the APDs, especially for PET 
detector designs. Similar to APDs, SiPMs are also insensitive to magnetic fields having the 
advantage of very high gain with low cost front-end electronics. Additionally, present SiPMs 
still have low QE for the light wavelength of SPECT scintillators like NaI and CsI. In order 
to make SiPMs more suitable for SPECT applications, researchers are trying to improve the 
detection efficiency of them to blue light. 
 
2.8.5 Electron-Multiplying Charge-Coupled Device (EM-CCD): 
EMCCD technology (see Figure2.36-2.37) is first introduced to the imaging community by 
Andor Technology Plc. in early 2000, followed by a spectroscopy version in early 2005. 
EMCCD is a kind of a quantitative digital camera technology which is capable of detecting 
single photon events with achievable high quantum efficiency by using a unique electron 
multiplying structure built into the sensor. It is promising technologhy for emission-
transmission imaging.  In recent years, conventional CCDs can be seen every digital camera 
production. They are composed of many small size individual pixels (silicon cells) that charge 
accumulated on them like a response of incident light photons. Different from a conventional 
CCD, an EMCCD is not limited by the readout noise of the output amplifier, even when 
operated at high readout speeds. This is achieved by adding a solid state Electron Multiplying 
(EM) register to the end of the normal serial register; this register allows low level signals to 
be multiplied before any readout noise is added by the output amplifier, therefore the read 
noise level becomes negligible. This property is very important, because in nuclear medicine 
applications, the light output of a scintillator is not high respect to the light present when 
making a photograph with a conventional CCD [2.96]. 
The main advantage of the EMCCD is to provide a mechanism to improve signal-to-noise 
ratio for signal levels below the CCD read-noise floor type. Electron multiplying CCD 
sensors uses conventional CCD fabrication techniques by making relatively simple structural 
modifications. The EMCCD has an electron multiplying structure (in effect, a charge 
 amplifier) positioned between the end of the shift register and the output node, which is often 
referred to as the multiplication register
extended serial register provides multiplicative gain following detection of photons in the 
device's active pixel array, and therefore, the technology can be adapted to any current CCD 
architecture and format. (see F
Figure2.36: Hamamatsu Ph
Figure2.37:  The functional layout of a frame
Electron-Multiplying Charge-
research groups. [2.98, 2.99] 
 
CCDs and EM-CCDs have been used in many areas like radiology, surveillance, astronomy 
and in other scientific imaging applications including very low level bioluminescence for drug 
discovery and genetic engineering
cost from its single readout channel makes EM
SPECT/CT systems with a single camera that performs dual functions. However, EM
are not a cheap technology and additionally you need to do cryogenic cooling down to 
[2.100]. 
 
 or gain register (see Figure 2.43). This special 
igure2.44 and 2.45) 
 
otonics, C9100-02 EM-CCD camera [2.87
 
-transfer electron multiplying CCD [2.97
Coupled Devices (EM-CCDs)  experimentally use
 applications. The high intrinsic resolution and relative low 
-CCDs an attractive detector for low cost 
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 2.8.6 Solid-state detectors
Solid state detectors (see Figure2.38
These detectors are generally used as scintillator
silicon and germanium (used 
zinc telluride (CdZnTe) (used in nuclear medicine applications) provide
resolution, less noise, and better spatial resolution than the standard scintillators. Thus, 
scientists can more carefully measure gamma
germanium, require more care than scintillators, such as cooling them to low operating 
temperatures. They also tend to be more expensive. Operating principle of solid state 
detectors principaly based on a photoelectric ionization of the material by the gamma
in this case electron/hole pairs are created in the semiconductor material rather than 
electron/ion pairs as in a scintillator [2.101
 
 
Figure2.38
 
Figure2.39: Coplanar-grid CdZnTe detector: 2x2 detector array assembled from four detector modules. Each 
module consists of a front-end electronics assembly and a 1
 
-2.39) use advanced materials such as semiconductors. 
-based detectors. Advanced materials such as 
in gamma ray spectroscopy) or the recently popular cadmium 
-ray line emission. Some materials, such as 
]. 
 
: Operating principle of solid state detectors [2.27]. 
 
-cm3 coplanar-grid CdZnTe detector [2.102
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2.9 Image Reconstruction Algorithms 
Reconstruction algorithms can be divided into two groups as analytical reconstruction 
methods and iterative ones. Comparisons between these two different approaches can be 
found in folowing references [2.103-2.105] In the following two sections an introduction of 
these two classes of algorithms is presented. 
 
2.10 Theory of Analytical Methods  
 
In this part the basic theory on tomography and filtered back projection reconstruction (FBP) 
will be presented before we go into a more specific overview of the practical implementation 
in the following chapters.  
 
2.10.1 Projections and the coordinate system 
Projections are a set of measurements of the integrated values of a parameter of the object 
along straight lines through the object, therefore called line integrals. If one reconstructs many 
slices through the object, he can make a stack and visualise the three-dimensional parameter 
distribution. We will start by defining the coordinate system that we will use throughout this 
part. In Figure2.40, we have a parameter of the object represented by f(x,y). The function 
Pθ(t) represents the projection at position t for an angle θ.  
 
 
Figure 2.40: An object f(x,y) and its projection Pθ(t) for an angle θ [2.106]. 
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In Figure2.40, X axis presents the line for integration at position t 
 
t = x∙cosθ + y∙sin θ    (2.17) 
 
Then, the line integral Pθ(t) can be written as    
 
∫=
X
dsyxftP ),()(θ      (2.18) 
 
Using a delta function, eq.2.19 can be given as 
 
∫ ∫
+∞
∞−
+∞
∞−
ℜ=−⋅+⋅= ),()sincos(),()( yxfdxdytyxyxftP θθ θθδ      (2.19) 
 
Equation (2.19) is known as the Radon-Transform of the function f(x,y) depending on the 
polar coordinates t and θ. It represents the projection of the function f(x,y) viewed under 
different spin angles.  
 
2.10.2 The Fourier slice theorem  
The Fourier transform of a parallel projection of an object f(x,y) at an angle θ gives a slice of 
the two-dimensional transform of f, F(u,v), passing through the Fourier space subtending an 
angle θ. We will derive this fundamental theorem by taking the one-dimensional Fourier 
transform of the parallel projection which is equal to a slice of the two-dimensional Fourier 
transform of the original object f(x,y). This proves that one can find the original object by 
taking the inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform of the projection data [2.107].  
 
The two-dimensional Fourier transform of the parameter f(x,y) of the object is given by: 
 
∫ ∫
+∞
∞−
+∞
∞−
+−
⋅= dxdyeyxfvuF vyuxi )(2),(),( pi
   (2.20) 
 
The Fourier transform of Pθ(t) is: 
 
dtetPwS twi piθθ
2)()( −+∞
∞−
⋅= ∫     (2.21) 
 
One can consider a Fourier transform of an object along the line in the frequency domain 
shown by v = 0. 
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∫ ∫
+∞
∞−
+∞
∞−
−
⋅= dxdyeyxfuF uxi pi2),()0,(
    (2.22) 
 
This integral in eq.2.22 can be split in two parts 
 
dxedyyxfuF uxi pi2),()0,( −+∞
∞−
+∞
∞−
⋅




= ∫ ∫    (2.23) 
 
 
The term between brackets is the equation for a projection along lines of constant x or 
 
                                                   
∫
∞
∞−
=
= dyyxfP ),(0θ                                    (2.24) 
 
Substituting this in (2.23) it is  found 
 
∫
+∞
∞−
−
=
= dxexPuF uxi piθ
2
0 )()0,(     (2.25) 
 
The right hand side of the equation is the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the projection 
Pθ=0. Equation (2.26) can now be written as 
 
)()0,( 0 uSuF == θ     (2.26) 
 
Clearly this result is independent of the orientation between the object and the coordinate 
system. If we rotate the coordinate system by an angle θ, the Fourier transform of the 
projection defined in (2.24) is equal to the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the object 
along a line rotated by θ (see Figure 2.41).  
 
The new coordinate system (t,s) is rotated by an angle θ in (2.32) : 
 
                        

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
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θθ
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    (2.27) 
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Figure 2.41: The Fourier Slice Theorem relates the Fourier transform of a projection to the Fourier transform of 
the object along a radial line [2.106].   
 
In the new coordinate system a line integral for constant t can be written as: 
 
∫
+∞
∞−
= dsstftP ),()(θ      (2.28) 
 
The Fourier transform of (2.28) can be writen as 
 
dtetPwS twi piθθ
2)()( −+∞
∞−
⋅= ∫     (2.29) 
 
Substituting the definition of a projection in (2.28) gives us 
 
dteds)s,t(f)w(S tw2i pi−∞+
∞−
+∞
∞−
θ ∫ 





∫=    (2.30) 
 
Now we return to the (x,y) coordinate system 
 
∫ ∫
+∞
∞−
+∞
∞−
+−
= dxdyeyxfwS yxwi )sincos(2),()( θθpiθ    (2.31) 
 
and find that the right hand side of the equation represents the two-dimensional Fourier 
transform at a frequency of (u=w.cos θ,v=w.sin θ) or 
 
)sin,cos()( θθθ wwFwS =     (2.32) 
 
This result proves that by taking the projections of an object from different angles, and taking 
their Fourier transform, it is possible to determine F(u,v) on radial lines if one could take an 
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infinite number of angular samples. Thus, we can take the inverse 2D-FFT and find the object 
f(x,y) [2.107].  
 
∫ ∫
+∞
∞−
+∞
∞−
+−
= dudvevuFyxf vyuxi )(2),(),( pi     (2.33) 
 
This reconstruction is called as Direct Fourier Reconstruction, (DFR).  It only requires that 
one has to transform the polar grid F into a square grid by interpolation.  
 
If f(x,y) is bounded by –A/2<x<A/2 and –A/2<y<A/2, then we have    
 
( )∑ ∑
−= −=
+
≈
2/
2/
2/
2/
))./()./((2
2 /,/
1),(
N
Nm
N
Nn
yAnxAmi
eAnAmF
A
yxf pi
      (2.34) 
 
Here we assume that N is an even integer. In Figure 2.42 one can see that the density of radial 
points decreases as one goes further from the centre. Therefore, in this area, the interpolation 
may lead to large errors. This region where we find the high frequency information, results in 
some image degradation [2.107].  
 
 
Figure 2.42: The Fourier transform of the projections gives information about the Fourier transform of the 
object along radial lines [2.107]. 
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2.11 Filtered Back Projection Method 
Equation 2.33 provides us with a simple model of tomography but practical implementations 
require a different approach. The algorithm that is most frequently used in tomography is 
called Filtered Back Projection algorithm (FBP), which is directly derived from the Fourier 
Slice Theorem. First we have to rewrite (2.33) in polar coordinates.  
 
Conversion from cartesian to polar coordinates in the Fourier space can be written as: 
 
u = w∙cosθ 
v = w∙sinθ 
 
Then, equation (2.33) now becomes: 
 
∫ ∫
+∞
+
=
pi
θθpi θθ
2
0 0
)sincos(2),(),( wdwdewFyxf wywxi
  (2.35) 
with } ∈ D0,∞$l	7  ∈ [0,2X) 
 
If we use slightly different pair of polar variables, with } ∈ (−∞, ∞)l	7  ∈ [0, X), we can 
use the fact that F(w, θ + 180°) = F(-w, θ) and we can rewrite previous  integral as follows:  
∫ ∫
+∞
∞−
=
pi
pi θθ
0
).(2),(),( dwdwewFyxf twi ,    (2.36) 
 
where t is the same parameter as defined by equation (2.17).  
If we look back at equation (2.32) we know that we can replace F(w,θ) by the Fourier 
Transform of the projection at an angle θ: 
 
∫ ∫
+∞
∞−
=
pi
pi
θ θ
0
).(2)(),( dwdwewSyxf twi
    (2.37) 
 
This integral may be expressed as  
 
∫ ⋅+⋅=
pi
θ θθθ
0
)sincos(),( dyxQyxf
     (2.38) 
 
where Qθ(t) is called the “filtered projection” 
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∫=
+∞
∞−
pi
θθ dwwe)w(S)t(Q )t.w(2i     (2.39) 
 
Equation (2.39) represents a filtering operation, where the frequency response of the filter is 
|w|.  Now we define ; 
 
g(w) = |w| = F[h(t)]                                       
 
where g(w) denotes the filter or response function in Fourier space and h(t) the filter function 
in  space domain.  
 
We will apply the convolution theorem on equation (2.38): 
 
Convolution theorem:  
 
[ ] [ ] [ ]fFgFfgF ⋅=*      (2.40) 
 
The convolution theorem connects the frequency domain and the space domain. Therefore, 
one can describe a convolution on the spatial domain by a simple multiplication in Fourier 
space and vice versa. 
 
From equation (2.29) we know that Sθ(w) = F[Pθ(t)]. Equation (2.38) can therefore be 
rewritten as: 
 
∫
∫
=
∗=
pi
θ
pi
θ
θ
θ
0
0
)(             
)()(),(
dtQ
dthtPyxf
     (2.41) 
 
This last operation is called backprojection of the (filtered) function Qθ. This name arises 
from the fact that for each angle θ, the contribution of Q into the reconstructed image is equal 
for all points (x,y)  lying on straight lines with an equation   = T + 	. 
 
Equation 2.41 works well with noiseless and bandlimited functions that do not exist in 
practice. For real world data, the filter function h(t) is conveniently modified by adding some 
window function or apodization function:  
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                                                                                                                                  (2.42) 
=  =(}))bJw7} 
 
The shape of H influences the image quality, because usually it is chosen in order to attenuate 
the noise which is characterized by the high spatial frequencies.This also leads to some 
degradation of spatial resolution. 
  
 
Figure 2.43: The three different filters in the Fourier and the real domain [2.108]. 
 
2.12 Filters for FBP 
In the book of G.T. Herman and R.M. Lewitt [2.108] the three following filters h(t) are 
described. ∆ is the size of a pixel m is the pixel number (m = 0..N-1), so t=m.∆ [2.108]:    
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a) Ramp or Ram-Lak (Band limiting) Filter 
  
In this case the window is simple rect function from –vNyq to vNyq  
 
H(w)   = 1   -1/(2∙∆t)<w<1/(2∙∆t) and  
           = 0    |w| > 1/(2∙∆t) 
 
where vNyq= 1/(2∙∆t). 
 
 
In space domain: 
 
h(m) = 1/4∆  if m = 0 
 0  if m is even 
 -1/(pi2∙∆∙m2)  if  m is odd 
 
This is the natural filter that we get from the theory. The problem with this filter is that it 
amplifies the high frequencies, which are mostly noise in the projection.  
 
b) Shepp-Logan Filter 
 
In the frequency domain: 
 
H(w) = |sin(pi∙w∙∆)/pi.∆| 
 
In space domain: 
 
h(m) = 2/(pi2∙∆∙(1-4m2)) 
 
This filter gives the best compromise between low-noise amplification and good 
resolution.  
 
c) Low Pass Cosine Filter 
 
In the frequency domain: 
H(w) = cos(pi∙w∙∆) 
 In real space: 
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   (2.43) 
s = 1 if m is even, s = -1 if m is od 
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This filter is frequently used in medicine, because it reduces the artefacts in reconstructions. 
High frequencies are lost and a smooth reconstruction remains.This filter suppresses high 
frequency noise; the drawback is that it also reduces the high frequency details of the image.  
The relationship between number of rays in a projection and number of projections: 
 
At this moment we have enough information to answer one of the most important questions in 
tomography. How many projections of the object are needed to have enough information for 
the reconstruction? An insufficiency of data may occur either through under-sampling of the 
projection data or because not enough projections are recorded. The distortions that arise on 
account of insufficiency of data are usually called aliasing distortions. Aliasing causes Moiré 
patterns, streaks and Gibbs phenomena. These artefacts are always present and appear as 
artificial patterns [2.106].  
 
From the Fourier Slice Theorem we know that the Fourier transform of each projection is a 
slice of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the object. In Figure 2.44, each radial line is 
generated by a projection.  
 
Figure 2.44: Sampling points in the frequency domain are equally spaced on radial lines. The angle between the 
radial lines is equal to the angle between to projections [2.107]. 
 
If we have Mproj projections uniformly distributed over 180°, the angular interval δ between 
radial lines is  
  
δ = pi / Mproj      (2.44) 
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From the Nyquist theorem, we already know that the highest frequency in Fourier space is 
given by W = 1/(2∙∆t). This is the radius of the disk in Figure 2.10.5. The highest distance 
between consecutive sampling points is then  
    
W∙δ= pi / (2∙∆t∙Mproj)    (2.45) 
 
If there are N sampling points in each projection, the total number of independent frequency 
domain sampling points will also be N, equally spaced on the radial line. Therefore the 
distance between these frequency points is 
 
ε = 2W / N = 1/ ∆t∙N    (2.46) 
 
We know that we have the least information available for the highest frequencies. This is on 
the border of the circle. In this region the azimuthally sampling density should be almost the 
same as the radial sampling density. Now we can write that 
 
                                                  pi / (2∙∆t∙Mproj) ≈ 1/ ∆t∙N or Mproj / N ≈ pi/2     (2.47) 
 
From equation (2.47) we learn that the number of projections should be at least 1.5 times the 
number of sample points in the projection.  
FBP reconstruction can be summarized as; 
 
1 - Measure the projections Pθ(n∆t) 
2 - Calculate the Fourier transformation of this of the projections  
3 - Multiply with the filter function H(w) 
4 - Apply the inverse Fourier transformation 
5 - Back-project the filtered projections 
 
In this part, we gave a description of 2D-analytical reconstruction with FBP method. 
Analytical methods are still important SPECT image reconstruction techniques, because they 
have a fast implementation and linearity property.  
 
However, FBP assumes perfect data: It does not take into account any physical processes 
inside the scanner, but the line integration of the parameter that one could reconstruct (activity 
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concentration in the case of SPECT). More precisely, FBP does not model the noise and it 
arises from the continuous inversion Formula that is later discretized in order to be 
implemented in practice on a computer. Thus, it works well with data that is finely sampled.       
These are the main reasons why FBP has a big success with CT data. Another reason of this 
success is that it is fast with respect to iterative reconstruction method and this is a big 
practical advantage with CT data sets which are typically huge with respect to the nuclear 
medicine data set. Nevertheless, any deviation of the data from the ideal case will lead to a 
specific artifact in the FBP reconstructed image and this is the reason why alternative 
techniques are gaining more and more success especially in tomographic imaging; especially 
in PET and SPECT imaging. For the specific case of SPECT, among the physical processes 
that FBP cannot manage are collimator blurring, scattering, photon attenuation inside the 
patient, high noise levels due to the low counting statistics.  
  
Due to all these reasons mentioned above, we intended to use iterative approach in this 
dissertation.  
 
In the following section, we are giving very short introduction of the iterative methods. 
 
2.14 General Theory of iterative image reconstruction methods  
Tomographic image reconstruction can be given as a simple mathematical problem which is 
called as inversion of a discrete form of the Radon transform. According to this approach, the 
data consists of line integrals of the object distribution. This reconstruction problem can be 
solved by filtered backprojection (FBP). Although this method computes the images quickly, 
one cannot model image degrading effects easily and final reconstructed image has severe 
incorrectness. This situation is particularly true for SPECT scanners because of the 
attenuation effect. Therefore, avoiding the shortcomings of FBP, rather than a Radon model, 
modern reconstruction techniques such as iterative which allow correct description physical 
effects such as image blurring and attenuation mechanisms, are preferred to use for the 
reconstruction purpose. The main trade-off between Iterative method and FBP is one of 
accuracy versus efficiency. The resulting mathematical problem is more difficult to solve than 
that of Radon transform inversion. Despite of the fact that iterative methods require repeated 
calculations of projection and backprojection operations, one can increase the reconstructed 
image accuracy but also, he will need greater computation time than FBP. For the beginning, 
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this disadvantage hindered the transition of iterative techniques from the research laboratories 
to the clinics. However, today, iterative techniques have a widespread clinical usage due to 
improvements in computer power and the development of efficient modeling techniques and 
fast reconstruction algorithms. These techniques are also very important in SPECT 
reconstructions, because they are able to use accurate models of the photon transport in the 
SPECT scanners and can model precisely a plenty of different detector-collimator geometries. 
In addition, they can handle noise better than analytical methods. Many papers have presented 
that the more accurate photon transport can be modeled during iterative reconstruction, e.g. 
[2.109-2.114]. 
 
Iterative reconstruction requires a method to guess the detector response to a given 
radionuclide distribution in the object. To do this, the unknown distribution (the image) is 
discretized using basis functions such as pixels (the most widely used one) and the total 
detector response is supposed to be the sum of the responses to small radioactive sources in 
all of the pixels in the object space. A specific detector response to a “point” source is called 
as the point spread function (PSF). The individual PSFs for all pixels collectively contain the 
entire information to setup the “system matrix” or “transition matrix” H of the SPECT system. 
Some of the researchers calculated the PSFs analytically for SPECT [2.115–2.118], according 
to given “known” properties of the system. 
 
Very briefly, system matrix H models the relationship between the reconstructed image and 
the projection data. By using system response matrix, one is able to guess the detector 
response to a given radionuclide distribution in the probed object. Each matrix element 
represents the likelihood that a photon emitted in voxel j is detected in detector pixel i. In this 
matrix, many effects can be modeled physically available in the real environment, such as the 
geometric sensitivity, linear attenuation, intrinsic detector efficiency, inner crystal penetration 
etc. 
2.15 Linear Model of the Imaging Process 
The SPECT reconstruction problem can be formulated as below: 
 
Find the object distribution λ, given 
 
• A set of projection measurements y,  
• Compute system response matrix, H. 
 • Finding statistical description of the 
 
Figure2.45
 
 
 
We can describe imaging process as linear 
 
 J 
 
where; 
 
  x   a vector shows spatial coordinates in the image domain,
   
y    ith measurement (projections),
  TJ$   response of the ith mea
 
 
Figure2.46
data and the object (see Figure2.45
 
 
: Modeling of tomographic projection. 
inverse problem in the following form:
 7$TJ$,   1 … . . ,     (2.48) 
 
 
surement to a source at x. 
 
: A discrete model of projection process. 
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For computing purposes, we cannot represent the reconstructed image by a continuous-
domain function; instead, we estimate a sampled version of the image, described in a discrete 
domain by column vector λ (see Figure2.46) by using basis functions. There are different 
kinds of basis functions such as constant within small, nonoverlapping rectangular (or cubic) 
regions arranged in a rectangular grid, gaussian basis functions or finite element models 
[2.119, 2.120].  
 
Thus, each measurement in Equation (2.51) can be approximated by the following system of 
linear equations:  
 J  ℎJ     1, … . ,          (2.49) 
 
 
which can be summarized by a single matrix equation as follows: 
 
 
                                                                                    (2.50) 
 
 
hi is the ith row of H,  and each element of  f, given by λj,  j = 1, . . . , N,  represents one pixel 
in the image space. Each pixel is having a basis function φj(x), which transforms the 
continuous-domain function λ(x) into pixel values. 
 
              $$         (2.51) 
 
In this study, Since the YAP-(S)PETII scanner uses a discrete scintillation crystal design, the 
projection space is discrete which is represented by the vector g. However, if the continuous 
crystals are used, continuous information about the position of the interaction of the photon 
can be provided first. Then, it is discretized into sinograms.  
 
The elements of g are referred to here as projection bins or simply bins, and every projection 
measurement is represented by one bin. In Eq. (2.50), H is a  matrix called the system 
response matrix, H each element of system matrix (c$ represents the detection probability 
that give the fraction of photons from pixel j to projection bin i in the projections.  
 
For the Radon case, projection bin receives contributions only from pixels that are intersected 
by a given line and the other pixels that do not intersect the line are set to zero. However, the 
 linear model is more realistic case wherein a projection bin receives contributions from many 
pixels, each weighted according to the relative sensitivity of the projection bin to each pi
These contributions depend 
response, and scatter and can be estimated from knowledge of the system design a
measurement of the patient attenuation distribution.
 
2.16 General Structure of Iterative Algorithms
Sir Godfrey Newbold Hounsfield is the person who first used iterative approach. The 
reconstruction process starts with an estimated image, prior (i.e
intensity values in the image should be different from zero). Then, we need to compute 
projections from the estimated image and compare with the original projection data (i.e
error values in the projection space and map b
order to update the image based upon the difference between the estimated and the me
projections. (see Figure2.47) This process is repeated until the iteration stops either by using a 
certain stopping rule behind or is terminated by the user prematurely
is called an iteration. At the end of the process, the current image estimate is considered to be 
the final solution. 
Figure2.47: 
For the direct reconstruction methods for instance filtered backprojection (FBP) use only the 
backprojection part of the loop, so that there is no feedback about if the projection data of 
estimated image is consistent with the measured projection da
The power of iterative reconstruction methods depend
which allows it to enrich the reconstructed image quality. Often used iterative method in 
on different physical factors such as attenuation, detector 
 
 
. initial estimate of the pixel 
ack to image space with backprojection) in 
. Each of these repetitions 
 
General flow chart for iterative image reconstruction. 
 
ta after forward projection step. 
s on the usage of this feedback loop 
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nuclear medicine applications is the ML-EM (maximum likelihood expectation maximization) 
algorithm. We also preferred to use well-known ML-EM algorithm[2.121].  
Because, it has many advantages such as accurate modeling of physical and image degrading 
effects (rich description of image blurring, scattering, attenuation, etc), non-negativity 
constraint, i.e. if the original image estimate is non-negative, then all subsequent estimates are 
also non-negative, etc. 
2.17 Image Reconstruction Methods Based on ML-EM Approach 
Maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization (ML-EM) algorithm and its variations has 
been used for a long time for PET and SPECT applications. The ML-EM algorithm was 
proposed by Dempster in 1977 [2.122] like a solution for incomplete data problems in 
statistics. After that date, it has founded broad application area in statistics. However, we can 
accept that ML-EM Algorithm was prepared by Dempster is the description of how to 
develop an ML estimated based algorithms. The general defintion of ML-EM for emission 
tomography dates back to Sheep & Vardi [2.121], Lange and Carson [2.123].  
 
In 1970’s, iterative formula had been derived by Lucy [2.124] and Richardson, in different 
approach and was known in astronomy field as the Richardson-Lucy algorithm. When ML-
EM approach is applied to the ET reconstruction problem or any kind of linear inversion 
problem with Poisson noise, it can be formulated by following simple iterative equation 
which is easy to implement and also, understand:  
 
       
                                                          $∑ 3zz ∑ TJJ Hz∑ 3z      (2.52) 
 
where; 
 
k is the iteration number, 
    is  (matrix element) the value of reconstructed image at the pixel j for the k-th iteration,  
 J   is the measured projection data at i-th bin (the estimated detected events in crystal i),  
 c is the detection probability that give the fraction of photons from pixel j to projection bin i   
     (please see Figure2.48) 
 
 Figure2.48
 
Figure2.48 above shows the general notation and coordination system for the ML
reconstruction algorithm used during this dissertation
 
2.18 General features of ML
During the implementation of ML
from zero and all image pixels are updated simultaneously. Its convergence property is 
consistent and predictable. Due to the fact that ML
updates are multiplicative), it has a positivity constraint which means when a
pixel value is chosen, it will stay always positive.
Figure2
 
 
: MLEM Notation and coordinate system [2.132]. 
. 
-EM Algorithm 
-EM algorithm, beginning image should always be different 
-EM a multiplicative algorithm  (error and 
 
 
.49: General Flowchart of ML-EM. 
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 Figure2.50
 
However, MLEM algorithm has
 
1. Slow convergence of high frequencies
2. Noise amplification with the iteration number (It gives noisy images)
images only contain low frequency components; 
components are recovered and noise comes into effect.
There are many ways to control the noise in an iterative algorithm
• Stopping early:
simple method has a drawback that it may cause an image with a non
resolution. One remedy is to iterate till convergence and apply a post lowpass 
filter to supress the noise.
• Choosing pixels:
overlapping pixels in the image. This method can remove the artificially 
introduced high frequency components by the flat, non
the image. A drawback of using smooth, overlapping pixels is the increased 
computational complexity. One r
overlapping pixels and apply a lowpass filter to backprojected image. 
• Accurate mode
the projector/backprojector pair. The aim of this method is to reduce
deterministic di
More details about this to
3. Difficulty to choose the right iteration number because convergence depends on:
• Object size, 
 
: Detailed Flowchart of MLEM Algorithm. 
 three disadvantages; 
: (A satisfactory result may require 30
: At early iterations, the 
at higher iterations, high frequency 
  
 (regularization)
 To stop the iterative algorithm early, before it converges. Thi
 
 To replace the flat, non overlapping pixels by smooth,
-overlapping pixels in 
emedy is to use the traditional flat, non
ling: To model more accurate imaging geometry and physics in 
screpancy between the projection model and the measured data. 
pic can be found in reference [2.12
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–50 iterations) 
: 
s 
-uniform 
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 the 
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 • Distribution, 
• Noise. 
 
In practice, the ML-EM algorithm gives good results if the iterative procedure is stopped 
before convergence, and also, post
common approach in clinical applications. There are several approaches 
stop the iterations (e.g. Llacer and Veklerov [2
involves smoothing within each iteration to constrain the solution.
2.19 Variations on ML-EM
Several methods are proposed to accelerate the ML
• extrapolating and increasing the magnitude of the c
[2.129-2.132] 
• using grids of different si
• increasing the number of updates by using only pa
2.137].  
 
Most of these methods improve the initial convergence of the algorithm which means they 
arrive at the log-likelihood plateau in fewer iterations.(s
 
Figure2.51: Convergence prop
 
However, after reaching the plateau, the convergence rate is generally not increased greatly. 
An exception to this is the ordered
speeds up the reconstruction process, along with improvements in comput
the practical need for additional acceleration strategies for the reconstruction process. 
However, there are some other methods. For example, the space
-reconstruction lowpass filter can be used which is a 
for deciding when to 
.127], Snyder and Mil
 
 
 
-EM. These methods are;
hange made at each iteration  
zes to reduce processing time [2.133-2.134
rt of the data in ea
ee Figure2.51)  
 
erties of the ML-EM algorithm [2.138
-subsets EM (OS-EM) algorithm. The OS
er power, decreased 
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(SAGE) algorithm [2.139] improves the convergence rate by updating each pixel individually 
and using a matrix-based projection model. SAGE is used an alternate approach which uses 
the complete data space instead a series of different complete-data ones. The resulting 
algorithm converges fewer than 20 iterations, and can easily combine with smoothing 
constraints. However, SAGE is inefficient for large 3D problems where projector-based 
models must be used. 
 
2.20 The Ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM)  
Although The ML-EM has many good features, it has slow convergence problem. However, 
this problem can be solved by the help of using OS-EM (block-iterative or row-action) 
method. Ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM) is an expectation maximization 
(EM) algorithm has widespread usage in medical imaging area for positron emission 
tomography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and less 
frequently for X-ray computed tomography [2.140,2.143].  
With OS-EM the projection data are grouped in ordered subsets; the OS-EM level is defined 
as the number of these subsets. The subsets normally consist of projection views grouped by 
according to some fixed angles within the field of view. Than, the standard ML-EM algorithm 
is applied to each of the subsets by one by. The resulting reconstruction of a subset used as the 
starting image of the next subset. An iteration of OS-EM is defined as a single pass through 
all the specified subsets. Basically, this technique divides the full set of projection data into a 
series of mutually exclusive subsets, which means that automatically disallowing one subset 
when a second is accepted and apply ML-EM algorithm to each subset successively. It is 
useful for each subset includes projections equally distributed about the patient or object, to 
provide convergence of the algorithm. The MLEM is then applied to each subset in turn, as a 
subiteration so that this method significantly decreases the computing time needed for the 
reconstruction. OS-EM uses subsets that each includes a single measurement, so that the 
image is updated after processing of each individual measurement. It is typical for OS-EM to 
obtain basically the same results after 10-20 iterations with ML-EM, despite there is a 
mathematical proof of convergence for only some of the fast methods [2.144]. 
The OS-EM algorithm is a simple modification of the ML-EM algorithm, is given below 
[2.140]: 
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where n  is the index of  the subset sn . 
                 
We are implementing the backprojection steps only for the projection bins belonging to subset 
Sn and also, need to use a different subset of the projection data for each update. In OS-EM 
algorithm, one update is called as a subiteration and one pass through all of the subsets is 
indicated as iteration. We need to take into account also the organization of the subsets which 
is significant in terms of the performance of the algorithm. Besides this, we can have some 
mathematical difficulties if any subset does not include any contribution from each pixel in 
the field of view; in this case, the first summation in the denominator of Eq. (2.53) will be 
zero. This is an important consideration in non-parallel projection geometries. When reduced 
to a single subset including all the projection data, the OS-EM algorithm reduces to the ML-
EM algorithm. Generally, all subsets are arranged in projection bin groups and all are related 
with one projection view or scanner position (see Figure2.52). First, a number of projection 
views are included to compute the update for the first subset. Then, more views are used to 
compute the next update, and so on. After all subsets have been used, the process begins again 
with the first subset. Usually, the members of a subset are chosen to have maximum angular 
distance between them. For example, when creating 16 subsets from data with 128 projection 
views over a 360⁰ arc, each subset will contain all the bins from eight views spaced at angular 
intervals of 45⁰.  
  
 
Figure2.52: The process of using subset updates in a reconstruction algorithm. (a) Subset 1: Apply ML
these four views. (b) Subset 2: Then apply the algorithm for these four. (c) Subset 3:
for these four and continue until all data are used [2.141
 
2.20.1 Properties of OS-EM
With OS-EM Algorithm significant acceleration is achieved with little effect on the resolution 
and noise properties of the images. It has als
frequencies converge first and for the further 
The OS-EM algorithm is simple to implement, however, it has a small complication of having 
to choose the number of subsets. With 
that OS-EM is not really an EM algorithm and there is no general proof of about its 
convergence. When you increase the nu
image noise, also, increases [2.14
 
2.21 Corrections for image degrading effects in SPECT Imaging
A detailed previous review of this topic can found in reference 
 
 
 
 
 Then apply the algorithm 
]. 
 
o no negativity constraint. Low spatial 
iteration, noise is increased [2
all of its similarities to ML-EM, it is important to know 
mber of subsets in order to inc
1]. 
[2.146, 2.147
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 2.21.1 Spatial resolution 
Typically, a specific detector response 
is called as the point spread function (PSF)
changes in shape and magnitude with location in the slice and projection angle. Without 
compensation for such variation before construction, or accounting for the variation as part of 
the reconstruction algorithm, the reconstructed PSF is anisotropic with long 
negative tails [2.146]. 
 
 
 
Figure2.53: Example for nonstationary spatial resolution of the sy
(ANT), left anterior oblique (LAO), and left lateral (LLAT) projections of a point source in the liver of the 
MCAT phantom as imaged with attenuatio
 
A model for the depth dependent spatial resolution of a SPECT system can be included in the 
system matrix of an iterative algorithm. There are 
the researchers precalculate or presimulate transition matrix by Monte Carlo techniques. 
Some of the researchers mentioned about 
blurring, i.e., they compute PSFs analyt
 
The most often used method is the calculation of the system matrix 
give the PSFs at different depths. If a rotator is used to align the slices
angles [2.149, 2.150], then the projection and backprojection steps can be implemented along 
columns (straight lines). Resolution is
current estimate pi according to the corresponding SPECT angle 
is used to convolve the rotated image. 3D
which is separable as a 1D horizontal convolution followed by a 1D vertical convolution 
when approximating the system response by Gaussian kernels. Once the convolution is 
modeling in iterative algorithm 
to a “point” source at every position in the instrument 
 [2.148]. The real PSF’s for SPECT imaging 
 
stem: Right anterior oblique (RAO), anterior 
n and scattering of the photons [2.146]. 
various approaches for this aim.
the implementation of analytical models for depth 
ically with a depth dependent gaussian
response on the 
 w
 then modeled in the forward projector after rotating the 
θ.  Afterwards PSF function 
-SPECT reconstruction requires a 2D convolution 
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positive and 
 Some of 
[2.9] 
 [2.146, 2.148].  
fly, which 
ith the acquisition 
 performed, adding along the depth direction gives the forward projection. One can adopt the 
same strategy while creating the update image during backprojectio
modeling in the forward and backward projection. However, this procedure of rotating and 
convolution is time consuming and can be faster when implemented as a multiplication
frequency space [2.151]. 
 
2.21.2 Attenuation correction
Attenuation correction (AC)
Because, attenuation is a major cause of artifacts in SPECT 
improving diagnostic accuracy in SPECT imaging
as well as for the small animal imaging
 
Figure2.54: Illustration of impact of attenuation on SPECT
photoelectrically, and photon B is scat
the projection data as illustrated [2.146
 
To perform the AC, the determination of an accurate, patient
energy of reference is a fundamental req
obtaining attenuation maps for use with AC: 
• Importing and registering maps from another modality such as CT scanner with the 
emission tomography (ET) image.
• obtaining transmission data for estimating the a
• Estimation of the attenuation map only from the emission data.
In fact, there are some SPECT scanners which use 
attached to one of the heads [2.146
Today, many SPECT scanners on the market are co
immediate registration of the CT data with the emission tomography image. After obtaining 
the attenuation map, various strategies can be performed to do attenuation correction. One of 
n to have both resolutions 
: 
 is required for accurate absolute quantitation of activity
slices. Thus, AC
, particularly for the human SPECT systems 
.  
 
 imaging. Note that photon A is 
tered such that it is not detected. The result is a decrease in the counts in 
]. 
-specific attenuation map at the 
uirement. Three strategies have been employed for 
 
 
ttenuation maps,  
 
an external isotope line or point sour
]. 
mbined with CT scanners which provide 
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. 
 is relevant to 
stopped 
ce 
 the well known methods is Chang’s 
after image reconstruction [2.152
 
2.21.3 Scatter correction
As seen in the Figure2.55 below, the scattered photons in
appear in the incorrect position within the proje
images show up a bias with a decreased
quantitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure2.55: Illustration of impact of scatter on SPECT imaging. Notice the addition of the photon
scattered such that it appears at the incorrect location within the projections
 
Scatter compensation requires, first, to est
energy photons in the decay schemes of
causes in fact, image deterioration due to increased scatter. As predicted by the 
Klein-Nishina formula [2.27]
increasing the probability to reach
 
Once the scatter contribution is estimated, it can be either subtracted from the raw data or 
included within an iterative reconstruction algorithm
compensation methods is the double
details please see chapter7). 
Other scatter compensation techniques are:
• The dual-energy windows scatter
window scatter compensation
method which is a kind post-correction method applied 
]. 
 
 any target organ or object 
ctions. Therefore, final reconstructed SPECT 
 image constrast and results in the incorrect image 
 [2.113]. 
imate the scatter contribution. The presence 
 some labeled radiotracers as in the case of I
, these high energy photons are especially scattered forwardly 
 the detector, thus causing a degradation of image quality.
. One of the well
-energy window (DEW) approach [2.153
 
 compensation method including triple energy
. These techniques are clinically useful 
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-known scatter 
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isotopes such as I-123, I-131 and Tc-99m. However, they might augment the noise in 
the projection data due to the subtraction of scattered photons [2.09, 2.153, 2.154]. 
• There are also some approaches based on the spatial distribution of the photopeak   
measurement rather than on the energy distribution [2.155].  
• Axelsson [2.156] suggested the convolution-subtraction method based on a spatial 
variant scatter response model including Monte Carlo methods that produce a set of 
scatter response functions, which could be then interpolated by using the approach of 
the spatial scatter distribution estimation from the photopeak measurements [2.157]. 
• Some researchers have modeled the scattering during the image reconstruction by 
using different techniques such as the methods that model the scatter in the PSF 
performed in the same manner as the modeling of collimator blurring [2.158, 2.159, 
2.160]. However, the reconstruction process takes a long time and that scatter response 
is assumed to be the same everywhere inside the field of view.  
• Some methods for image reconstruction, which deal with the patient specific scatter 
and attenuation by using a fast Monte Carlo simulation of the photon transport in the 
forward projector. In this case, the collimator blurring is considered as well by depth 
dependent convolution. This semi-analytic method is called convolution based forced 
detection (CFD) [2.106] and it seems as encouraging approach for the quantitative 
image reconstruction for the near future [2.161-2.164]. 
 
2.21.4 Collimator photon penetration 
Septal penetration is a crucial problem for collimators used in the field of nuclear medicine, 
because it could be harmful for the diagnostic performance of the camera systems. 
Collimators used in nuclear medicine are usually optimized for Tc99m imaging, which means 
that the septal thickness is chosen to hinder 99% of all 140 keV gamma photons, hitting the 
septa. However, Tc99m is not the only radiopharmaceutical used in SPECT imaging. There are 
also other radioisotopes as I123, Tl201, I131, and In111 for the diagnostic imaging.  Unlike Tc99m, 
these radioisotopes often have high-energy decay lines, which will more likely penetrate the 
collimator throughout the collimator septa without including any meaningful spatial 
information, thus creating the image artefacts in the same manner as scattered photons. 
Nevertheless, one cannot always use energy subtraction methods to compensate effect of 
penetrated photons, because the spectral distribution is based on various factors such as 
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patient size and activity distribution. In literature, there are several approaches for the 
compensation of septal penetration for the different clinical applications [2.165-2.169]. 
Yong Du el al [2.165], have developed a model-based method that can accurately estimate 
downscatter contamination from high-energy photons in I-123 imaging. In their work they 
combined the model-based method with iterative reconstruction-based compensations for 
other image-degrading factors such as attenuation, scatter, and the collimator-detector 
response function (CDRF) and partial volume effects. The CDRFs, including the penetration 
and scatter components due to the high-energy I-123 photons, were estimated using Monte 
Carlo (MC) simulations of point sources in air at various distances from the face of the 
collimator. Dan J Kadrmas et al [2.166], have done simultaneous acquisition of dual-isotope 
SPECT however, simultaneous acquisition can result in cross-contamination between 
isotopes. In this work, they propose and evaluate two frameworks for iterative model-based 
compensation of cross-contamination in dual-isotope SPECT and collimator interactions 
modeling. X Song et al [2.167] have modeled the interactions of incident photons with the 
collimator and detector, including septal penetration, scatter and x-ray fluorescence, are 
significant sources of image degradation in applications of SPECT including dual isotope 
imaging by using full Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and they present a new method based on 
the use of angular response functions (ARFs) which is a function of the incident photon’s 
direction and energy and represents the probability that a photon will either interact with or 
pass through the collimator, and be detected at the intersection of the photon’s direction 
vector and the detection plane in an energy window of interest. Steven Staelens et al [2.170] 
have previously proposed Monte Carlo software that employs fast object scatter simulation 
using convolution-based forced detection (CFD) is extended towards a wide range of medium 
and high energy isotopes measured using various collimators. To this end, they developed a 
fast method for incorporating effects of septal penetrating (SP) photons. In their work, the SP 
contributions have obtained by calculating the object attenuation along the path from primary 
emission to detection followed by sampling a pre-simulated and scalable septal penetration 
point spread function (SP-PSF). Yuni K. Dewaraja et al [2.171] have developed Monte Carlo 
simulation which will be useful for the development and evaluation of techniques that 
compensate the characterization of energy and spatial distributions of scatter and penetration 
of I-131 imaging. 
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2.22 Monte Carlo Simulations 
Very briefly, Monte Carlo is a numerical calculation method based on random variable 
sampling. It is a statistical method that uses random numbers as the base to perform 
simulation of any specified situation. All Monte Carlo codes share some common 
components, such as random number generator, rules to sample probability distributions, and 
sets of probability density functions. The features that make the codes different are related to 
the accuracy, flexibility, efficiency and ease to use of the codes [2.172-2.174]. With the 
advent of personal computers and the popularization of faster computational machines, the 
Monte Carlo simulations have been increasing popular as an important alternative for the 
solution of complex problems [2.172, 2.173]. In most Monte Carlo applications, the physical 
process can be simulated directly. It only requires that the system and the physical processes 
can be modeled from known probability density functions (pdfs). If these pdfs can be defined 
accurately, the simulation can be made by random sampling from the pdfs. A large number of 
simulations of histories (e.g. photon or electron tracks) are necessary to obtain an accurate 
estimate of the parameters to be calculated.  
There are several SPECT/PET dedicated Monte Carlo software packages developed for 
simulating a variety of emission tomography studies. Among them, public domain codes have 
been made available in last years, allowing the use of the Monte Carlo method by the whole 
scientific community and even in the clinical environment.  
 
Two types of Monte Carlo codes can be used for simulating SPECT and PET: 
1. General purpose code, which simulate particle transport and were initially developed 
for high energy physics or for dosimetry,  
2. Dedicated codes, designed specifically for SPECT or PET simulations. 
 
Table2.5 summarises the main codes currently available. General-purpose packages include 
well-validated physics models, geometry modeling tools and efficient visualization utilities.  
 Table2.3: Types of Monte Carlo codes can be used f
On the other hand, the dedicated Monte Carlo codes developed for PET and SPECT suffer 
from a variety of drawbacks and limitations in terms of validation, accuracy and user 
There is an excellent overview paper about the relevance
nuclear medicine by Zaidi [2.192
 
The characterization of gamma ray detectors can be accepted the first important application of 
Monte Carlo simulations. Thanks to Monte Carlo methods, it is possible
materials, geometries and setups and to design application of specific detectors
best option for your specific application without investigating any money within a short time.
Additionally, Monte Carlo simulations have been extensively us
collimator design parameters such as hole size, septal thickness, collimator height and also 
collimator type can also be investigated. 
 
Throughout this thesis, GATE
been used as a Monte Carlo tool for the whole YAP
except for GATE, we also needed to develop new fast and user friendly Monte Carlo tool, 
“CSIM” to learn accurate value of septal penetrated photon ratio, collimator efficiency
optimize collimator of YAP(S)PETII within a short time. 
 
or simulating SPECT and PET [2.175
 
 of Monte Carlo simulations in 
].  
 to 
ed for the optimization of 
 
-Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) has 
-(S)PETII scanner simulations. However, 
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support. 
try lots of different 
 and choose the 
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Among other very useful Monte Carlo programs designed for nuclear medicine applications, 
we preferred GATE, because it is flexible due to its modular structure and accurately models 
the photon behavior at energies relevant in SPECT. GATE is built as an upper layer on the 
well validated Geant4 high-energy physics code. It takes out the physics needed for 
simulating SPECT and PET from the Geant4 libraries. GATE provides a specific scripting 
language to the user, so that user only needs to prepare necessary scripts in order to describe 
his specific application. In addition to this, because of the fact that it is written in C++ 
language, it has a high level of modularity and understandability. Furthermore, GATE is 
continuously developing and extending very quickly with the help of its users [2.193]. 
 
2.23 Introduction to Sequential, Parallel and Distributed Computing 
Sequential computing: 
Traditionally, software has been written for serial computation. Every single processor 
(sequential) computer can be described with the following model referred to as the Von 
Neumann machine (see Figure2.56) [2.202]: 
 
 
Figure2.56: Block diagram of the Von Neumann machine [2.202] 
 
It comprises the following components: 
• A memory in which both programs and data are stored;  
• An arithmetic-logic unit (ALU), dedicated to the execution of specific operations; 
• A set of input devices to acquire data and programs for transferring to memory; 
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• A set of output devices for transferring the results stored in memory to the outside  
           world; 
• A control unit that coordinates the work of the other components executing a control  
           cycle (called fetch-decode-execute control loop); 
 
Given the problem as starting from a formulation which is understandable by human being to 
one that is more accurate and clear. A software formulation is done by developing a program.  
A program is a formalized description for the algorithm to be executed.  
 
Generally speaking, a high level formalism is adopted in the first place to develop the 
program. However to be understood by the machine it has to be translated in a low level 
language through a process called as compilation (which is translation from a language to 
another one usually that is usually less abstract) or interpretation (it means that the execuation 
at a low level is driven by another program, called interpreter)  
 
The key point is that a sequential computation implies that only one instruction is executed by 
the control unit at a one time, one after another, until the program finishes (unless this 
program is one that runs forever).  
 
Parallel Computing: 
In the previous model, it appears clearly the main reason for the limited performances of 
sequential computation. To overcome these limitations other models have been developed. 
These are known as parallel machine models.  
 
Briefly, performance boost can be obtained by executing more than one instruction of a 
certain program at the same time, or executing simultaneously instructions of more than one 
program or applying the same flow of instructions to the distinct data at the same time. Each 
approach mentioned in the previous paragraph has led to the development of a specific type of 
computational model. 
Problems which are likely to be solved in parallel must have the certain characteristics: 
 The problem domain has to be decomposable into sub-units. However, this condition 
is not always true for every problem: Indeed, there are some problems that are 
difficultly solvable in a parallel fashion. 
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These problems can be solved by using parallel programs. Even those must be either compiled 
or interpreted. At a low level, they are quite the same as the sequential ones: there are 
instructions which are executed from the hardware machine, but in this case the machine is 
one having a parallel architecture. Some examples of parallel architectures are: single 
processor with more than one core (multiprocessor on chip), machine with more than one 
processor, Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) devices, an arbitrary number of computers which 
are connected with a communication network (clusters/grids) or combinations of the previous. 
Performance evaluation metrics 
 
To measure the performance gain obtained by using a parallel solution instead of a sequential 
one, it is necessary to introduce some metrics. These are given below: 
 
T1 is the total sequential completion time that the sequential execution lasts, 
Tp is the equivalent of previous concept but in the parallel context, 
 
The parallelism degree, p of a parallel system can be defined as the number of instructions 
executed in a single time unit. The speedup is given by the following formula: 
      
v   ¡¢  (2.54) 
Linear speedup or ideal speedup is obtained when v = p. When running an algorithm with a 
linear speedup, doubling the number of processors results in doubling the speed. Apart from 
exceptional cases where we can obtain superlinear speedup, i.e. a speedup larger than p, a 
parallel implementation that exhibits near-linear speedup is a very good result. Linear and 
superlinear speedup values are often due to a better exploitation of the system caches in the 
parallel case than in the sequential one, and may hint to inefficiencies and wrong tuning of the 
sequential program used as a reference. A system is said to scale if it is suitably efficient and 
practical when applied to large situations (e.g. a large input data set or large number of 
participating nodes in the case of a distributed system).  
 
The speedup is also further distinguished into "absolute speedup" when T1 is the execution 
time of the best sequential algorithm, and "relative speedup" when T1 is the execution time of 
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the same parallel algorithm on one processor. Absolute speedup tells us if and how much the 
parallel system gains over the sequential one, while relative speedup tells us only about the 
behavior of the parallel system with a varying parallelism level. Relative speedup is usually 
implied, if the type of speedup is not specified, as it does not require implementation of the 
sequential algorithm, and is safe to use when the sequential program and the parallel one on a 
single machine have the same characteristics. 
 
A formal definition of Computational "efficiency" as a performance metric that can be 
defined as: 
 
]    £¢    ¡  ∙¢   (2.55) 
 
It is a value, typically between zero and one, estimating how well-utilized the processors are 
in solving the problem, compared to how much effort is wasted in communication and 
synchronization (these are relevant aspects only for the parallel implementation, they do not 
exist in the sequential version). Algorithms with linear speedup and algorithms running on a 
single processor have an efficiency of 1, while many difficult-to-parallelize algorithms have 
efficiency such as  ¥!¦§  that approaches zero as the number of processors increases. 
 
Distributed Computing 
A distributed system consists of multiple autonomous computers that communicate through 
a computer network. The computers interact with each other in order to achieve a common 
goal. A computer program that runs in a distributed system is called a distributed program. 
Distributed computing also refers to the use of distributed systems to solve computational 
problems. In distributed computing, a problem is divided into many tasks, each of which is 
solved by one computer [2.194]. 
 
The word distributed in terms such as "distributed system", "distributed programming", and 
"distributed algorithm" originally referred to computer networks where individual computers 
were physically distributed within some geographical area. The terms are nowadays used in a 
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much wider sense, even referring to autonomous processes that run on the same physical 
computer and interact with each other by message passing. 
While there is no single definition of a distributed system, the following defining properties 
are commonly used: 
•
 There are several autonomous computational entities, each of which has its own 
local memory. 
•
 The entities communicate with each other by message passing. 
The computational entities are called computers or nodes. 
A distributed system may have a common goal, such as solving a large computational 
problem. Alternatively, each computer may have its own user with individual needs, and the 
purpose of the distributed system is to coordinate the use of shared resources or provide 
communication services to the users [2.194]. 
Other typical properties of distributed systems include the following: 
 The system has to tolerate failures in individual computers. 
 The structure of the system (network topology, network latency, number of 
computers) is not known in advance, the system may consist of different kinds of 
computers and network links, and the system may change during the execution of a 
distributed program. 
 Each computer has only a limited, incomplete view of the system. Each computer may 
know only one part of the input. 
The terms "parallel computing", and "distributed computing" have a lot of overlaps, and no 
clear distinction exists between them [2.196]. The same system may be characterized both as 
"parallel" and "distributed"; the processors in a typical distributed system run concurrently in 
parallel. Parallel computing may be seen as a particular tightly-coupled form of distributed 
computing, and distributed computing may be seen as a loosely-coupled form of parallel 
computing. Nevertheless, it is possible to roughly classify concurrent systems as "parallel" or 
"distributed" using the following criteria (see Figure2.57): 
 In parallel computing, all processors have access to a shared memory. Shared memory 
can be used to exchange information between processors. 
 In distributed computing, each processor has its own private memory (distributed 
memory). Information is exchanged by passing messages between the processors. 
Nevertheless, as a rule of thumb, high-performance parallel computation in a shared-memory 
multiprocessor uses parallel algorithms while the coordination of a large-scale distributed 
system uses distributed algorithms [2.194-2.195]. 
  
 
Figure2.57: The Figure illustrates the difference between distributed and parallel systems. Figure (a) is a 
schematic view of a typical distributed system; as usual, the system i
(vertex) is a computer and each edge (line between two nodes) is a communication link. Figure (b) shows the 
same distributed system in more detail: each computer has its own local memory, and information can be 
exchanged only by passing messages from one node to another by using the available communication links. 
Figure (c) shows a parallel system in which each processor has a direct access to a shared memory
 
 
Grid Computing 
Grid computing is a term refe
administrative domains to reach a common goal. The
system with non-interactive workloads that involve a large number of files. What 
distinguishes grid computing from conventional high performance computing systems such as 
cluster computing [2.203] is that grids tend to be more loosely coupled (connection between 
the nodes can be modified dynamically), heterogeneous, and geographically dispersed. 
Although a grid can be dedicated to a specialized application, it is more common that a single 
grid will be used for a variety of different purposes. Grid size can vary by a considerable 
amount. Grids are a form of
composed of many networked
large tasks. Furthermore, “Distributed” or “grid” computing in general is a special type of
parallel computing that relies on complete computers (with onboard CPUs
supplies, network interfaces, etc.) connected to a
conventional network interface
of a supercomputer, which has many processor
 
s represented as a graph
rring to the combination of computer resources from multiple 
 Grid can be thought of as a
 distributed computing whereby a “super virtual comput
 loosely coupled computers acting together to perform very 
  network (private, public or the
, such as Ethernet. This is in contrast to the traditional notion 
s connected by a local high
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 in which each node 
 [2.194]. 
 distributed 
er” is 
  
, storage, power 
 Internet) by a 
-speed computer 
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bus. Whether users access the Grid to use one resource (a single computer, data archive, etc.) 
or to use several resources in aggregate as a coordinated ‘virtual computer’, the Grid permits 
the users to interface with the resources in a uniform way, providing a comprehensive and 
powerful platform for global computing and data management [2.197-2.198].  
 
2.24 Brief Introduction to XtreemOS 
In this part, a brief overall description of the XtreemOS system that we used to simulate 
YAP(S)PETII Scanner in the SPECT mode is given. A distributed platform like XtreemOS, if 
properly exploited, will reduce the overall completion time and increase the feasibility of 
SPECT simulations in a research environment. Indeed, XtreemOS offers a number of tools 
and features which are attractive whenever one needs to handle computationally expensive 
simulation studies such as SPECT scanners. 
 
XtreemOS is a Linux-based operating system providing native support for virtual 
organizations (VOs) in next-generation grids [2.199].  A Virtual organization is the union of 
resources that belong to different concrete organizations, which decide to share them in order 
to foster a collaboration on one or more topics.  VO are organizations that usually do not exist 
in the real world but are made of resources (computational, infrastructural, or intagible as data 
archives and software applications) and users from several provider organizations. Different 
participating organizations may provide infrastructure and/or resources, part or all of their 
users. There are thus different forms of participation into a VO for real organizations, as well 
as different roles in a VO for the users (e.g. different levels of authorizations and/or tasks and 
resources which are allowed for specific classes of users).   
Virtual Organizations are in the general case of dynamic in nature, as the participating real 
organization, the resources shared and the set of users involved tend may vary over time.  
While older middleware-based approaches already existed that allowed to exploit resources 
from computational grids, XtreemOS represents a new approach to Grid and distributed 
computing, which overcomes many of the limitations of current middlewares: poor scalability 
and flexibility, complex and time-consuming configuration before use, limited functionality 
of the VO model provided. 
XtreemOS is an open source Grid operating system based on Linux and provides for Grids 
what a traditional operating system offers for a single computer: 
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 abstraction from the hardware: XtreemOS gives to its users the illusion of using a 
traditional computer while removing the burden of complex resource management 
issues of a typical Grid environment. When a user runs an application on XtreemOS, 
the operating system automatically finds all resources necessary for the execution, 
configures user’s credentials on the selected resources and starts the application. A set 
of system services, extending those found in the traditional Linux, provides users with 
all the Grid capabilities associated with current Grid middleware, but fully integrated 
into the OS; 
 secure resource sharing between different users: resources and users are managed 
through Virtual Organizations (VOs)  which are sets of users that pool resources in 
order to achieve common goals.  
 
The implementation of this new operating system tackles the main Grid challenges: 
 scalable: XtreemOS supports hundreds of thousands of nodes and millions of users 
dynamically joining and leaving the Grid; 
 transparent: XtreemOS hides the complexity of the Grid by distributed operating 
system services allowing to run new and legacy applications seamlessly; 
 interoperable: XtreemOS complies with all major standards such as POSIX and 
SAGA; 
 dependable: XtreemOS provides reliability and high availability through check 
pointing and replication; 
 secure: XtreemOS ensures trust and integrity according to customizable policies. 
XtreemOS is running on a wide range of hardwares ranging from smartphones to PCs and 
Linux clusters. 
XtreemOS brings the Grid to standard Linux users. One feels to work with a Linux machine. 
It provides the standard way of launching applications (for example, use the ps command to 
check status of own jobs). There is no limit on the kind of applications supported such as non 
interactive and interactive applications. 
 
XtreemOS has Transparency for application developers. Hierarchy of jobs is in the same way 
as Unix process hierarchy. It has same system calls such as wait for a job, send signals to a 
job, etc. Processes in a job are treated as threads in a Unix process. Files stored in the 
XtreemFS Grid file system which provides a POSIX interface and semantics to access files 
regardless of their location. XtreemOS has the transparent fault tolerance to applications. A 
 cluster of resources can appear as one resource that adds all the power and memory of the 
resources (Single System Image of a cluster)
Architecture 
XtreemOS architecture is divided in two main layers: 
considered resource; the XtreemOS
single computing platform (see Figure2.58
                      
Figure2.58
2.15 Grid5000 Platform 
Grid5000 is a scientific instrument for the study of large scale parallel and distributed systems
[2.200]. It aims at providing a highly reconfigurable, control
experimental platform to its users.
distributed on different sites hosting the 
Brazil is now officially becoming the 10th site.
large scale nation wide infrastructure for large scal
research. 17 laboratories are involved in France with the objective of providing the 
community a testbed allowing experiments in all the software layers between the network 
protocols up to the applications
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 [2.199]. 
the XtreemOS-F layer is specifi
-G layer integrates all XtreemOS-enabled resources as a 
) (for more details see reference [2.199
: XtreemOS Architecture [2.199]. 
 
lable and monitorable 
 The infrastructure of Grid5000 is 
platform, initially 9 and all located
 Grid5000 is a research effort develop
e parallel and distributed computing 
.  
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In the following Figure2.59 the actual layout of machines in Grid5000
 
Figure2.59
An user interacts with the platform connecting to one or more access nodes. They act as 
interface with the outside world; these are t
outside world to the internal part of the Grid5000 platform. From these nodes,
reach other access nodes, or connect to the so called frontend nodes,  which are the second 
layer in the platform. Their role is to reserve machines from one or more cluster on a 
particular site (by using a special system command oarsub) and to deploy the environment 
images. An “image” is a sort of blueprint of a system that comprised the operating system 
with the required installed software. We had
the GATE software in order to use it on the platf
deploy his own images (or the other previously recorded images) by using the ka
command. Kadeploy essentially distribute
and performs some common-usage/utility operations, like giving the u
machine, and so forth. A reservation can be made in two way
Generally the first is used in the development process while the latter is for doing the actual 
 is given
 
: XtreemOS Architecture [2.200] 
he only machines capable to transfer data from the 
 to create a customized image of XtreemOS with 
orm. After creating an image, 
s the image of the system in every reser
ser the access to every 
s: in interactive or passive mode. 
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experimentations during night-time or weekends. The interactive mode gives the user the 
possibility to issue single commands, and see the actual results, while the second one needs 
script to be performed.  
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CHAPTER 3 
OVERVIEW OF SMALL ANIMAL SPECT SCANNERS 
3.1 Overview of Small Animal SPECT Systems 
To obtain a high spatial resolution and an accurate quantification puts severe technical 
demands on the performance of the entire small-animal imaging system. The main differences 
between clinical and small animal SPECT systems are given below table:   
Small Animal SPECT Clinical SPECT 
mm or sub-mm resolution 5-10 mm resolution 
FOV ~5 cm FOV ~50 cm 
Pinholes used to get magnification Collimators used to cover FOV 
Body dimensions <<1/µ Body dimensions >> 1/µ 
Weaker scatter and attenuation Strong scatter and attenuation 
Single-scatter approx. more useful Multiple scatter likely 
Can use E~ 30 keV Need E ≥ 100 keV 
Volume of tracer critical Radiation dose critical 
Can use longer half-life (e.g. 125I) Want half-life ~ hours (e.g.,  99mTc) 
Adaptable,special-purpose instruments more attractive General-purpose instruments strongly preferred 
(commercially)  
Quantitative accuracy crucial (Estimation tasks 
needed for research) 
Quantitative accuracy desirable  
(Detection tasks common clinically) 
Table3.1: Comparison of clinical and small animal SPECT (µ is body attenuation coefficient). 
 
Within latest decade, a lot of dedicated small-animal SPECT and SPECT/CT scanners have 
been developed in universities, research labs and industry. The main reason of this 
tremendous growth in interest in small-animal SPECT systems is the demand for streamlined 
drug development and the need for some devices to translate understanding of fundamental 
molecular processes at the cellular level to clinically relevant medicines. Although significant 
progress in small- animal SPECT and SPECT/CT has been realized through development and 
application, further innovation continues to address challenges in camera sensitivity, spatial 
resolution, and image reconstruction and quantification. There are many applications of small-
animal SPECT and SPECT/CT such as drug development, cardiology, neurology, and 
oncology that necessitate further investment in their research and development. Also, new 
modalities, such as SPECT/MRI could provide the advantage of additional anatomic and 
functional information. The need for study of dynamic biologic processes related with intact 
small animal models of disease has pushed the development of high resolution nuclear 
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imaging methods. This kind of studies provides clarification of molecular interactions 
important in the beginning and progression of disease, because they provide the biologic 
relation of drug candidates and potential imaging agents, and monitoring therapeutic 
effectiveness of pharmaceuticals serially within a single-model system. Single-photon–
emitting radionuclides have many advantages in these applications, including a range of half-
lives, relatively simple radiolabeling chemistry, low cost, and broad availability and SPECT 
systems can provide three-dimensional spatial distributions of gamma (and X-) ray–emitting 
radionuclide imaging agents or therapeutics. Furthermore, combining SPECT with CT in a 
SPECT/CT system can aid in defining the anatomic context of biochemical processes and 
improve the quantitative accuracy of the SPECT data. Small-animal models acts as a critical 
bridge between discoveries at the molecular level and implementation of clinically relevant 
diagnostics or therapeutics. For many years, studies of small-animal models relied on tissue 
sectioning and microscopy or, in the case of radionuclide-based assays, tissue gamma 
counting and autoradiography after euthanasia. However, all of these methods limited the 
ability of researchers to study a single animal serially over time and required the tedious 
assembling of histologic or autoradiographic sections. However, today these limitations are 
being overcome thanks to the use of molecular imaging to study dynamic biologic processes 
in small animal models of disease. PET is also well suited for small-animal imaging.  It has a 
high detection sensitivity and spatial resolution typically in the range of 1–2 mm. Importantly, 
PET has extensive use of 18F-FDG and other positron-labeled biologic tracers. SPECT also 
has several characteristics well suited for small-animal imaging. SPECT has the unique 
capability of imaging multiple probes labeled with different isotopes, thereby allowing the 
simultaneous study of multiple molecular or cellular events. SPECT uses many 
radiopharmaceuticals widely applied in clinical nuclear medicine and therefore can be 
obtained from central radiopharmacies. In many cases, if a desired radiopharmaceutical is not 
commercially available or in clinical use, a relatively simple laboratory setup is required to 
produce such tracers using single-photon radiochemistry. Finally, small-animal SPECT 
studies generally cost less than other small-animal imaging methods, such as small animal 
PET or small-animal MRI.  
 
In this chapter, we are giving a short review of the current status of small-animal SPECT/CT 
design, quantitative ability, detector configurations, and various camera performances in the 
context of a sampling of applications in drug development, cardiology, neurology, and 
oncology. 
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3.2 State of the art of Small Animal SPECT System Design 
The primordial small-animal SPECT systems were composed of a single scintillation crystal 
with a single pinhole aperture collimator having 1 hour scanning time with amount of 
radioactivity e.g 37 MBq (1 mCi) of 99mTc. Nowadays, small animal SPECT systems are 
based on pinhole collimation to achieve sub-millimeter spatial resolution. However, there is a 
trade-off between resolution and sensitivity, because pinhole allows only limited number of 
photons through the detector face. The sensitivity of the single-pinhole system depends on the 
pinhole size (~ 1% or less). To enhance trade-off between sensitivity and resolution, detection 
sensitivity, increasing acquisition speed and enhancing volume localization, some research 
groups preferred multiple detectors integrated with multipinhole collimators. In recent years, 
iterative reconstruction methods are preferred for both preclinical and clinical SPECT image 
reconstruction, because it is able to correct some image degrading effects and improves the 
images quality and provides better quantitative accuracy than analytic methods [3.1-3.5]. 
Small animal SPECT scanners can be also combined to CT to obtain an integrated small 
animal imaging system. This combination will likely be necessary for the development and 
future usage of single photon emitting probes. SPECT/CT systems has many advantageous: 
• permits the radionuclide and CT data to be acquired and coregistered with minimal 
movement of the subject, often using a completely automated image registration 
method, 
• CT provides excellent gross anatomic localization. SPECT/CT will allow the anatomic 
localization and quantification of small amounts of increasingly specific radiolabeled 
probes taken up within the myocardium, small tumor metastases, neurologic system, 
or other anatomic structures in small-animal models of biology and disease,  
• SPECT/CT combination can be used also to obtain transmission map for object-
specific attenuation correction. Briefly, CT image values are converted to linear 
attenuation coefficient values by the help of calibration curves obtained by imaging a 
CT calibration phantom including various materials of known density. Finally, the 
obtained attenuation map is used to model the photon attenuation process in the 
forward and back projectors steps of an iterative SPECT reconstruction. 
3.3 Image Quantification 
Quantitative measurements are very important for many of small animal SPECT imaging 
applications, such as measuring the dose-response curve for an experimental drug, monitoring 
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tumor retrogression or recurrence after a novel treatment, or studying the changes in cerebral 
metabolism after a sensorimotor challenge.  
In human imaging, physical effects such as photon attenuation and scatter radiation can highly 
perturb the quantitative accuracy of the SPECT data. However, it is clear that in small animal 
imaging systems, gamma-rays traverse shorter tissue paths, so that there will be significantly 
less attenuation and scatter in mice and rats respect to in human scanners.  
Although only modest levels of attenuation are expected from small animals (usually rodents), 
this process still creates an error in relating the density of detected photons to the 
concentration of the radiopharmaceutical in an organ. The attenuation values of detectable 
photons by soft tissue is up to 50% when imaging 125I and up to 25% when imaging 99mTc in 
rat-sized objects. Simulation studies show that for many isotopes, scattering may contribute 
around 20%–25% to the total counts in a rodent-sized object [3.6,3.7].  
However, in the case of 99mTc, less than 10% of all photons are probably scattered in rodent-
sized objects. The effect of scatter is highly dependent on the geometry of both the source and 
the surrounding materials, but generally, interchangeable with other sources of quantitative 
error in small-animal SPECT. Correcting SPECT images for the effects of photon attenuation 
in tissue is relatively straightforward, either by using postprocessing of the images to extract 
an animal boundary or by, more accurately, using an external radiation source to map the 
attenuation distribution of the animal. Both processes can be performed by acquiring a CT 
scan of the animal immediately before or after the SPECT scan, with the animal in the same 
position during both SPECT and CT. It is obvious that dual modality SPECT/CT systems 
make this process easier [3.8,3.9].   
 
3.4 Applications of Small Animal SPECT Systems 
Today, small SPECT systems have been used in different fields. These fields are drug 
discovery and evaluation [3.10-3.24], neurologic [3.7,3.25-3.32],cardiovascular [3.33-3.48] 
and oncologic applications [3.49-3.61]. A detailed overview of small animal SPECT systems 
and their technical properties are given two tables below: 
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SPECT Configuration FOV(cm) FHWH(mm) Sensitivity(cps/MB) 
FASTSPECT 
[3.62]  
Camera: 24 Detectors with 2 Rings 
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:50mm 
Collimator:Pinhole(PH)(Wismut,Blei,Zinn,Cadmium;24 
holes, 
Read-out:PS-PMT, Typ n.s; 1Crystal/Detector/4 PMTs 
Reconstruction:MLEM     
 
 
 
a:3,2 
t:3 
1,5 
Point source:Ø 1 mm 
PH:Ø,1 mm 
Distance: n.s 
359 
Point source:Ø 1 
mm 
PH:Ø,1 mm 
Distance: n.s 
TOHR [3.63]  Camera: A detector ring coupled to a focusing collimator, 
neither rotation of the detector nor of the animal. 
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:n.s 
Collimator:Icosahedron (Wolfram;15PHs, Ø 0,4mm) 
Read-out:PMT, Typ n.s 
Reconstruction:no 
 
a:7 
t:7 
1,4 
Point source:V, 10 µL 
PH:Ø,1 mm 
Distance: n.s 0-8mm 
n.s 
TierSPECT 
[3.64] 
Camera: 1 Rotating Detector 
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:3mm 
Collimator:Parallelhole (Lead, Ø 1.0 mm) 
Read-out:Hamamatsu R3292 (PS-PMT) 
Reconstruction:OSEM 
 
a:8,2 
t:8,2 
2,8 
Line source:n.s 
Hole:Ø,1 mm 
Distance: 10-90 mm 
(30mm) 
22 
Flachfeld-
Phantom:V,0,1mL  
Hole: Ø,1 mm  
Distance: 0-80mm 
(0 mm) 
YAP-(S)PET 
[3.65] 
Camera: 2 Rotating Detector 
Material:YAP(Ce); Thickness:2 mm 
Collimator:Parallelhole (Lead, Ø 0,6.mm) 
Read-out:Hamamatsu R3292 (PS-PMT) 
Reconstruction:FBP,MLEM,OSEM 
 
a:4 
t:4 
3,5 
Line source: Ø,0,8 mm  
Derenzo:Ø,3,2,5,2,1,5 mm 
Hole: Ø 0,6 mm  
Distance:n.s 
114 
Line source: Ø,0,8 
mm  
Derenzo:Ø,3,2,5,2,1,
5 mm 
Hole: Ø 0,6 mm  
Distance:n.s 
SemiSPECT 
[3.66] 
Camera: 1 Stationary Semiconductor  Detector 
Material:CdZnTe; Thickness:250 mm 
Collimator:Parallelhole (Wolfram, Ø 0,5.mm) 
Read-out:Multiplexer with Indium-Bump-Bonds 
Reconstruction:MLEM 
 
2,5 1-2 
Line source: Ø,2 mm 
Hole: Ø 0,5 mm  
Distance:15mm 
n.s 
A 
SPECT[3.67]  
Camera: : Luma-GEM (1 or 2 stationary 
detector);Rotating Animal 
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:2 mm 
Collimator:Pinhole (Wolfram, Ø 1.0,2.0,3.0.mm) 
Read-out: PS-PMT; Typ n.s 
Reconstruction:MLEM 
 
a:12,5 
t:12,5 
1,1-4,7 
Line source: Ø,0,025,1,4 mm 
PH: Ø, 1,3 mm  
Distance:2.4,7mm 
750 
Point source: Ø, 
2mm  
PH Ø , 3 mm 
Hole: Ø 0,6 mm  
Distance:variable 
(20mm) 
X-
SPECT[3.68] 
Camera: 2 Rotating Detector  
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:2 mm 
Collimator:Pinhole (Wolfram, Ø 0.5,0.75,0,1.0.mm) 
Read-out: PS-PMT; Typ n.s 
Reconstruction:OSEM 
 
a:12,5 
t:12,5 
0,5-2 
Source: n.s. 
Pinhole: Ø, 0,5,0,75,1 mm  
Distance:0-50mm 
n.s 
[3.69] Camera: 1 Detector and 1 fiber optic plate which is 
coupled to CCD by Tischer Lens; rotating animal 
Material:CsI(Tl); Thickness:0.6 mm 
Collimator:Parallelhole (Material n.s., Ø 0.2 mm) 
Read-out: n.s 
Reconstruction:MLEM 
n.s 0,1-0,4mm 
Source: n.s. 
Hole: Ø, 0,2 mm  
Distance:n.s 
n.s 
ECG-Gated 
PH-SPECT 
[3.70,3.71] 
Camera: Siemens ZLC 7500S;rotating animal 
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:n.s 
Collimator:Pinhole (Material n.s., Ø 0.05 mm) 
Read-out: n.s 
Reconstruction:Feldkamp Cone-Beam-Algorithms 
n.s 1 
Edge-Phantom:n.s 
Pinhole: n.s. 
Hole: Ø,  0,5 mm 
Distance:variable 
(10mm) 
135 
Point source: n.s  
PH Ø , 0,5 mm 
Hole: Ø 0,6 mm  
Distance:variable 
(10mm) 
PH-SPECT 
(Amsterdam) 
 [3.72] 
Camera:ADAC ARC3000;rotating animal 
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:9.5mm 
Collimator:Pinhole (Wolfram, Ø 1.2 mm) 
Read-out: PMT; Typ n.s 
Reconstruction:FBP with Ramp-Filter (Feldkamp) 
n.s 1,34 
Line source: Ø,  0,2 mm 
multiple linesource: Ø,  0,2 
mm 
pinhole: Ø,  0,1 mm 
Distance:33mm 
 
735,4 
Point source: n.s  
PH Ø , 1,2 mm 
Hole: Ø 0,6 mm  
Distance:1,6-
16,2mm 
(1,7mm) 
PH-SPECT 
(Kuopio) 
[3.73] 
Camera: Siemens Orbiter;rotating animal 
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:n.s 
Collimator:Pinhole (Material n.s, Ø 1 , 4 mm) 
Read-out: n.s 
Reconstruction:PH-MRP 
n.s 1,8 
Line source: Ø,  0,5 mm 
multiple linesource:n.s 
Pinhole: Ø,  0,1 mm 
Distance:54mm 
 
21 
Point source: n.s  
PH Ø , 1 mm  
Distance:54mm 
 
PH-SPECT 
(Osaka) 
[3.74] 
Camera:Toshiba CGA-7111A;rotating animal (0° to 45°) 
Material:NaI(Tl); Thickness:n.s 
Collimator:Pinhole (Wolfram, Ø 0.25 , 1 mm) 
Read-out: n.s 
Reconstruction:OSEM (for two rotations) 
n.s 2,05-2,97mm 
Ø,  0,5 mm 
multiple Scheiben-Phantom: : 
Ø,  13 mm 
Pinhole: Ø,  1 mm 
Distance:93mm 
 
n.s 
Table3.2: Overview of Small Animal SPECT systems and their technical properties [3.85]. 
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SPECT Pinhole Apertur Ø 
(mm) 
Rotation   
radius (mm) 
Reconstruction FWHM(mm) Sensitivity 
(cps/MBq) 
Toshiba 
CGA 901 A 
[3.75] 
 
[3.76] 
1Single                     2,3,3                  45                      cone-beam FBP 
Material n.s 
 
1 Single  
Material n.s.               2,3,3                40                        cone-beam 
 FBP                                                                              Material n.s. 
                                             
2,2-3,4 
Linesource:Ø, 2mm  
Distance:10-150mm 
2,2-3,4 
 
280 
Scheiben-
Phantom:Ø,22mm 
Pinhole:Ø,2mm 
Distance:20-
150mm 
280 
Trionix 
Triad 
 [3.77] 
1 Single                 0,6,1,2,2               40                         cone-beam 
FBP/MLEM 
Lead                   
1,5-2,8 
Linesource:Ø,1mm 
Pinhole:Ø,1,2,4 mm 
Distance:40,50mm 
11-115kcps/MBq 
Cylinderphantom:
Ø,4,8mm 
Pinhole:Ø,0,6,1,2,
2 
Distance:10-
110mm 
Hitachi 
2000H 
[3.78] 
4 Single                      1,2,4                40,50                             FBP  
Lead 
1,65-4,15 
Multiple linesource:Ø, 
1mm 
Cylinder-
phantom:Ø,4,8mm 
Pinhole:Ø,1,2,4 mm 
Distance:40,50 mm 
 
226 
Pointsource:Ø,1m
m 
Pinhole:Ø,1,2,4m
m 
Distance:40,50m
m 
Toshiba 
7200A 
[3.79] 
1 Single                        1                       40                           Feldkamp    
Wolfram              
1,1-1,3 
Pointsource:Ø,1mm 
Pinhole:Ø,1mm 
Distance:10-80mm 
81 
Pointsource:Ø,1m
m 
Pinhole:Ø,1mm 
Distance:10-
80mm 
Prism 
2000XP 
 [3.80] 
 
 
 
 
Prism 
2000XP-
HiSPECT 
[3.81] 
1Single                        1                     40,50                             n.s 
Material n.s 
 
 
 
 
1Single                     1,2                      50                               MLEM 
1 Multi 
(7 holes) 
Wolfram 
1,65-1,91 
Linesource:Ø,1mm 
Pinhole:Ø 0,1 mm 
Distance:40-50mm 
 
 
0,9-1,8 
µ-Jacszak-Phan.:Ø,1,5-
3mm 
Pinhole:n,1,7;Ø,1,2 mm 
Distance:0-100mm 
 
 
5,7-
8,5kcps/MBq/mL 
Linesource:n.s 
Pinhole:Ø 0,1 mm 
Distance:40-
50mm 
 
 
60-500 
µ-Jacszak-
Phan.:Ø,1,5-3mm 
Pinhole:n,1,7;Ø,1,
2 mm 
Distance:0-
100mm 
Prism3000X
P 
[3.82] 
3 Single                    0,5,1,2,3 30                                          SART   
Wolfram 
0,8-3,7 
Linesource:Ø,0,8mm 
MicroSPECT-Phantom: 
Ø,1,2,1,6,2,4,3,2,4 mm 
Pinhole:Ø,0,5,2,3 mm 
Distance:0,51-50mm 
0,34-
4kcps/MBq/mL 
Cylinderphantom:
Ø,13mm 
Pinhole:Ø,0,5,2,3
mm 
Distance:0,51-
50mm 
Siemens 
Orbiter 
ZLC3700 
 [3.83] 
1Single                         2                   45                            cone-beam FBP 
Material n.s 
 
3 
multiple 
linesource:Ø,0,7mm 
Pinhole:Ø,2 mm 
Distance: 45mm 
81 
Scheiben-
Phantom:Ø,2,3m
m 
Pinhole:Ø,2mm 
Distance:45mm 
Siemens 
ECAM 180-
HiSPECT 
[3.84] 
1Single                       1,5                  35,50                           MLEM 
1 Multi 
(7 holes) 
Wolfram 
(7,10,14 holes) 
1,2-1,4 
µ-Jacszak-Phan.:Ø,1,5-
3mm 
Pinhole:n,1,7,10;Ø,1,5 
mm 
Distance:35-50mm 
 
90-700 
µ-Jacszak-
Phan.:n.s 
Pinhole:n,1,7,10;
Ø,1,5 mm 
Distance:35-
50mm 
 
 
Table3.3: Overview of clinical SPECTscanners which are upgraded with single or multiple pinhole   
                 collimators [3.85]. 
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CHAPTER 4  
THE YAP-(S)PETII SCANNER 
In this section, we are giving a brief overview the YAP-(S)PETII scanner and its components. 
The YAP-(S)PETII (see Figure4.1) is a small animal scanner specifically built to perform 
PET and SPECT acquisitions. Therefore, It uses a planar detector rather than the more 
common cylindrical multiring configuration. A peculiar characteristic is the use of YAP:Ce 
(YAlO3) scintillation crystals, i.e. Yttrium Aluminum Perovskite activated by Cerium (a 
monocrystal with the structure of perovskite). YAP:Ce crystal is very rigid, mechanically and 
chemically stable, and not hygroscopic. Moreover, it is suitable to be assembled in crystal 
matrices with small pixels for high spatial resolution preserving its high light output. Each 
single detector head of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner has 27×27 single crystal matrice which are 
optically insulated from adjacent ones by a thin (10 µm) reflective layer and the same type of 
coating is deposited on the back of each crystal. The dimension of the crystals is 1.5 × 1.5 
mm
2 and 20 mm in depth. The main reasons for choosing YAP:Ce are ; 
• fast scintillation emission  
• high photon yield, which provides a good compromise for both PET and SPECT 
applications [4.1, 4.2].  
The scanner was originally developed [4.3,4.4] at the Department of Physics of the 
Universities of Ferrara and Pisa, Italy. From 2003, fully engineered versions of the scanner 
have been produced and commercialized by the small Italian Company I.S.E. Ingegneria dei 
Sistemi Elettronici s.r.l., Pisa, Italy [4.5]. In 2003, the first engineered version of the 
tomograph with additional research features was built within a research project of the Center 
of Excellence AmbiSEN (Ambiente e Sistema Endocrino e Nervoso) of the University of 
Pisa. Then, it was installed at the Institute of Clinical Physiology (IFC) of the National 
Research Council (C.N.R.). 
The first version of the scanner had a detector array composed of a 4 × 4 cm2 matrix of 
YAP:Ce of 20 × 20 crystals. Each crystal was 2 × 2 mm2 and 25 or 30 mm long (hereafter 
named 20 × 20 version). The latest version realized during the first half of 2006 has the 
detection matrixes consisting of 27 × 27 elements, with crystals 1.5 × 1.5 mm2 wide and 20 
mm long (hereafter 27 × 27 version).  
 Figure4.1: 
Figure4.2: (a) Scintillation crys
The collimator of YAP-(S)PETII
has a hexagonal lattice and a cylindrical hole shape. 
each hole Ø is 0.06 cm and each septum thickness is 0.015cm. The total collimator area is 5.3 
x 5.0 cm2. However, the area covered by collimator holes is 4.1x4.1cm
holes for each row in the z direction and 54 holes for each column in the y directio
simulate hexagonal lattice cylindrical hole shape of the YAP
used the linear and cubic repetition pattern
 
The engineered version of the YAP-(S)PET scanner. 
tal and (b) detector of the YAP(S)PET-II scanner.
 (see Figure4.3) is rectangular form and made of lead (Pb). It 
The thickness (collimator length) is 2cm, 
2
. It has 32 cylindrical 
-(S)PETII scanner collimator, we  
s of  the GATE simulation toolkit.
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 Figure4.3: Technical specifications of YAP
4.1 Hamamatsu R2486 PS
The YAP-(S)PET scanner employs position
the series R2486 of Hamamatsu. It is composed of a 3 inch PMT with bialkali photocathode, 
having an active area of 50 mm in diameter, a 12
× 16 crossed anode wires. After a charge cloud is generated across the 12 dynode stages, it is 
collected by the anode. In the last dynode stage, a focusing structure limits the 
spreading to 4.3 mm [4.6], where the charge
Each wire pitch is 3.75 mm, giving adequate sampling of the charge distribution. 
 
In the Standard configuration, the two wire ends of wires in the same direction are connected 
by a resistive chain. The two en
Xa and Xb or Ya and Yb [4.6].  
 
Figure4.4: Schematic of ORTEC 464 PS
                  02(Courtesy Hamamatsu) [4
-(S)PETII collimator. 
 
-PMT: 
-sensitive photomultipler tubes (PS
-stage coarse mesh dynode structure, and 16 
 is back-reflected to the crossed anode wires. 
ds of each resistive chain (X or Y) produce two charge pulses: 
-PMT Detector Analyzer (NIM) Module connected to R2486
.6]. 
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Furthermore, the output of the last dynode is used for fast timing coincidence. In order to 
process the dynode and the anode signals, the scanner comprises two acquisition boards. In 
particular, a Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD) unit is used for each photomultiplier tube 
which produces the gate signal for the acquisition of the position signals for opposing 
detectors.  
 
In PET mode, one of the CFD ouputs of opposing detectors is delayed by 100ns in order to 
generate a delayed coincidence window. Events collected in this window are used to estimate 
the rate of the random events. 
 
The YAP-(S)PETII tomograph is suitable, not only for PET imaging, but also for SPECT 
studies on small animals. The YAP-(S)PET scanner can be switched between these modalities 
without any change in the detector configuration or in the acquisition system, but simply 
mounting a collimator in front of each crystal.  The planar configuration of the matrix adapts 
well to being used in combination with high resolution parallel hole collimator (see Table4.1). 
Detector 
 
Crystal material 
 
YAlO3 (YAP:Ce) 
 
Crystal size 
 
1.5x1.5x20mm-1 
 
Crystal array 
 
PS-PMT Hamamatsu R2486-06 
 
Photodetector 
 
400 (20x20 crystal/PMT) 
 
Collimators (SPECT mode)  Lead (parallel holes)  
System Number of detectors 
 
4 
Detectors-to-opposing detector distance 
 
variable 
FOV size 4cm x 4cm 
Animal bed Movement 
Animal Positioning 
Motorized, PC controlled 
Laser pointer 
Reconstruction Modality FBP and EM 
Table4.1:YAP-(S)PETII system parameters [4.1-4.2]. 
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4.2 Electronic read-out: 
Detailed information regarding with the electronic read-out unit of YAP-(S)PETII scanner 
was documented in reference [4.7]. The electronic readout unit is mounted on the back of the 
rotating gantry of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner.   
 
It consists of four High Voltage (HV) units that supply the power to each of the R2486 
PSPMTs. The HV value can be set independently for each PSPMT. There are two acquisition 
boards with dedicated and compact electronic devices for the PSPMTs signal amplification 
and digitization. Each one is dedicated to a pair of opposite detectors both in PET and SPECT 
modalities. Further details can be found in reference [4.7]. 
 
4.3 YAP-(S)PET scanner performance 
4.3.1 Energy resolution 
Figure4.5 (left) shows the energy spectrum obtained with a complete detector head at 511 
keV. The measured energy resolution for the four heads of the YAP-(S)PETII ranges between 
17% and 20%, with an average value of 19% at 511keV and 25% at 122 keV.  
 
 
Figure4.5. Graphs of the energy spectrum at 511 keV (left) and the spatial resolution (center) and absolute 
sensitivity (right) measured in PET mode. 
 
4.3.2 Intrinsic axial spatial resolution (PET) 
A 22Na source has been moved across the two pairs of detector heads along the rotational axis 
with a step size of 0.5 mm. The source is a small cylinder (nominal size 1 mm ∅, 1 mm thick). 
A tomographic acquisition has been performed for each source position. The number of 
coincidences recorded in each plane, defined by a single row of pixels in each matrix, is 
plotted against the known source location. The FWHM of the count distribution for each 
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plane was measured as an estimation of the intrinsic axial resolution. Using the 50-850 keV 
energy window, the meanmeasured FWHM is 2.6 mm, without correction for the source 
dimensions, while using the 50-350 keV window, the FWHM is reduced down to 2.1 mm. 
This improvement is due to the fact that by selecting the Compton fraction of the spectrum, 
single interactions are preferentially selected with respect to multiple interactions that mainly 
contribute to the photopeak. 
 
4.3.3 Image spatial resolution 
In PET mode, a 22Na point source (nominal size 1 mm ∅, 1 mm thick) was positioned at the 
center of the FOV and moved radially with a 5-mm step size. For each position, the radial, 
transaxial, and axial FWHM are plotted in Figure4.4 (center). The volume resolution is below 
8 mm3 and is nearly constant over the whole FOV. The highest spatial resolution is measured 
at the center of the FOV and is 1.7 × 1.8 × 1.9 mm3 (R × T × A) FWHM. No source 
dimension subtraction was made. 
 
In SPECT mode, a capillary (1.0-mm internal diameter) filled with 99mTc was positioned 
parallel to the scanner axis 1 cm away. The image was reconstructed with EM obtaining a 
FWHM of 2.9 mm × 2.9 mm (R × T) FWHM. No source dimension subtraction was made. 
 
4.3.4 System sensitivity 
In PET mode, a 22Na point source (5.4 µCi) was moved along the scanner axial axis. In 
Figure4.5 (right), the results are plotted against the actual position of the source. Two 
different curves are produced for different energy windows: 50-850 keV (high sensitivity) and 
50-450 keV (high resolution); the maximum absolute sensitivity, measured at the center of the 
FOV, is 1.7% (17 cps/kBq) and 0.8% (8 cps/kBq), respectively. 
 
In SPECT mode, the sensitivity, measured with the YAP-(S)PET prototype, is 30 cps/MBq 
[4.8], constant over the whole FOV. 
4.3.5 Phantom images 
A mini-Derenzo phantom was scanned in both PET and SPECT mode. In PET mode, the rods 
of the Derenzo phantom were filled with 100µCi of an 18F-FDG solution and scanned for 75 
 minute, while for SPECT, 3 mCi of 99mTc were used
the rods were 3.0, 2.5, 2.0, and 1.5mm
 
Figure4.6: Drawing a
 
The center-to-center distance between adjacent rods is twice the rod diameter.
required for the EM reconstruction is 8 minutes using a PC Pentium 4
shows the images for both modalities. In PET mode, the
2.5-mm rods can be clearly distinguished.
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 CHAPTER 5 
SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION STUDY 
BENCHMARK WITH GATE
 
We performed simulation of YAP
Computed Tomography) mode b
Emission toolkit to do the  performance analysis of simulated 
aim is to prepare a flexible simulation framework that can be used for the future optimization 
studies of YAP-(S)PETII scanner. To do that
benchmark in SPECT mode with a point source Tc
measure the simulated system efficiency. GATE_v4
virtual scanner with the exact collimator and detector configuration. Simulation settings were 
made to provide the highest resemblance of the virtual scanner and the real system. 
  (a)                                                                (b)
Figure5.1: YAP-(S)PETII Scanner (a)
      YAP(S)PETII. 
5.1 Simulation setup of YAP
The simulated YAP-(S)PETII scanner
We decided to simulate a 0.5 mm Tc
center of FOV. (Necessary scripts and details for that study are informed in Appendix 1.)
 
Description of  the  YAP-(S)PETII Scanner Benchmark:
In Figure5.4, the simulated system is a virtual SPECT scanner and correspond to YAP
(S)PETII commercial system. The camera is made of 4 heads at 90° each, each with:
• a 0.5 cm thick backcompartment
OF YAP
 
-(S)PETII scanner in SPECT (Single Photon Emission 
y using GATE, the Geant4 Application for Tomographic 
YAP-(S)PETII scanner
 we performed simulation of YAP
-99m without using any phantom to 
 [5.1, 5.2] was used 
 
 General view of YAP(S)PETII scanner (b) Simulation setup of 
-(S)PETII Scanner: 
 benchmark and its components are shown in F
-99m, 140keV point source with 50MBq activit
 
 perspex which is shown by the blue color,
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• a lead collimator (hole diameter: 0.06 cm, collimator thickness: 2 cm and septal 
thickness: 0.015 cm, given by gray color  
• a 2 cm thick YAP:Ce crystal, shown by yellow color 
The head of the camera (i.e. the scanner) is 4.59 cm in thickness, 5.0 cm in width and 5.3 cm 
in length. A SPECT acquisition is simulated, using the SPECThead system of GATE toolkit. 
The acquisition consists in 16 projections, i.e. 1 projections per head. The heads move along a 
circular orbit with a 6.5 cm radius of rotation and a speed of 5.625 degree per second. The 
simulated head-to-head distance 13cm, collimator face to face is 9.0 cm. (see Figure5.3). We 
simulated 50MBq Tc-99m (emission energy fixed at 140 keV) point source with a diameter 
0.5 cm placed at the center of FOV. The detected events are recorded in the 27x27 pixelated 
YAP:Ce crystal matrix. The Compton events are detected in the following volumes: 
• collimator 
• crystal 
• backcompartment 
The physics processes can be modeled using the low and standard energy electromagnetic 
processes package. The simulatin setup given in Figure5.2, the low energy electromagnetic 
processes (LEP) was used for Rayleigh interactions and Standard Energy Electromagnetic 
Processes (SEP) was used for photoelectric and Compton interactions (see Appendix1 for 
further details) [5.3]. To speed the simulation up, thresholds are introduced. The Xrays are 
tracked until their energy fall under 20 keV. Secondary electrons are not tracked.  
 
The mean energy of characteristic X-ray of Yttrium is low. It means that the energy 
deposition due to the photoelectric effect is very close to the primary interaction point 
(~200µm). It means that their contribution to the spatial resolution is negligible. This is the 
reason why we chose not to track the photons down to 20keV. 
 
Regarding fluorescence photons, they could not be a negligible fraction of the detected events, 
thus giving rise to a couple of peaks in the range 70–90 keV in the final energy spectra. 
However, preliminary studies reported in literature [5.6] have shown that their contribution 
does not pass ~15% of the total number of particles reaching the detector, for a 140 keV 
source and lead collimator. Unfortunately, in our simulation setup the fluorescence photons 
were not taken into account because GATE_v4 does not allow septal penetration effect. This 
is the reason we did not specifically consider this effect in this work. We are planning to 
simulate this effect with the new GATE_v6_patch version. 
 The digitizer processes the hits recorded by the sensitive detector.
transforms hits into pulses. GATE
scatter, septal penetration and collimator fluorence
the simulation of such physical processes is necessary but not obligatory since we are not 
using high energy radiotracers in this experiment.
 
According to YAP-(S)PETII scanner paramaters
energy blurring of FWHM= 26.8
photomultipliers and associated
deviation of 1 mm. A thresholder and a upholder were used to consider only the particles 
detected with an energy betwe
simulate the 16 positions of the 4 gamma camera heads,
 
Figure5.2
 The adder module 
_v4 simulation toolkit is not able to simulate 
 at this moment. However, for our purpose 
 
, the blurring module simulates a Gaussian 
% at 140 keV. Limited spatial resolution of 
 electronic was simulated using a Gaussian blur
en 20 and 250 keV. 16 runs of 1.0 seconds are performed, to 
 giving 64 projections.
 
: The Simulation setup of YAP-(S)PETII Scanner.   
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Figure5.3: Simulated head-to-head distance. 
 
5.2 Results of the Simulated YAP-(S)PETII Scanner Benchmark: 
Energy Spectra 
Number of emitted particles: 8x108 
Number of detected counts from 20 to 250 keV: 1.2x105 
 
Primary and scatter spectra of the detected events 
The primary (unscattered events) and scatter photons percentage, as a function of the medium 
in which the last scatter event occurred, i.e. :(number of scatter counts for the medium / 
number of total detected counts) * 100. 
 
Primary  Scatter 
 Crystal Collimator Backcompartment 
56.91% 41.06% 1.26% 0.76% 
 
Table5.1 The primary and scatter photons percentage, as a function of the medium in which the last scatter event  
                occurred order.  
 
Scatter spectra of the detected events Percentage 
Percentage of scatter photons as a function of the scatter order, i.e.: (number of scatter counts 
of that order / number of scattered counts for the total scatter spectrum) * 100 
 
Scatter order Order1 Order2 Order3 Order4 Order>4 
Number of detected    
counts (%) 
73.92 20.44 4.65 0.83 0.14 
 
Table5.2: Percentage of scatter photons as a function of the scatter order. 
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The summary of the YAP-(S)PETII benchmark simulation results are given in Figure5.5(a-c)  
below. In this figure, there are three graphics which show YAP-(S)PETII benchmark results: 
Figure5.5(a) gives the total spectrum of the detected events. (Energy deposition of each event 
is histogrammed), Figure5.5(b) shows the primary and scatter spectra of the detected events 
(Unscattered events (primary) and scattered events are distinguished according to volume 
which final scatter takes place and Figure5.5(c) presents the scatter spectra of the detected 
events. Each detected singles or events are differentiated by their number of interactions in 
sensitive detector. 
 
Figure5.4(a-c): YAP-(S)PETII benchmark all results: (a) Total spectrum of the detected events. (Energy 
deposition of each event is histogrammed) (b) Primary and scatter spectra of the detected events (Unscattered 
events (primary) and scattered events are distinguished according to volume which final scatter takes place. (c) 
Scatter spectra of the detected events. (Each detected singles or events are differentiated by their number of 
interactions in sensitive detector). 
 
In Figure5.4 (a-c) Primary spectra are "true" events, i.e. events that did not scatter anywhere 
and directly did a photoelectric effect in the crystal of detection. Then, 1st, 2nd,..., scatter 
order are particles that scattered 1, 2, ..., times before being detected (see Table5.2). However, 
to know exactly the place of scatter interactions, one needs to see the root.C analysis file. For 
Singles in GATE, you have 4 different scatter counters: comptonCrystal, rayleighCrystal, 
comptonPhantom and rayleighPhantom. Any scatter interaction occurring in a volume 
assigned as crystalSD (in the main macro) will be counted in either comptonCrystal or 
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rayleighCrystal counters, depending on the type of scattering (see Table5.1). In a same way, 
any scatter interaction in a volume assigned as phantomSD in your macro will be counted in 
comptonPhantom and rayleighPhantom counters. Then, for each Single, we have a variable 
named as "lastScatterVolumeName", that gives us the name of the volume where the last 
scatter occurred. Thus, we can differentiate collimator from backcompartment or scintillation 
crystal.  
 
Also, we found the simulated system efficiency of YAP-(S)PETII scanner, g; 
 
g  ª«¬­;® !< ¯;°; °;¯ ;±;²°"ª«¬­;® !< "¬«¥³°;¯ ;±;²°"  = .)O'´µO'¶  1. 5x10a                             
 
Figure5.5: Total simulated energy spectrum of Tc-99m (20-250keV) (red line) with its Gauss fit (black solid 
line). 
 
In this work we used GATE, a Monte Carlo simulation platform based on the well-validated 
Geant4 libraries, to better model our system. The simulations have been performed using the 
geometry of the YAP-(S)PETII Scanner. However, our simulation results still needs to be 
validated with the experimental ones. 
 
 
 
 5.3 Reconstruction Results of YAP
      FBP Algorithm: 
 
One commonly used way to display a full set of projection da
A representation of this matrix is 
and reconstructed point source
method “Filtered backprojection (FBP) (
the signals of interest in nuclear imaging systems are always are sampled or digitized in image 
pixels, projection bins, our analysis are constricted by the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). 
(see Appendix 2) The further details of FBP method c
the tomographic reconstruction purpose, we used 16 projections, 54x
0.75mm image pixel resolution
source image with the lead collimator has been found
During the reconstruction we did 
 
             
       Figure5.6: Sinogram of point source with FBP
Figure5.8: Point spread function of reconstructed image w
                        
 
-(S)PETII  Scanner Benchmark with 
ta is in the form of a 2D matrix. 
known as sinogram (see Figure5.6). The obtained sinogram 
 (see Figure5.7) image by using analytical reconstruction 
see Chapter2, section 2.10) are given below. 
an also be found in reference 
54 image matrix 
 (see Figure5.8). Point spread function of reconstructed point 
 ~ 4.0mm at center
apply use any energy cut. 
                              
         Figure5.7: Reconstructed point source image with FBP                          
 
ith lead collimator (FWHM ~ 4.0m
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Since 
[5.4]. For 
with 
 (see Figure5.9). 
   
 
m) 
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5.4 Data obtained by using GATE simulation package 
At the end of reconstruction, we observed annoying star artifacts around the point source 
image. Probably the main reason is the number of projections has been selected small relative 
to the matrix size and this particular the star (or streak) artifact become visible. Please see 
Figure5.13.  
 
Let us further discuss our case that a point source of radioactivity has been simulated at the 
center of the the scanner and creates spikes in the count activity profiles (scan profiles) seen 
by the detector as it rotates around the point source. We can use the information contained in 
the profiles to reconstruct a tomographic image of the point source however, the spike in each 
profile indicates only that there was activity underneath the detector at that particular location; 
the spike does not tell us at what depth within the circle the activity was located. In standard 
backprojection (linear superimposition of backprojections), the counts in each profile are 
assumed to correspond to uniformly distributed activity perpendicular to the profile and are 
therefore uniformly smeared back onto the tomographic image matrix. 
 
As a result, the original point source is recreated where the backprojection rays overlap, but 
there is clear loss of resolution and contrast, and there is generation of the characteristic star 
artifact.  
 
In filtered backprojection (linear superimposition of filtered backprojections), each profile is 
filtered with an oscillating function (comprising positive and negative values) before 
backprojection so as to create bands of negative pixels that eliminate the star artifact and 
recover image contrast and resolution. If enough profiles are collected, the star artifact can 
essentially be eliminated.  
 
In this study, to improve the performance of the FBP, we have been tried different filters, 
applied to the projection data. Our basic problem with the standard Ramp filter is the high-
frequency noise amplification. It is commonly treated by using an additional low-pass filter. 
For this aim is we tried also Sheep-Logan, Lowpass cosine filters.  
 
 
 In this study, we implemented the filters in a subjective way that is frequently done
Finally, In Figure 5.10(a-e), we see the point source simulation re
different mathematical filters and
 
    Figure5.9:  GATE reconstructed point source images and sinogram by using different mathematical filters: 
                         (a) none (b) ramp filter (c
                         filter equations are given in Appendix2).
 
Emprically, by looking at Figure5.9
resolution, contour enhancement, the amount and structure of noise and noise 
the imaging area. For this study we used the same simulation setup of YAP
in Figure5.3. 
 
5.2 Conclusion  
We have been prepared a flexible
optimization studies of YAP-
resuly we found the simulated system efficiency  
the detected events, primary and scatter spectra of the detected events and scatter spectra of 
the detected events. (Each detected singles or events are differentiated by their number of 
construction results with 
 also related sinogram 5.10(f). 
) low-pass cosine filter (d) sheep-logan (e) sinogram (Mathematical 
 
 (a-f), we can easily observe the differences in image 
 simulation framework that can be used for the future 
(S)PETII scanner and according to YAP-(S)PETII benchmark 
1.52a.  We obtained the total spectrum of 
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 [5.5]. 
 
 
 
distribution in 
-(S)PETII Scanner 
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interactions in sensitive detector). As a future work, we will definitely compare our simulation 
results with the experimental one when we have the radioactive source. However, we are not 
expecting unacceptable difference between simulated and measured spectra. 
 
GATE  produces raw data for PET mode that one can able to use this for his own 
reconstruction tool, but it does not produce any raw data  to use in SPECT mode for the 
pixelated crystal configuration but only continuos one. To do this, we implemented ASCII 
sorter, to create a raw data in order to be able to reconstruct at the end of the simulation. 
However, we did not have a reconstruction tool to reconstruct also this raw data. Therefore, 
we wrote our own image reconstruction program which reads the GATE ASCII output file to 
create a sinogram and reconstruct it according to the specific requirements.  For this aim, at 
the beginning, we decided to implement a fast Filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm and 
integrate with GATE package to create the sinogram and reconstruct the final image. 
However, the reconstructed image had annoying star artifact. To handle this problem and to 
increase reconstructed image quality, we were obliged to apply different mathematical filters. 
(see Figure 5.10)   
 
After applying the filter what we empirically observed that Ramp filter amplifies the high 
frequencies, which are mostly noise in the projection. Sheep-logan still gives the better 
compromise between low-noise amplification and good resolution. Low pass cosine since it 
decreases the artefacts in reconstructions, high frequencies are lost and a smooth 
reconstruction remains.   
 
We can say that image filtering is a kind of art i.e. one can intuitively know what frequency 
he would like to "suppress”, then he can try to combine functions to get the desired filter 
shape and test the result until he is satisfied.  
 
According to literature, we decided to use Shepp-logan filter [5.4] because it does not 
suppress high pass signals but does not amplify them as much as a ramp filter, so we still have 
noise, but it is much better than a ramp filter, and we still have the high frequency 
components and tried other simpler filters just for testing and comparison of the results 
empirically. 
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CHAPTER 6  
YAP-(S)PETII PARALLELHOLE MULTIHOLE COLLIMATOR 
OPTIMIZATION STUDY  
6.1 Motivation of the Study 
The most important factors for designing an optimized parallel multihole collimator are 
collimator material, collimator thickness, geometry of holes (number of holes, shape of hole, 
diameter of hole, and septal thickness), energy spectrum of source, collimator price and 
weight. Moreover, septal penetration is a crucial problem for collimators used in the field of 
nuclear medicine. Although one can maximize the collimator sensitivity by using the thinnest 
possible septa, this leads to septal penetration, and it could extremely harmful for diagnostic 
performance. Many theoretical or empirical approximations have been proposed [6.1] such as 
the Anger [6.2] and the University of Chicago (UC) penetration criteria [6.3, 6.4] to make 
sure that collimator penetration stays within acceptable limits. However, the results might 
sometimes be incorrect. None of these criteria gives accurate predictions of the overall 
collimator performance when penetration is relevant at higher energies (i.e. > 200 keV) [6.2, 
6.3]. Therefore, one should not make a collimator without the estimation of the point source 
response function (PSRF) by ray-tracing (or Monte Carlo) analysis [6.1,6.2]. To optimize 
parallelhole collimators by including the penetration effect, we have developed a new 
simulation tool called “CSIM”-Collimator SIMulation- which determines several collimator 
performance characteristics such as radial PSF, collimator resolution, penetrating photon 
ratio, collimator efficiency and its comparison with analytically calculated efficiency results 
by ray tracing approach. In this section, we briefly describe “CSIM”. To validate our 
program, we have analysed the YAP-(S)PETII [6.5,6.6,6.7] scanner collimator with CSIM 
and we have compared our simulation results with analytically calculated ones. At the 
beginning of our study, we have performed all simulation experiments with validated program 
GATE_v4, Geant4 Application for Emission Tomography, simulation package [6.8, 6.9].  
However, simulation experiments with Gate_v4 gave us only the theoretical proportion of 
photons passing through the collimator without including penetration in collimator septa and 
crystal; as a result we obtained information only about approximated geometrical collimator 
efficiency within 20% error range. In addition to this, the simulation  have taken a long time 
By using standard GATE_v4, it is not possible to simulate the collimator penetration by using 
ray tracing approach. Additionally, one can not also obtain the value of collimator resolution 
and its bidimensional PSF image as a simulation out
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These findings pushed us to develop a new, fast, user-friendly Monte Carlo simulator using 
ray-tracing approach “CSIM” for simulation purposes of only low-energy parallelhole 
collimator. To develop an optimized collimator design, one must determine the best trade-off 
between getting the required sensitivity without sacrificing the resolution. In this work, we 
analyse the performance of the YAP-(S)PETII round-hole parallel hole lead collimator in 
terms of  resolution, sensitivity and septal penetration properties for small animal imaging 
studies to understand if we need further improvements on collimator part to increase the 
scanner performance. For this aim, several designs have been considered for a variety of 
source–collimator distances (b = 5, 10, 15, 20 cm) to compare the performance of the YAP-
(S)PETII collimator. The obtained resolution and sensitivity characteristics are presented as a 
function of collimator thickness and hole diameter. 
 
6.2 Collimator characteristic functions: 
In this study, all the analytical collimator characteristic graphics plotted are based on two 
analytical functions, namely collimator efficiency and resolution and all simulated results 
have been obtained from ray tracing program “CSIM”. 
 
6.2.1 Collimator Efficiency: 
Collimator efficiency, g, can be defined as the fraction of gamma rays passing through the 
collimator for each gamma ray emitted by the source toward the collimator and it is given by 
 
=  q @5@¹$s)       (6.1) 
where  
K is the collimator constant which depends on the hole geometry (~0.238 for round holes in a 
hexagonal array, ~0.26 for hexagonal holes in a hexagonal array, ~0.28 for square holes in a 
square array) , 
 
l is the collimator thickness or length, (see Figure6.1) 
d is the hole diameter,  
t is the septal thickness,  
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Figure6.1: Simulated YAP-(S)PETII round-hole parallel collimator design. 
 
Equation (6.1) can be applied to a source in air and assumes no attenuation of radiation by 
traversed body tissues [6.10]. If the collimator efficiency is too low, the image could be very 
sharp, but the image acquisition time may be extremely long. Short and wide holes provide 
the highest efficiency. However, collimator resolution can be improved only at the price of a 
decreased efficiency. Collimator efficiency decreases approximately as the square of the ratio 
of hole diameter to thickness (d l;<<$ ⁄ ), where  leff is defined by eq(6.2), see below  
 
6.2.2 Collimator Resolution: 
Collimator resolution j3455 is defined as the FWHM of the radiation profile from a point or 
line source of radiation projected by the collimator onto the detector. This profile is known as 
the point or line spread function (PSF or LSF, respectively). It can be defined by using 
eq(2.10) in Chapter2. 
                             l;<<  l − 2μ      (6.2) 
 
where d  is the hole diameter, leff  is the effective thickness of the collimator holes, b is the 
distance from the radiation source to the collimator , µ is the linear attenuation coefficient of 
collimator material [6.10]. According to equation (6.2), the effective thickness of the 
collimator holes is slightly less than true thickness due to the septal penetration effect. The 
small collimator thickness causes penetration of γ-rays and leads to image blurring effects and 
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loss of spatial resolution. In order to obtain a sharp image with high spatial resolution, it is 
important to detect only those photons, which are roughly normally incident to the SPECT 
scanner. In order to obtain good resolution, one needs to use very narrow holes, which are 
drilled in a very thick slab of lead. However, the high-resolution collimator designs result in 
very low sensitivity, because it allows very few γ-ray photons to arrive and interact within the 
scintillation crystal. This also, increases scanner acquisition time [6.10]. As a result, better 
resolution values can be obtained by using small-hole diameters but at the same time by 
bringing the collimator as close as possible to the source. The relationship between resolution 
and sensitivity can be written as, =~j3455$). 
  
6.3 “CSIM”-Collimator Simulation Tool by Using Ray Tracing Approach 
The method used in “CSIM” is based on the approach of G. Muehllehner” [6.2]. We analyze 
and obtain bidimensional point spread function (PSF) image with its statistical uncertainty for 
square, hexagonal and round hole shapes. CSIM randomizes source movement over 
collimator surface (see Figure 6.2). We compute both the spatial variations of the planar PSF 
and the radial PSF averaged over all angles.  
 
As pointed out by H. Anger [6.11], without the random relative position between source and 
collimator the PSF would have a discontinuous shape, which is strongly dependent upon the 
position of the source relative to the centre of a hole. The remedy of the problem as discussed 
earlier by Gerd Muehllehner & H. Luig [6.2], H. Anger [6.11] and Kellershohn C. & Pellerin 
[6.12], is the relative motion between source and collimator to smooth out the PSF and get a 
position independent average PSF, because collimator moving during the exposure time 
would provide a smooth distribution of γ-rays at the scintillation crystal [6.13].  
 
CSIM can enable the smoothing with a program flag. We implemented the random relative 
position by adding a random offsets to the source X and Y coordinates before starting the 
tracing of each ray. The program chooses X and Y offsets between zero and the minimum 
repetition period in each direction. In order to obtain the PSF (function of the position of the 
point source relative to the holes in the collimator) for a given collimator to source distance, 
CSIM selects a number of directions by using a pseudo random number generator, namely the 
well-known Mersenne Twister. Thus, during the simulation, any direction on a unit sphere has 
the same probability of being chosen. The seed of the generator can be specified manually 
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(useful when reproducibility of testing is required, for example when debugging), or it can be 
automatically obtained from a system specific source of randomness (e.g, /dev/random/ user 
Linux systems).  
Thus, one can easily skip a photon that would fall outside the selected area, i.e., the maximum 
radius chosen for the computed PSF, with an early test and this decreases the computational 
time. CSIM just generates photons on the whole sphere and pick a random point on the unit 
sphere that is the direction of the photon and simply discard those that could not possibly hit 
the collimator, because they are traveling in the opposite direction to collimator surface.  
 
In CSIM, physical detector is not simulated, but it is assumed that there is a mechanism that 
detects all the photons in their exact positions. To do this a simply way has been used. In the 
program, it is checked whether the photon can intersect the 2D detection plane or not. If the 
photon would fall outside the detection plane, it is just rejected.  
 
As it was described by H. Anger,  without the random relative position between source and 
collimator the PSF w would  have the discontinuous shape which is strongly dependent upon 
the position of the source relative to the centre of a hole. The remedy of the problem is the 
relative motion between source and collimator is necessary to smooth out the PSF and give a 
position independent average PSF. 
 
 
In our simplified model we use the following variance reduction technique to reduce 
computational time: instead of propagating photons individually, we create a photon packet 
with a specific weight (initially 1)When a photon interacts with the collimator septum 
medium, it will deposit part of weight due to absorption, while the remaining weight will 
continue traveling along the initial path. In practice the weight represent the probability of a 
photon having survived absorption after having traveled a certain distance through an 
absorption medium. This probability can be easily computed at the end of a ray simulation, 
given the attenuation coefficient of the septum material and the total distance travelled in the 
medium, by using the standard intensity attenuation formula (see eq(6.4) ). Optionally CSIM 
allows stopping the simulation of a ray after a photon has travelled a certain user configurable 
distance. The idea is that as the weight approaches zero (and thus below the resolution of the 
machine floating point type), the contribution which gives to the detected event is negligible 
or null. 
  
For each ray, we calculate the total path length in lead by tracing the ray in small increments 
and by determining at each new position whether the ray is in lead or in air. Because small 
increments increase our simulation run time, after long 
of path increment. In this study, we only concentrated on cylindrical hole shape in order to 
optimize the collimator of the YAP
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: A schematic presentation of source movement rando
Currently with CSIM, only parallelhole collimator geometry, which has a recurrent hole 
pattern, is modeled. In this type of collimator geometry, one can easily find if the ray is in 
lead or in air at each step.  This test has been done by using different routines for square, 
round and hexagonal hole shapes. From the total path through the lead, the probability of 
absorption is calculated. We compute the intensity of the PSF as follow: [
where ∆w is the incremental distance in the ray tracing, N is the number of times the ray is 
found in lead , µ is the  linear attenuation coefficient of lead at the selected photon energy. 
The user can optionally specify the
will discard the photon. Specifying a small path could underestimate the penetration. On the 
other hand, specifying a path aro
the exponential attenuation), while great
for timing statistics). CSIM ignores scattering of the 
other researchers, [6.2] at low energies (e.g 140 keV) in lead approximately 5
attenuation is due to scattering. In addition, tracing the scattered rays through the collimator 
complicates the ray tracing to the point of impracticability. For high
energies from 140 to 500keV, the scattered rays percenta
simulation tests, we selected 0.
-(S)PETII scanner. 
mization onto the collimator surface in CSIM.
6
I= exp (-µN∆w)            (6.3) 
 maximum path length inside lead after which the program 
und 0.5 cm will introduce small changes to the result, (due to 
ly speeding up the computation. 
γ-rays in lead, because, as discussed by 
-energy isotopes having 
ge increases dramatically, e.g. 
138 
02 mm 
 
.2] 
(see also Table6.3 
% of the 
 approximately 50% at 500 keV. Thus, one can use CSIM until an energy of ~200keV. In 
CSIM, we can simulate the total number of emitted rays in all directions of the order of 
billions. We have found that 100 million rays 
geometrical efficiency over many runs, while maintaining a fast computation time (roughly 4 
minutes for a machine Genuine Intel(R) Pentium(R)4 CPU 2.40GHz, Cache size 512 kB, 
bogomips 4827.06 ). The geometric efficiency
collimator efficiency as computed by Anger 
 
6.3.1 YAP-(S)PETII: Collimator 
We have performed two groups of simulations by altering the original thickness (l), hole 
radius (R) collimator values of the YAP
(140keV) point source 5, 10, 15, 20 cm away from collimator face, respectively. For the 
simulations, we have changed the original YAP
(2.0cm ±20%,30%,40%,50%) and hole radius (R) (0.03cm ± 20%,30%,40%,50%) . For the 
septal thickness (t) value, we used the YAP
thickness value which is  0.015cm. Then, for each simulation setup changes, we have 
obtained simulation results of number of penetrating and geometric photons, simulated and 
analytic collimator efficiency comparison and collimator resolution values. 
 
                                                             
                                 
                                           
 Figure6.3: Technical specifications of the YAP
6.3.2 Lead (Pb) and Tungsten Collim
For this study, we have simulated the performance a tungsten (W) coll
same absorption power as the original YAP
shape and radius and septal thickness. Then, we calculated the attenuation of p
using equation (6.4)  
 
give a low error (~ 0.1%) in terms of the 
 of the result is within 1% of the estimated 
[6.11].  
 Simulations with CSIM: 
-(S)PETII scanner. We have simulated a Tc
-(S)PETII scanner collimator thickness (l) 
-(S)PETII scanner collimator original septal 
 
          
 
 
-(S)PETII collimator.
ator Comparison Study with CSIM
imator, which has the 
-(S)PETII lead (Pb) collimator with the same hole 
139 
99m
 
 
 
 
hoton beams by 
140 
 
µl Pb tPb= µlWtW    (6.4)  
where 
 
µlPb= linear attenuation coefficient of lead,(27.25cm-1) [6.14] 
µlW= linear attenuation coefficient of tungsten,(36.23cm-1)[6.14] 
t= collimator thickness of lead and tungsten respectively. 
 
By using absorption formula [6.10], we calculated the necessary collimator thickness that we 
need for tungsten (W) collimator design. We set the absorption of tungsten (W) collimator to 
be the same as for the lead (Pb) one. 
 
If we take tPb = 2cm, which is the original YAP-(S)PETII lead collimator thickness, according 
to above equation; 
tW = 2 x (27.25/36.23) =1.5cm 
 
According to Table1, we have found that by using 1.5 cm Tungsten collimator for the YAP-
(S)PETII scanner instead of 2 cm lead one has significantly improved the collimator 
sensitivity, however we would have worsen collimator resolution and more penetrated 
photons. On the other hand, such a tungsten collimator could be as much as ten times more 
expensive than the lead one. Thus, no attempts will be made to substitude the original YAP-
(S)PETII lead collimator with a tungsten one. 
 
Table6.1: Lead and Tungsten collimator comparison results with CSIM  
 
CSIM      
Collimator 
material 
L (cm) Unpenetrated 
photons 
Penetrated 
photons 
Collimator 
      Resolution (cm) 
Geometrical 
Efficiency 
Lead (Pb) 2 130924 10255 0.319 3.27E-05 
Lead (Pb) 1.5 231771 25660 0.425 5.79E-05 
Tungsten(w) 1.5 231730 18141 0.412 5.79E-05 
   Tungsten(w) 2 131062 7478 0.323 3.28E-05 
 
 
6.4 Results and Discussion: 
We produced four sets of graphics, each one of which has three collimator characteristic plots. 
The goal is simulation of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner collimator by using  two different 
approaches as ray tracing  and analytical methods [6.15]. Hence, we compared both 
simulation and analytical results for validation purpose. Then, both CSIM simulated and 
analytically calculated resolution and sensitivity were plotted as a function of hole diameter 
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and collimator thickness. The third graphic of each simulation set i.e 6.4(c), 6.5(c), 6.6(c), 
6.7(c) show the trade-off between sensitivity and spatial resolution. It was plotted as a 
function of eleven different collimator thicknesses from 1.0 to 3.0 cm and collimator radius 
from 0.03 to 0.09cm. Each set of graphics uses a different source–collimator distance, b. The 
four distances presented are b=5 cm, Figures 6.4(a–c), b=10mm, Figures 6.5(a–c), b= 15cm 
Figures 6.6(a–c), and b=20cm, Figures 6.7(a-c). To explain the usage of data obtained from 
both CSIM and analytical methods, we will describe the data set of the b=5cm see Figures 
6.4(a-c). Similar considerations could apply also to Figs 6.5a-c, Figs 6.6a-c, Figs.6.7a-c, for b 
source to collimator distance of 10 cm, 15 cm and 20 cm, respectively. In Fig. 6.4a, we 
present the CSIM simulated resolution (FWHM in cm) as a function of the collimator 
thickness and hole diameter. For each blue curve in this graph represents the analytically 
calculated collimator resolution. The percentage difference with respect to the analytically 
calculated resolution is also indicated with the CSIM resolution being always smaller by more 
than 10%. In Fig.6.4b, we present the CSIM simulated sensitivity as a function of collimator 
thickness and hole diameter. In this graph, each blue curve shows the CSIM simulated 
sensitivity. Also, the percentage difference with respect to the analytically calculated 
sensitivity is reported, the CSIM sensitivity being mostly higher by a fraction of percent, 
however, there are also CSIM sensitivity results which are lower than analytically calculated 
sensitivity by a fraction of percent. In Figure6.4b, the (+) sign shows that simulated sensitivity 
value higher than analytical one and the (-) sign implies that simulated sensitivity value less 
than analytical one by a fraction of percent (By examining those curves a collimator producer 
or designer can identify the necessary collimator and hole diameter corresponding to the 
desired resolution and sensitivity. Figure6.4c shows a direct relationship between sensitivity 
and resolution for various collimator thicknesses and hole diameters from 0.03cm to 0.09cm 
in 0.006 step size. The comparison has been done by using analytically calculated data. 
 Figure6.4a: CSIM simulated FWHM (cm) for source
this graph represents the analytically calcu
the analytically calculated resolution is also indicated with the CSIM resolution being always smaller by more 
than 10%.  
                         
Figure6.4b: CSIM simulated sensitiv
blue curve shows the analytically calculated 
simulated sensitivity is reported. the (+) sign shows that simula
and the (-) sign implies that simulated sensitivity value less than analytical one by a fraction of percent (By 
examining those curves a collimator producer or designer can identify the necessary collimator 
diameter corresponding to the desired resolution and sensitivity). 
-to-collimator distance for b=5cm. 
lated collimator resolution. The percentage difference with respect to 
 
ity values for source-to-collimator distance for b=5cm.
sensitivity. Also, the percentage difference with respect to the 
ted sensitivity value higher than analytical one 
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For each blue curve in  
 
 In this graph, each 
CSIM 
and hole 
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Figure6.4c: Analytically Calculated Sensitivity-Resolution trade-off for b= 5cm 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure6.5a: CSIM Simulated resolution (FWHM)(cm) for source-to-collimator distance for b=10cm 
 Figure6.5b: CSIM simulated sensitivity values for source
 
Figure6.5c: Analytically Calculated Sensitivity
                                          
-to-collimator distance for b=10cm.
-Resolution trade-off for b= 
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10cm. 
 Figure6.6a: CSIM simulate
Figure6.6b: CSIM simulated sensitivity values for source
d resolution (cm) for source-to-collimator distance for b=15cm.
 
-to-collimator distance for b=15cm.
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Figure6.6c: Analytically Calculated Sensitivity-Resolution trade-off for b= 15cm. 
 
 
Figure6.7a: CSIM simulated resolution (cm) for source-to-collimator distance for b=20cm. 
 
 Figure6.7b: CSIM simulated sensitivity values for source
Figure6.7c: Analytically Calculated Sensitivity
Finally, we plotted  Figure6.8 and Figure
of YAP-(S)PETII scanner collimator  in terms of sensitivity and resolution versus source to 
collimator distance by using its original fabrication values as t
(d=0.06cm) and septal thickness (t=0.015cm).
-to-collimator distance for b=20cm.
 
-Resolution trade-off for b= 
6.9  to see variation in  performance characteristics 
hickness (l=2cm), hole diameter 
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20cm. 
 Figure6.8:YAP-(S)PETII Parallelhole Collimator Analytically Calculated Resolution
                    graph:    sensitivity ;      
 
Figure6.9: YAP-(S)PETII Parallelhole Collimator CSIM Simulated Resolutio
          sensitivity ;     resolution.
 
In summary, we integrated analytical functions of sensitivity and resolution with the results of 
ray tracing program CSIM in order to generate four sets of collimator characteristic plots that 
can be used in the collimator design optimization of YAP
investigate the performance characteristics of YAP
 
-Sensitivity performance    
resolution. 
n-Sensitivity performance graph:
 
-(S)PETII scanner. We also 
-(S)PETII scanner collimator  in terms
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 of 
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sensitivity and resolution versus source to collimator front face distance by using its original 
fabrication values (see Figure6.3) as thickness(l=2cm), hole diameter (d=0.06cm) and septal 
thickness (t=0.015cm)  (Figure6.8and Figure6.9). Note that unlike the collimator resolution, 
the sensitivity only slightly changes according to the source position in Figure6.9. Finally in 
Table2, we did comparison of experimental collimator resolution (FWHM) measurement 
results of the YAP-(S)PETII collimator  with the  CSIM simulated results and analytically 
calculated ones for two different source to collimator distance (b=5cm, b=10cm). 
Experimental measurement values of the YAP-(S)PETTII collimator has been obtained from  
reference [16] and we saw that there is a good agreement between CSIM simulated and 
experimentally measured collimator resolution (15.5 % average percentage difference) values. 
 
 
Source to Collimator 
Distance (cm) 
 
Rcoll_experimental (cm) 
 
Rcoll_CSIM (cm) 
 
Rcoll_Analytical (cm) 
 ½¾¿ÀÀÁÂÃÄÁ½¾¿ÀÀÁÅÆÇÈ½¾¿ÀÀÁÂÃÄ  
(%) 
5 0.224 0.186 0.216 17 
10 0.381 0.328 0.371 14 
 
Table6.2: YAP-(S)PETII Experimental measurement result comparison in terms collimator resolution  with 
CSIM simulated results and analytically calculated ones for two different sources to collimator distance.  
 
 
6.5 Conclusion 
This study presents the development of a useful, new, fast, user friendly, ray tracing program 
“CSIM” for the estimation of septal penetration ratios of parallelhole collimators in designing 
parallel round hole collimators. By using CSIM, one can obtain all collimator performance 
characteristics (radial PSF, collimator resolution, penetrated photon ratio, collimator 
efficiency and its comparison with analytically calculated efficiency results) within a short 
time. For instance, we have tried to simulate the same collimator geometry with GATE and 
CSIM. For both setup, we used the same amount of simulated events 8x108 in order to see the 
timing difference between both software. For such a simulation study, GATE needs 44 CPU 
hours, whereas CSIM needs only 24.31 minutes. By simply choosing the source to collimator 
face distance, one can plot sensitivity versus resolution to determine the optimal thickness for 
a particular desired resolution. Using only the figures provided, it is possible to optimize the 
collimator parameters such as collimator thickness and hole diameter and estimate the how 
the chosen collimator values affect the overall clinical scanner or system performance. We 
compared results obtained by our program with the experimental and analytical ones in order 
to validate CSIM (see Table6.2). We have seen that original collimator values of the YAP-
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(S)PETII scanner are very close with the parameters as predicted by CSIM. Although the 
analytical values are closer to experimental one, the CSIM data are not far away from the 
experimental results and it is difficult to say which one is more accurate. However, this 
methodology can be used to provide a relative evaluation of different collimator systems and 
distances without providing an absolute value to compare with the experimental one.  
Our studies showed us that CSIM is giving us trustable results. In conclusion, we have seen 
that the lead collimator, as used for the YAP-(S)PETII scanner is satisfactory for the 
measurements in SPECT mode. Anyone interested in with design, optimization and validation 
of new parallelhole collimator, can use CSIM. Our future work will also involve further 
validation studies of CSIM by simulating other commercially available collimators currently 
used for SPECT and gamma camera systems on the market. Furthermore, we will try to model 
different types of collimator geometries such as fanbeam, conbeam, pinhole to develop 
different optimization strategies by using linear programming approach to obtain optimum 
region and finally, we will compare results of CSIM with other simulation toolkits e.g. 
SimSET [6.17], MNCP [6.18]. 
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         c=0 
 
Generate θ,Tau 
ÉÊ=(sin(θ).cos(tau),sin(θ).sin(tau),cos(θ)) 
V=PATH LENGTH INCREMENT 
 
ÉÊ in FOV ? 
                     Yes  
ÉÊ ’=    ÉÊ. V 
ËÌ=(RANDOM, RANDOM,0) 
            N=0 
                                                    
           No 
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                                            YES            No 
      N++ 
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                   Yes 
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            c > activity?       
                                                                                                        Yes                          No 
                                                                                  Stop 
     Flow chart of Algorithm 
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ÉÊ  unit direction vector  
V path length increasement 
ËÌ position of the photon  
ËÌ=(RANDOM, RANDOM,0)   move the source in a random position on the collimator surface. 
Zp  we are testing if photon cross the collimator  
b is the index of the bin where the photon deposited in that bin (image matrix bin) 
b’ is the radial bin 
XY rotational angle 
tau  is the angle of the rotational plane 
θ is the incident angle. 
 
6.6 CSIM Timing Statistics 
 
Step-delta length  
(photon path length) 
 (cm) 
 
Number of 
simulated  events 
 
Real time (sec) 
 
User time(sec) 
 
System 
time(sec) 
 
Error(%) 
0.001 4000000 10.35 10.18 0.018 4.20 
0.002 4000000 7.73 7.56 0.020 2.68 
0.0005 4000000 16.85 15.18 0.040 1.92 
 
Table6.3: Time statistics depend on step-delta
 
length. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SCATTER CORRECTION IN SPECT IMAGING FOR  
I-123 ISOTOPE BY USING DOUBLE ENERGY WINDOWS METHOD 
 
7.1 I-123 labeled radioisotopes for SPECT Imaging 
I-123 labeled radioisotopes are used for different applications in nuclear medicine. They are 
mainly used for neuro-transmission [7.1,7.2] and cardiac sympathetic system evaluation 
studies.[7.3,7.4], cerebral blood flow scintigraphy[7.5], uptake measurements in thyroid 
scintigraphy[8.6], uptake measurements in tumor [7.7,7.8]. 
The main gamma-emission peak energy of I-123 is 159 keV (see Figure7.1). This energy 
level is very close to Tc99m, 140keV which the traditionally used radioisotopes in nuclear 
medicine. I-123 can be used for a SPECT system with a low-energy high-resolution (LEHR) 
collimator or a medium energy (ME) (~300keV) one.  
However, I-123 has high-energy emissions which are responsible for high-energy 
contamination of reconstructed image due to scattering and septal penetration in the septum of 
the collimator (see section 2.5.3). 
The main target of this study is to evaluate the image quality the effect of high-energy 
contamination of I-123.  
The 159keV energy is used for imaging, however, high-energy gamma rays such as 529keV 
and the others emitted from I-123 do not contribute to the image, but cause errors in the 
projection data primarily by penetration of the collimator and scattering inside the crystal with 
energy close to the photons used for imaging. One of the ways to minimize this effect is using 
a double energy window (DEW) method [7.9, 7.12, 7.13].  
This method has been used to correction of scattered events involves measuring the scatter 
component in the projection profiles using a line or a point source immersed in a scattering 
medium that is representative of the dimensions of the probed object. Scatter compensation 
requires, first, to estimate the scatter contribution; once the scatter contribution is estimated, it 
can be subtracted from raw data. 
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The goal it will be the estimation of the number of events contributing to the primary energy 
window that comes from the primary gamma rays at 159 keV (S1) and from Compton 
interactions of high energy gamma rays (both in the scintillators and in the object) (S1S).  
Once these values are estimated the number of events from the primary emission can be 
estimated from the total number of count (S1A) in the primary energy window by subtraction 
techniques.  
S1A= S1 + S1S       (7.1) 
We can assume that S1S is the multiplication of Sk scatter fraction value with the number of 
events in the secondary energy window coming from scattered high energy gamma rays S2A, 
i.e.: 
 
S1S= Sk • S2A         (7.2) 
Then: 
S1= S1A - Sk • S2A   (7.3) 
In this study the primary energy window for I-123 has been set around the photopeak and 
secondary energy window outside it.  
We used GATE simulation package to investigate and correct this effect.  
A possible method to evaluate Sk is to measure the fraction of S1S/S2A after having removed 
the contribution of the primary gamma rays. This can be done experimentally by inserting a 
lead slab in front of the collimator.  
In this case Sk can be directly measured by dividing the number of scattered counts in the 
primary energy window by the number of counts in the secondary energy window.  
The main objective of this study is to evaluate the Sk in two different ways to demonstrate the 
correctness of the proposed method. 
In the first case to calculate Skexp, we simulate 0.2 mm lead slab in front of the collimator (see 
Figure7.2).   
In the experiment, Skexp can be then estimated by  
Skexp = (S1C) / (S2C) 
 where 
• photopeak window (140
recorded in  the photopeak pulse height
• scatter window(200-280keV) to have S
the higher window with slab simulation setup (please see Figure 7.2 and 7.5)
In a second case we have estimated the theoreti
slab in front of the collimator (see Figure7.3): 
where 
• photopeak window (140
events recorded in the photopeak pulse height window
• scatter window (200-280keV) to obtain S
the higher energy window (see Fig7
The values obtained in these ways can be compared to 
values, which are both obtained by virt
Figure7.1 Simulated energy spectra of I
              energies of the main emission peaks of the I
                 detected photons, the sources were simulated by their discrete 
                 decay lines were simulated (159 keV: 83%; 346 keV: 0.13%; 440 keV: 0.42%; 505 keV: 0.32%; 
                 529 keV: 1.39%;and 539 keV: 0.3
                 GATE.                 
-200keV)  to have S1C the projection image using events 
 window with slab simulation setup,
2C  projection image using events   recorded in 
cal Skexp value Skreal by using the without lead 
 
then  
Skreal = (S1B) / (S2B) 
-200keV) to obtain  S1B the projection image using 
. 
2B projection image using events recorded in 
.4) 
see difference between S
ual simulation setups. 
-123 without the use of a collimator. The energies shown are the 
-123 isotope. To better distinguish the history of 
energy decay lines. For I
8%). To do so, a point source has been simulated at center with 
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scattered 
kexp and Skreal 
 
 
 
-123, six  
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7.2 Material and Method 
7.2.1  Simulations 
The YAP-(S)PETII scanner simulation was performed by using I-123 isotope. We used the 
well-validated GATE (GEANT4 Application for Tomographic Emission) package. Septal 
penetration of high-energy photons and scattering of primary photons decreases the image 
quality severely. The general method to improve the image quality for that aim is the double 
energy window method [7.9]. Simulations were performed on a 4-headed YAP-(S)PETII 
scanner with (low energy general-purpose (LEGP) collimator.  
We sorted ASCII output file of GATE by using additional software “ASCII Sorter” which has 
been written in C++ language. We put also some additional modules into our ASCII sorter 
program, which includes sinogram subtraction, multiplying, adding, dividing and averaging. 
By using ASCII sorter program, we can create projections for all requested energy windows, 
image matrixes and pixel resolutions like 27x27 (1.5mm pixel resolution), 64x64 (0.75mm 
pixel resolution), 128x128 (0.375 pixel resolution). This gives us a flexibility to create and 
work with any kind of projection image to improve image quality. For our study we used 
27x27-image matrix with the 1.5mm pixel resolution. 
Firstly, to find the scatter fraction, Skexp, the projection image S1C reconstructed using events 
recorded in the photopeak pulse height window is divided by projection image S2C  
reconstructed using events recorded in the higher energy window. For that aim, we simulated 
the YAP-(S)PETII scanner with a 0.2 cm lead slab in front of each collimator (see Figure7.3).  
Skexp=S1C/S2C 
In this simulation we have used the lead thickness to be 0.2 cm, because it is the value usually 
used in our experiments as a good compromise between maximum attenuation of 159 keV 
photons and minimum attenuation of higher energy (about 500 keV) gamma rays. For 
example considering 150 keV and 500 keV photons the fraction of photons passing through 
0.2 cm of lead can be calculated as 1% and 70%, respectively.   
To carry out the simulations, we used GATE Monte Carlo simulation package to simulate the 
cylindrical source filled with I-123 solution placed inside the image quality phantom (see 
Figure7.3). In order to better distinguish the detected photon history, the sources were 
simulated by their discrete energy decay lines. For I-123, six decay lines were simulated (159 
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keV: 83%; 346 keV: 0.13%; 440 keV: 0.42%; 505 keV: 0.32%; 529 keV: 1.39%; and 539 
keV: 0.38%) [7.10].  
 
In this study, the main energy window was accepted on the main energy peak of the I-123, 
with a width of 26.8 % of this energy which is equivalent to energy resolution of the YAP-
(S)PETII system. In this way we have chosen 140-200keV as the primary energy window and 
200-280keV as the secondary energy window.  
We simulated two different setups: 
For each setup, we used two different energy windows as: main energy window (140-
200keV) and 200-280keV for high-energy photons.  
We calculated Sk for two cases with (experimental) and without slab (real);  
• Experimental Skexp values: 
For this case, we used with slab setup to get the values of vÍ and v)Í   
v.L   vÍv)Í 
In here total spectra covers all events (primary +scatters) for as in clinical experiment with the 
SPECT scanner without distinguishing them from each other. We did not follow the photon 
IDs to differentiate primary event from scattered ones, because experimental case does not 
allows us to store the history of the detected events as in simulated environment. 
The procedure is then the following: 
• photopeak window (140-200keV)  to have S1C the projection image using events 
recorded in  the photopeak pulse height window with slab simulation setup, 
• scatter window(200-280keV) to have S2C  projection image using events   recorded in 
the higher window with slab simulation setup (please see Figure 7.2 and 7.3) 
 
 Figure7.2
  
Figure7.3: YAP-(S)PETII Scanner wit
: Simulated Energy spectra with 0.2 cm lead slab. 
h 0.2 cm lead slab simulation setup with image quality phantom 
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 • Real Skreal value: 
For this aim, we used without slab simulation setup to obtain S
using photon history produced by GATE.
 
 
In this case, we obtained value of S
each photons individually as from it is born until it dies to distinguish scattered 
photons window from primary ones.
 
•  photopeak window (140
 recorded in the photopeak pulse height window.
•  scatter window (200-280keV) to obtain 
 recorded in the higher 
 
Figure7.4: YAP-(S)PETII Scanner w/o lead slab simulation setup with image quality phantom.
  
 
1B and S
 
vÎ.Ï5  vÐv)Ð 
kreal with the help of photon history. We followed 
 The procedure is then the follow
-200keV) to obtain  as S1B the projection image using events 
 
as S2B projection image using events   
energy window (see Fig7.4 and 7.5 below) 
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ing: 
 
 
 
 Figure7.5: 
7.3 Results and Conclusion: 
This study has been performed with an accurate Monte Carlo simulator as GATE, which 
allowed us to store the history of the detected events, which is not possible with 
experimentally measured data. 
projection image results are give
 
Figure7.6(a-c): Comparison of uncorrected and scattered corrected projection images 
scaling factor with GATE. 7.6(a): 
scattered photons included, 7.6(b): 
Projection image of only primary photons
 
Simulated Energy spectra without 0.2 cm lead slab.
 
The double-energy window (DEW) scatter corrected 
n in Figure 7.6 below: 
with 
the projection data obtained in the main energy window, both primary 
scatter corrected projection image (Skavg_exp scaling 
. 
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experimental Skavg_exp 
and 
(0.496) factor) 7.6(c): 
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Our simulation results showed that the double-energy window (DEW) scatter correction 
method is convenient and easy to use. We saw that the implementation of DEW significantly 
improved the quality of projection image (image quality phantom). We found also averaged 
Skexp_avg values for experimental (simulation of experimental case, without photon 
history)(Skexp_avg=0.496) and realcase (Skreal_avg=0.484)  obtained with help of photon history 
of GATE.  
The fact that Skexp_avg=0.496 and Skreal_avg=0.484 are very close which means that the use of 
experimental will result in a good estimation of the fraction of primary photons in the 
photopeak energy window.  
Future work will extend the comparison with reconstructed experimental images which are 
not available at this moment. 
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Chapter 8 
Monte Carlo Simulation with GATE Software by using XtreemOS  
Monte Carlo simulations are CPU-intensive which means that most of the work is based on 
the numerical calculations related to particle transport with fine details such as photon scatter, 
penetration and attenuation, etc.  
 
Depending on the study, it might take a long time to complete the simulation with state-of-
the-art workstation computers. However, it is also generally true that Monte Carlo simulations 
are an excellent candidate for parallelization by showing a theoretical linear speed-up as 
function of the number of processing nodes. They are widely used in emission tomography for 
protocol optimization, design of processing or different data analysis approaches, 
tomographic image reconstruction methods, or optimization of novel scanner designs.  
 
There are several Monte Carlo codes that can be used in emission tomography simulations.  
 
GATE is an advanced, flexible, precise, opensource Monte Carlo toolkit developed by the 
international OpenGATE collaboration and dedicated to the numerical simulations in medical 
imaging [8.1]. It is the Geant4 application and dedicated to emission tomography, 
radiotherapy and hadrontherapy experiments [8.2]. It allows modelling of user-specific 
applications realistically by an easy and powerful macro language. It has been designed as to 
be flexible and precise.  
 
However, the main drawback of GATE simulations is that they require huge amount of 
computational power, but such a power cannot be obtained by using a single processor. The 
only suitable solution is to distribute the application workload across many different 
computational resources. Resources that contemporaneously (“in parallel”) execute parts of 
the whole application. As described in a previous chapter, this speedup can be achieved either 
by using resources located in a single multiprocessors or multicore machine, or by distributing 
the application workload among different machines. In this dissertation, we executed GATE 
in a parallel and distributed fashion by taking advantage of different multicore machines 
belonging to the Grid5000.  
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In addition, we have done a feasibility study of GATE simulations of the small animal YAP-
(S)PETII scanner in the SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography) mode 
using the XtreemOS platform. We have also proposed a practical method for deriving the 
system matrix for the YAP-(S)PETII scanner from the Monte Carlo simulation approach and 
also investigated XtreemOS Platform for  the simulation of large scale application. 
 
For this aim, several scripts have been developed and implemented to manage the execution 
of our application. Then, we have tested accuracy of the simulation results. In the framework 
of Grid5000, we have managed to run a number of simulations aimed at designing and 
defining an application specific environment for the GATE simulation software and data 
sharing by using XtreemOS.   
 
In this work, we tried to investigate how we can handle time-intensive GATE simulations of  
a SPECT scanner by using XtreemOS [8.3] platform, which allows executing complex 
scientific applications in a large-scale, heterogeneous, distributed system such as grids and 
clouds.  
 
Our preliminary simulation results showed that the XtreemOS technology seems to be a 
promising solution to data storage and processing needs of our future large-scale numerical 
simulations in medical imaging particularly very useful in GATE-Geant4 SPECT/PET 
applications.  
 
8.1 XtreemOS parallelization of GATE simulations 
XtreemOS offers a number of tools and features which are attractive whenever running a 
SPECT/GATE simulation. The parallelized simulation is trivially made up of four steps, 
namely problem splitting into separate tasks, the actual simulation job for each independent 
task, recomposing of the results, and image reconstruction. The simulation phase is the real 
computational bottleneck, where the reconstruction task may be relatively data-intensive, but 
it is not overwhelming. A sequential and static version of the job splitting phase is already 
provided to some extent in the cluster-enabled version of GATE. We improved on that 
implementation by increasing the parallelism degree, so as to fully exploit XtreemOS features 
for the simulation and the reconstruction phases. The Figure 8.1 shows an example of a 
SPECT scanner environment model. The output has been obtained by running the GATE 
simulation in a small cluster for about a week. Currently, we are not focusing on parallelizing 
 of the reconstruction phase. We depart from the job scheduling habit so common on cluster
and grids, where jobs are prepared to match the number of resources and are launched all 
together once the proper set of machines is found. 
 
Figure8.1: GATE simulation setup of NEMA
                   of  XtreemOS Platform.(The first real life exper
 
We adapted the job submission to the status of the platform and in order to meet a target 
completion deadline, by tuning the number of machines at runtime, requir
faster machines whenever necessary, or, conversely, releasing heavy
whenever they represent a bottleneck. In this scenario, the distribution of jobs and the 
selection of machines is done with the aid of the services provided
global security and authentication capabilities, we specifically rely on the job deployment 
features and the distributed system of XtreemOS. 
 
8.2 Job Deployment  
We use the built-in job deployment service of XtreemOS for essentia
• to acquire the necessary, possibly large number of machines in a quick and simple 
way,   
• to gather relevant machines: XtreemOS provides a node selection feature which 
considers hardware characteristics (static features) as well as current
 
 
-like mouse phantom in the FOV of YAP-(S)PETII on the top    
iment on the top XtreemOS) [8.3
 by XtreemOS. Besides the 
 
lly two reasons: 
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(dynamically changing features) of the machines. This allows us to steer the resource 
selection from a heterogeneous platform according to the current computation status. 
 
8.3 Distributed File System  
Each GATE job writes the interaction point within the crystal as a weighted average inside the 
ASCII file during the execution. Those files are needed by the reconstruction program in 
order to compute the system model. The rate of data written by each process is constant 
(about 500 Kb/min) and for an interesting application, the total amount of data per job is in 
the order of several gigabytes (GBs). When performing experiments by using remote 
machines and clusters, at the end of each experiment, we need to manually copy the output 
data and gather it in a single place in order to start the reconstruction process. The 
functionality offered by XtreemFS (XFS) completely avoids this manual copying of the 
output files. With XFS each job still writes in its local environment (i.e. the user home 
mounted via XFS), but whenever a file is closed, it is transparently synchronized with the 
other XFS data servers. We start the reconstruction process as soon as the simulation is done, 
and all data will appear to be there regardless of where the computation took place. 
 
8.4 How we parallelized the GATE-Monte Carlo simulation? 
To manage the lifecycle of the simulation using XtreemOS, we developed a set of scripts. 
GATE already has a Cluster Tools and this cluster tools has a very sophisticated job splitter. 
The splitter splits the jobs by using the time-domain decomposition approach, in which the 
acquisition time of the experiment is split into a number of smaller experiments of the same 
duration and it is also able to assign different random seeds per job to make them independent 
from each other. Due to this fact, it is guaranteed that each job fragment when using the 
random generator will obtain different sequence of numbers. This property provides to the 
simulation jobs a correct random nature regardless of the different job splitting decisions that 
may be taken. The splitting produces a large set of independent tasks that can be computed in 
parallel. 
 
The parallelized GATE simulations are made up of 3 steps: the job splitting, the actual 
simulations (on a number of CPUs) and the file merging.  
 
 We also added a script that monitors the execution: it looks for fragments that failed or which 
are not executed before. It tries to exploit as much computational power as it can. When all 
nodes are busy by doing computation, it do
tasks. Then, it sends another work to the computer node that has finished, according to the 
auto-scheduling policy. The job is first split in a set of smaller tasks by the Split process. The 
set of Tasks logically forms a Work Queue. A specific script, the Emitter, chooses Tasks from 
the Work Queue and assigns them to workers; each worker performs the actual computation, 
sends the results to collector and informs the emitter when they are finished. When a Task 
been completed, its results are logically sent to a Collector node that gathers and merges the 
results of all Workers. Then, the Emitter receives a request for a task from the idle Worker. 
The task is prepared and sent. In pra
Collector is the same process of the Emitter
 
The scripts implement a Task Farm Model 
Monte Carlo simulation by using a Task Farm solution, which allows us to exploit 
parallelized jobs on the grid. It is composed of an emitter that sends jobs to nodes and a 
collector, which collects the results
 
Figure8.2: Parallelization strategy of the GATE
                  Task Farm Model [8.3] 
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ctice, despite of this logic schema, in our solution the 
 [8.3]. 
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 (see Figure8.2).  
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8.5 Why we used XtreemOS for the GATE simulation?  
 
Differences between the GATE running on cluster and GATE running on 
XtreemOS: 
 
GATE running on a cluster has a single administration domain, parallel/networked file 
system, homogeneous high performance computing computer (HPC) resources; it has limited 
support for macro splitting one task per machine and no fault tolerance [8.1]. When the 
computation is performed on a cluster, it is realistic to assume the existence of a single 
administration domain. This assumption is often useful to simplify the resource management. 
Unfortunately, when the number of required resources is far beyond the capacity of a single 
cluster, it is fundamental to have the ability to run the application on multiple clusters, each 
one potentially made by distinct computational resources. 
 
XtreemOS (XOS) Properties: 
XtreemOS has an access and security model, XtreemFS file sharing, scalable heterogeneous 
distributed platform. Therefore it is the excellent candidate platform to run our GATE 
application on distributed and heterogeneous resources [8.3, 8.4]. Our implementation on top 
of XtreemOS is thus able to provide enhanced work splitting, finer computation grain and 
some degree of Fault Tolerance: we support partial job execution, allowing for a simulation to 
be performed in several distinct reservations, as well as lost task recovery. By using 
XtreemOS, it is possible to exploit multiple administration domains by using its access and 
security model, as well as its distributed file system. The execution on a heterogeneous and 
highly distributed environment is subject to faults and requires a better application 
management support, which we handle by enhancing the monitoring and the fault-tolerance 
of the runtime execution support in order to dynamically react to task failures.  
Why a Grid5000 platform? 
We conducted our experiments on the Grid5000 (G5K) platform [8.5]. It consists of a multi-
site distributed computing system. It allows researchers to run their applications in a highly 
distributed system made of several clusters, located in several different sites. Nevertheless, 
each site has its own administration policies and mechanisms. Grid5000 provided the amount 
of resources needed to setup a large XtreemOS platform, while XtreemOS eases the task of 
running the applications by taking nodes from different souces (workstations, clusters, etc.). 
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8.6 Results and Discussion 
Two experiments have planned for the system matrix computation: 
 Experiment 1: simulation of 27 point sources (Tc-99m) in transaxial plane of the scanner, 
 Experiment 2: simulation of uniform cylinder source filled with Tc-99m 
In the following part, we will refer to these experiments as Exp1 and Exp2. 
 
The estimation for the sequential computation is of 3750 CPU hours for Exp1, and 20012 
CPU hours for Exp2. However, we have not completed yet Exp2 on Grid5000. We used one 
machine of the genepi cluster of Grid5000 with the following specification: Xeon E5420 
“Harpertown” 2.5 GHz 64 bit, 2x6 MB L2 cache, 4096 MB RAM. 
We have done two runs of Exp1. With the word “run” we are referring to complete execution 
of the simulations. In the first one, we have been only interested in testing the fault tolerance 
functionality, if the simulation run has been completed correctly although local failures on the 
compute nodes. In fact, a thing that is worth to point out is at the end of every reservation on 
Grid5000, the pending fragments of computations get lost and they have to be redone. This 
has been handled by the script itself. The only thing that user has to do is to reserve machines 
and launch the job again. The application actually handles this problem by subdividing the 
fragments in a tree-like structure of directories composed of:  
• Links: this folder contains links to the actual fragments. The reason for doing this is  
           to avoid the loss of fragments data due to the errors in the development and debugging  
           processes; 
• Pending: the links of the fragments currently in execution are moved into this folder;  
           Checking this folder in the next run, the application can determine which fragments  
 should be recomputed; 
• Computed: this folder contains the fragments that have been successfully computed; 
           The execution also produces a folder named “GATE-results” that contains either the 
 archives with the outcomes of the computation of single fragments, a “logs” directory  
           containing the GATE logs and the logs of the application itself (with timing and  
           resource utilization). 
From the second run the execution times and machine usages have been recorded. Given the 
fact that we have used 32 cores (4 machines with 8 core each one) the expected speedup 
factor was ideally a number approaching 32. 
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The test has been completed in ~150 hours, 23 minutes, 34 seconds which corresponds to 6 
days more or less. However, we could not reserve all the resources in Grid5000. In the grid 
scenario, where the resources are shared among different users, it is not possible to know in 
advance how much computing power will be available for the following day.  By using the 
resources for each day as 14 hours in average, we completed the simulation within 11 days. 
 
By using two equations eq(2.58) and (2.59) in Chapter2, section2.23, the speedup has been 
found of ~25, with an efficiency of ~78%. 
 
We have experienced some problems which cause not having the optimal performance: 
• Congestion on the frontend node (a node used by all Grid5000 users) affected the 
performance which is dependent to the utilization of the frontend: part of the 
application was executed on the compute nodes (the workers) which we have 
exclusive access, while the emitter was run on the frontend which is shared among all 
the other users. We have also tried to use more nodes to decrease the completion time. 
However, we only found out that the frontend was a bottleneck for the performance; 
• At the end of every reservation about 32 fragments (the ones still in execution) get 
lost and they need to be recomputed in the next day. This is an inevitable fact because 
we used a research-oriented grid with reservation constraints such that we could not 
make reservations long enough to complete the whole simulation.  
• The impact of communications: every time the emitter has to send the tasks for being 
computed and when the results have to be sent back, there is an additional overhead 
that must be considered: as a rule of thumb the amount of time spent in doing actual 
work has to be higher than the time spent in doing communications. 
 
The first problem is solvable through application modification, while the other two are a sort 
of tradeoff problem: indeed, we need to find a good compromise between the communication 
and the actual amount of a work in for each fragment, because reducing the impact of lost 
fragments leads to more communications (and vice versa). 
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8.7 Conclusions 
In total we have run ~3750 CPU hours of time of experiments in just ~150 CPU hours in fact 
allowing GATE to run on a widely distributed/parallel platform as Grid5000. 
Although results are promising (computational efficiency of ~78%), we are putting additional 
effort on improving the global efficiency of the application. In particular, our first aim is to 
reduce the overhead caused by the variance of the performances in the frontend, allowing the 
application to achieve a good efficiency and scalability when exploiting a larger number of 
nodes and cores than what we did so far.  
We plan to resolve this issue by moving most of the work currently carried on by the frontend 
in the computing nodes. Thanks to this modification, the application can make exclusive 
access to all the computational resources, therefore the emitter entity could be executed in a 
dedicated node instead of a shared one, leading to even much better results.  
Another improvement that could be done is to do better split in order to address the trade-off 
problem of lost fragments versus communications overhead more properly. 
It is anyway important to remark that these are not specific XtreemOS problems but they 
appear when a computation is performed in a parallel way and conducted in grid environment 
(like Grid5000). 
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Chapter 9 
Work in Progress 
Derivation of System Matrix from Monte Carlo Simulated Data by using 
GATE Simulation Toolkit 
 
In this section, we will describe our proposed method of system matrix derivation from the 
simulated data and the used simulation strategy for data intensive problems such as SPECT 
system matrix simulation. Since that part of the work has not been completed yet, we decided 
to include in the dissertation as a dedicated chapter. 
 
9.1 Material and Methods 
In our context, a discrete expression of the SPECT tomographic reconstruction problem is 
given as by using eq (2.54) (see section 2.14): 
 
y is a column vector with  ∈  )Ñ , where Ñ the number of projections of N ×   pixels are λ 
is a column vector of Ó ∈ U (27x27x27) elements assuming N transaxial slices  ×   pixels 
to be estimated—and  ∈ Ñ)U matrix corresponding to the fully 3D projector. The 
system matrix size is 275∙128∙ 4byte =7.4Gb  
 
In all ‘fully 3D’ reconstruction approach, the problem is dealt with in its full dimensionality, 
i.e. by considering the [pN2,N3] projector. A drawback of the 3D iterative reconstruction 
approach is that, for reconstructing an N3 image (NxNxN voxels) dataset, it requires N5 
operations.  This makes this approach less attractive for use in clinical practice. Furthermore, 
due to the non-sparsity of the system matrix (in principle all voxels contribute to one 
projection bin), the fully 3D approach suffers from slow convergence unless a lot of subsets 
are used [9.1]. 
 
When we will analyze the geometrical based reconstruction approaches, we will see that the 
system matrix is actually sparse (or could be made sparse by turning off all the other matrix 
elements) and a fully 3D reconstruction approach is feasible. However, as soon as we start 
taking into account geometric properties, faster reconstruction approaches become necessary.  
 
A computationally less demanding alternative (requiring 2 × N4 operations) to the 3D Radon 
inversion is a 2-step algorithm which first reconstructs the plane integral data to conventional 
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sinograms before reconstructing the 3D object from these sinograms by using a classical 
SPECT reconstruction. This method can be used both for analytical reconstruction and 
iterative reconstruction [9.2].  
 
System Matrix Modelling: 
In this study, we propose a technique to establish a method for deriving the system matrix of 
the YAP-(S)PETII scanner from simulated data by using XtreemOS platform.  
 
In this part, we explain how the system matrix will be simulated and determined from 
measurements at a limited number of point source positions. However, this part of our work is 
still ongoing. For the next step, by using the Monte Carlo package GATE on the top of 
XtreemOS platform, we will simulate 27 point sources at the transaxial plane of the YAP-
(S)PETII scanner.  
 
For the reconstruction step, to reduce the size of the original large and sparse system matrix, 
we selectively include the detectors that were exposed to individual emission elements for the 
system matrix derivation and storage (see Figure9.4).  
 
However, the system matrix simulation has not been completed on the Grid5000 platform yet. 
After the completion of simulation on the top of XtreemOS, the derived system matrix will be 
validated also with the point source measurements with the YAP-(S)PETII scanner at known 
positions and implemented in an iterative reconstruction algorithm. 
 
9.2 Image reconstruction 
In Chapter2, it has been given the main theory of iterative image reconstruction methods used 
in emission computed tomography and advantageous of them in comparison with the 
analytical ones.  
We remind that the main difference is in image modelling. In an analytical algorithm, the 
image is assumed to be continuous, and each image pixel is a point. The set of discrete pixels 
is for display purpose. We can make those display points anyway we want. However, in 
iterative algorithm, a pixel is an area which is used to form the projections of the current 
estimate of the image. The pixel model can significantly affect the quality of the reconstructed 
image.  
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Another difference between an analytical image reconstruction algorithm and an iterative one 
is that the analytical algorithm tries to solve an integral equation while the iterative algorithm 
tries to solve a system of linear equation. A system of linear equation is easier to solve than an 
integral equation. This allows the linear equations to model more realistic and more complex 
imaging geometry and imaging physics (attenuation, scattering etc.) In other words, the 
iterative algorithm can solve a more realistic imaging problem than an analytical algorithm. 
As a result the iterative algorithm usually provides a more accurate reconstruction. Iterative 
algorithms are used to minimize an objective function. This objection function can effectively 
incorporate the noise in the measurement.  Currently, analytical algorithms cannot model 
noise and its noise control is achieved by frequency windowing.   
 
More details about the reconstruction of the plane integral data of projection images, 
performed using a Monte Carlo based ML-EM algorithm, are given in this section. 
 
Why Image Resampling? 
 
We are using the resampling strategy during the iterative reconstruction process. Discretizing 
the continuous object by using the basis functions into pixels (or voxels) may cause errors. 
One must consider the trade-offs when deciding image pixel size. Smaller pixels give a more 
accurate model but increase the number of unknowns to be solved.  Larger pixels make the 
image model less accurate, but fewer unknowns can make the inverse problem more stable. 
To make the inverse problem more stable, as a rule of thumb, one would select the pixel size 
larger than the detector bin size; this makes the number of image pixels smaller than the 
number of detector bins. In practice, it is advantageous to choose a large array size with a 
small bin dimension on the detector during data acquisition. This makes a big difference in 
noise control in an iterative algorithm. A balanced selection of the detector bin size is half the 
size of the image pixel.  
 
For instance, if the image size is 27x27x27 and there is no option on the scanner to acquire 
128x128x128 or it is computationally expensive working with this size of projections, the 
remedy is to acquire the data using 27x27x27 mode and interpolate the data into 
128x128x128 arrays during iterative reconstruction by data resampling.  
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We are resampling the input image, because resampling increases the number of pixels in 
images and this provides a possibility to the reconstruction algorithm working with a higher 
resolution image. The idea behind is that the reconstruction algorithm developed is working 
with just the parts of the original image pixels, because each pixel is mapped to multiple 
pixels (subpixel sampling) with the gaussian rotator approach [9.3]. Therefore,  the algorithm 
needs to work with an input image having a finer grain matrix. However, in reality, this 
approach does not increase the amount of the information in the image. It enhances only 
image appearance and they will look better to the human eyes.  
 
To do resampling, the process finding values between the pixels in the coarse image is called 
as interpolation. Several interpolating functions can be use for the image resampling. For this 
aim, we preferred to use linear interpolation, where the new value is interpolated linearly 
between the old ones. However resampling makes the reconstruction slower, but the 
reconstruction algorithm will then work with a higher resolution image. In our current 
approach, only the width of every input view is resampled by using the linear interpolation. 
Basically, the input sinogram is 27x27, but we can make the input sinogram data appear as a 
higher resolution by upscaling it to 54x54, 64x64, 108x108 or even 128x128 [9.4].  
 
Thus, we may reconstruct the projection image in a 27x27x27 voxel matrix, thus 19683 
voxels. ML-EM takes into account the Poisson nature of the data see eq(2.56) and Figure2.48 
in Chapter2: 
 
 
Here the ratio of the measured data in one projection element yi and the forward projection to 
that projection element   J  ∑ cλÕ¬  is backprojected. This is repeated and summed over all 
projection elements before a pixel is updated. Updating all pixels yields a new image estimate 
(see Figure9.5).  
 
The system matrix should model the imaging process as accurate as possible. Therefore, 
Monte Carlo simulations are used, in order to know the source location of each detected 
photon. If we would like to store the complete system matrix H for our parallelhole collimator 
system, we would require approximately 4[Ñ), U)], 4x[(128x27x27)x(27x27x27)] =7.4 
Gb of memory assuming 4 bytes per element.  
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However, for practical use in an iterative reconstruction, we do not store the complete system 
matrix H, only the non-zero elements need to be stored, thus allowing the computation of the 
system matrix on-the-fly. Nevertheless, this approach cannot be considered as a fully on-the-
fly calculation, because part of the system matrix is stored explicitly in the form of PSFs, 
indexed by their distance from the collimator. At runtime, replication in the horizontal and 
vertical direction and then rotation is then used to retrieve the equivalent of the full lookup 
table. 
 
As each PSF is dense, we simply store it in a dense square matrix of width equal to the 
diameter of the PSF. Each element of the matrix is a float to save memory. 
 
However, the main properties of the derived system matrix (with and without symmetries) 
and the disk space required to the storage are still under investigation. 
 
9.3   The Theory Behind Deriving System Matrix From Monte Carlo  
        Simulation 
 
In this section, we give the information about the main theory of system matrix derivation 
from simulated data by using GATE software. The system matrix is normally very huge, so 
the calculation of the system matrix is extremely costly both in time and memory space. It is 
also sparse because of the fact that only certain image pixels add weight to a certain bin in the 
projection space. In this dissertation, we only focus on a preliminary study of SPECT system 
matrix derivation which uses parallel hole collimators. Here, we are only giving the details of 
the proposed method and its implementation.  
 
In GATE simulation environment, the relationship between an emission source, λ and the 
detected event, Y, can be explicitly summarized as (9.1)  
            
]ÖJ$   Q . ∑ ×J  . J . TJ . J 8  vJ$ØÙ     (9.1) 
 
• i is a detector−crystal index, 
• j is a voxel index, 
• λ j is the emission activity at image voxel j, 
• cij is the probability of emissions from voxel being detected by crystal i. 
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• E means the estimate, so E(Yi) is the estimated detected events in crystal i, 
• L is the dimensionless product of the decay factor, the live time factor, and the 
gamma emission branching fraction, 
• Ni account for the sensitivity of crystal i,  
• Aij, represents the attenuation factor for the emitted photons from to reach i,  
• Si is the object-scattered events detected in crystal [9.5].  
                 
For a Monte Carlo simulation, the origin of a detected event can be exactly identified. Let Yij 
(the number of detected events) be a large enough number of events originated from image 
pixel j and detected in detector bin i, and assume the source is distributed in vacuum. It can be 
derived from (9.1) that  
 
     cij = Yij / D                     (9.2) 
 
where D is a leading constant that shows the decay factor, attenuation factor, activity 
concentration, and crystal sensitivity.  
 
The actual crystal sensitivity will be measured experimentally and applied as a multiplication 
factor to the projection data. Therefore, we could simplify the simulation by assuming all the 
crystals have the same sensitivity. 
 
By using a uniform source distributed in vacuum covering the field of view (FOV), D can be 
assumed to be constant.  
 
By applying (9.2) for all the crystals and voxels, all system matrix elements (voxels or volume 
elements) “cij“can be obtained. It is assumed that the total detector response is the summation 
of the responses of small radioactive sources in all of the nonzero volume elements.  
 
We have to emphasize that the accuracy of the calculation approach of the system matrix used 
in image reconstruction highly affects the performance of iterative reconstruction algorithms. 
Especially in SPECT imaging, because there are various physical factors affecting the 
accuracy of system matrix calculation such as non-uniform attenuation, depth dependent PSF, 
compton scatters.  
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However, in this study, due to the small size of the targeted imaging objects such as rats or 
mice, scatter and attenuation will be considered to have limited effects and not be 
implemented at the very beginning step. We are planning to compute the system matrix which 
only includes scanner-dependent effects.  
 
The SPECT system matrix modeling approaches include analytical calculations [9.6, 9.7, 9.8], 
Monte Carlo simulation [9.9-9.11], and experimental data measurements [9.11- 9.13].  
 
Why did we choose Monte Carlo Simulation Method? 
In this study, we are doing only the feasibility study of the Fully Monte Carlo based 
implementation of the system matrix derivation for the YAP-(S)PETII scanner by using the 
XtreemOS platform. The main purpose of our study is to establish an accurate and fast 
method and a working platform for deriving the system matrix for the SPECT scanner by 
using a Monte Carlo simulation approach within a reasonable time. In addition to the accuracy 
considerations, we intend to develop a flexible method. 
 
By measuring directly each volume element of the system matrix by scanning a point source 
throughout the field-of-view (FOV) of the scanner experimentally is definitely the most 
precise way to obtain the system matrix.  However,  
• It is not practical to put a point source as approximately the size of one voxel at every 
voxel position.  
• It requires a prohibitively long experimental measurement time to acquire reasonable 
count from every point source position. 
• The point source should be replaced many times at a precisely known position.  
• Recent high-resolution scanners may also need a relatively high number of pixels. 
This means  that the intermediate storage of all raw data requires huge amounts of 
Hard disk and RAM space on systems where the acquisition hardware or software 
does not permit the acquired data to be directly stored in other formats than raw 
pixelized images [9.6]. 
 
On the other hand, analytical and Monte Carlo modelling can be carried out on simulated 
scanners and are more suitable for new system investigation. The recent advances in computer 
technology and Monte Carlo simulation software [9.13] greatly speed up the application of 
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Monte Carlo approach for deriving the system matrix. There is a very important reference in 
the field of computing in SPECT the system matrix by using Monte Carlo simulations [9.14]. 
In that study, they investigate the value of using accurate Monte Carlo simulations to 
determine the 3D projector used in a fully-3D Monte Carlo (F3DMC) reconstruction by using 
GATE code. 
 
9.4 Image Representation and Rotation Methods 
The projection image size will be 27 × 27 × 27 voxel matrix which corresponds to N = 19683 
image voxels. We will use a voxel size of vx = 1.5mm, vy = 1.5mm, vz = 1.5mm. For the 
tomographic reconstruction, instead of rotating the detector bin array, we rotate the image 
volume around the scanner rotation axis, (z-axis). (see Figure9.2) A similar approach can be 
found in references [9.15-9.18]. To rotate the image, we use the basic rotation matrix Rz(θ) 
which rotates the image to the desired angle around the z-axis (scanner rotation axis).  
 
n$  ÚÛLÛHÛiÜ  Ý
cos  sin  0−sin  cos  00 0 1â Ý
ÛLÛHÛiâ     (9.3) 
 
Every rotation in three dimensions is defined by its axis, i.e, a direction which is left fixed by 
the rotation and its angle, i.e, the amount by which the rotation turns. The resulting rotated 
coordinates (ÛL, ÛH, Ûi) for a point (ÛL, ÛH, Ûi), for each of these rotations are: 
    ÛL   cos  −  sin  
                                              n$   ÛH   cos  +  sin  
                                                            Ûi  n 
 
n$  Ýcos  − sin  0sin  cos  00 0 1â Ý
ÛLÛHÛiâ      
 
To rotate the image backwards, the transposed matrix is used. Thus, we have n$= n0$ 
As the rotated center of the voxel is generally not aligned with the image grid, an interpolation 
of the corresponding voxel value has to be done. For this purpose, the gaussian interpolation 
method was chosen [9.3] (see Figure9.3).  
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9.5 System Matrix Derivation Strategy From the Simulated Data 
It is assumed that the detector response is the summation of the responses of small radioactive 
sources in stored nonzero volume elements. The individual PSFs for system matrix elements 
collectively include the required information to calculate the system matrix or transition 
matrix the SPECT system. However, as it is indicated before this direct method requires very 
long acquisition time to collect a sufficient number of counts in each detector i and for each 
position j of the source so that it is too CPU−intensive.  
 
In this study, we obtain complete PSF lookup tables from a limited number of point-source 
measurements for a stationary YAP-(S)PETII scanner by using a Monte Carlo simulation 
method. However, this requires a convenient platform to run the application, collect and store 
the results.  
 
We parse the gateSingles.dat output file of GATE. This file format is a simple ASCII space 
separated file. Each line contains information about a detection event is called as Single in 
particular the information includes SPECThead ID, the source ID and time stamps that 
generated the event and the event coordinates. As we know the detector geometry and the 
position of the detector array at a certain time, we can map the three dimensional detection 
coordinate to a position in the bidimensional projection space by using simple trigonometry. 
This position is then binned using the expected detector resolution to generate the final 
sinogram. We use 32 bits floating points to store all sinograms and intermediate data in 
memory and on disk to save some memory (see Appendix4, section A4.2). 
 
For the implementation stage, first a system matrix for the image volume at its start position is 
derived. For the image object at a rotated angle, we rotate the image volume with the same 
angle by using the gaussian rotator [9.3] and use the same system matrix for image 
reconstruction with the 2-D Gaussian interpolation in the transaxial plane (see Appendix3).  
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Figure9.1: Rotation based projection model [9.19]. 
 
This, in practice, consists of rotating the image space, but for simplicity, instead of rotating it, 
we equivalently align, using a gaussian rotator, the image space to the projection space (see 
Figure9.1). 
 
After rotating the 3D volume according to the appropriate SPECT angle using a Gaussian 
rotator, the reconstruction is done by convolving each  projection image with a depth 
dependent function ,i.e., PSF function, computed directly from the Monte Carlo  simulation. 
Two-dimensional (2-D) Gaussian interpolation is widely used method in iterative 
reconstruction because of its excellent image slice rotation properties [9.3]. It rotates a slice of 
the image grid (2-D coordinate system) to be aligned with the SPECT camera head.  
 
For parallelhole collimators, this allows projection and backprojection to occur just along 
columns and/or rows thereby facilitating modelling the distance-dependent burring of the 
imaging system [9.20].  
 
Wallis and Miller [9.3] also demonstrated the superiority of Gaussian interpolation in terms of 
metrics such as impulse constancy, uniformity,position error, and angular dependence of 
blurring when used as a rotator over more commonly employed forms of interpolation such as 
nearest-neighbor, bilinear, bicubic-polynomial, and cubic-spline interpolation.  
 
The 2-D Gaussian is used to distribute the value at a point in the original object to the 
corresponding location and its 2-D neighbor in the transformed object as viewed in the 
rotating coordinate system as a function of exactly how the point is positioned in the rotating 
coordinate system.(see Figure9.2)  
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Figure9.2: In global (left) and rotating (right) coordinate system, the reference object (reference object point 
before rotation indicated by the dashed line) is shown as having moved to the target object (reference object after 
rotation shown in solid line) We used 2D Gaussian rotator (interpolation) for the camera rotation.   
 
The simulation tasks were distributed to multiple computer nodes using the XtreemOS 
platform on a Grid5000 Linux cluster [9.21].  Afterwards, the simulation results generated on 
multiple computer nodes are collected and analyzed by the help of newly developed scripts. 
 
9.6 Nonzero Elements of the System Matrix  
As it is indicated before, the simulation of the full system matrix of the YAP-(S)PECTII 
scanner with a Monte Carlo method will require a huge amount of CPU power and RAM 
space. Therefore, we need a way to reduce the system matrix size and an operating system to 
allow us to realize this application within a reasonable time.  
 
Simplification of the simulated system matrix: 
 
The first simplification is to consider the rotational symmetry of the whole system. The 
response of the whole system will be the same for each detector block at each angle, unless 
we rotate the scanner. Thus, we only need to simulate scanner for a single angle. In this case, 
the projection of a given pixel is not computed onto the rotating bin array in the projection 
space [9.22].  
 
Secondly, the parallelhole collimator confines an emission voxels exposure to a small fraction 
of the total detector crystals. In this case, we will consider only the contribution of voxel j to 
this fraction of crystals i.e. we “turn off” all the other voxels (see Figure9.4).  To do this, we 
are looking at the PSF (the projection of a point source) and see at what distance from the 
center it goes through zero. This is region called as the region-of-interest (P). We only store 
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the PSF that is inside the radius. This discrimination is easy to do with a Monte Carlo 
simulation, where the origin or ID of each photon is known. 
 
 
 
Figure9.3: Detection probability of projection plane with collimator. 
 
 
Figure9.4: Parallelhole collimator and projection space relationship. 
 
We can approximate the uniform activity of a voxel j as if there is a point source at the center 
of the each voxel. The gamma photons originating from the point source are projected as a 
small active area on a detector block through a collimator hole. In our context, we called this 
area as region of interest (P) and it gives the PSF the image at a certain depth, i.e, the 
projection created by a point source. (see Figure9.4 and 9.8) Let u and v be the number of 
crystals related to the PSF in the axial and tangential directions, respectively, which cover 
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only the area with non-zero detector elements. The number of crystals that detect photons 
from j is u∙v. The rest of the crystals do not detect any events from j. The u∙v crystals are 
collectively noted as P.  
 
To reduce the system matrix size, we can directly store the P elements of the system matrix, 
which means the nonzero elements of the PSF corresponding to that voxel (see Figure 9.4).  
 
In principle, the PSF depends on all three voxel coordinates, but we will see in the next 
section 9.7 that in some cases, we can compute the PSF only once for each source to 
collimator face distance dk, for an arbitrary voxel and this strategy, greatly reduces the System 
Matrix (SM) size [9.6]. Then, all values of PSF can be stored in a lookup table, with one entry 
for increasing discrete distances. Thus, during the reconstruction, the corresponding PSFs of 
each voxel at a certain distance from the projection plane can be looked up from this PSF 
lookup table and the system matrix might be computed on the fly.  
 
We take the image space and split it in vertical planes parallel to the collimator and, starting 
from the farther to the closer plane, we convolve every plane with the PSF relative to that 
distance and project it to the projection space. Briefly, we project the activity of each voxel to 
the projection bins by using the computed system matrix. Equivalently, this can be done by 
simply convolving the activity of each voxel with the corresponding PSF. Then, the 
convolved projection planes are added together pixel-wise to obtain the final projection. After 
that, we rotate the image space and restart the process until we have produced a projection for 
all rotation angles (see Figure9.5).  
 
 
Figure9.5: Derivation system matrix from simulated PSFs by using horizontal and vertical symmetries. 
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9.7 Simulation for YAP-(S)PETII System Matrix Derivation in SPECT    
      Mode and used Symmetries 
 
The Monte Carlo simulation package GATEv6_p01 has been used for emulating the virtual 
YAP-(S)PECTII scanner with the exact collimator and detector configuration. Simulation 
settings will be made to ensure the highest resemblance of the virtual scanner and the real 
system.  
 
The accuracy of the probability matrix is highly affected by the total number of emitted (and 
detected) events. A reasonable number of detected events are essential to decrease the noise in 
H [9.22, 9.23].  
 
To reduce the size of the original large and sparse system matrix and keep the noise within 
acceptable limits, the decisive in the simulation is the total number of emitted (and detected 
photons). A high rate combined with a short scan will be of no use. Additionally, if the system 
dead-time is included in the simulation, too high rates can be problematic. 
 
A Monte Carlo simulation that generated 1x109 counts i.e. total number of simulated events 
for the system matrix derivation has been planed. To do this, 27-point sources in the transaxial 
direction of FOV of the virtual scanner (see Figure9.8) have been simulated. At the end this 
simulation, our expectation for the average detected events per one voxel element is about 
1000 count. The statistical error of element would be ~3.16% [9.22] and this value is 
considered to be low enough for iterative reconstruction use [9.23] (see Appendix4, 
sectionA4.1).  
 
The total running time estimation of this simulation setup (see Figure9.8) for the system 
matrix derivation is estimated as 3516 CPU hours on a single machine Genuine Intel(R) 
Pentium(R)4 CPU 2.40GHz, Cache size 512 kB, bogomips 4827.06).  
 
However, currently all these parameters mentioned above are under investigation. 
 
We used the sparse matrix technique so that only the nonzero elements are stored and used in 
the projection and backprojection step. Thus, we provided a reduction of both RAM space and 
CPU power [9.24]. 
 Figure9
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The PSF imaged when the centre of a
potentially different to one imaged when a collimator septa overlaps with the voxel centre.
Thus, if we move the source, the PSF pattern will repeat in both directions due to the periodic 
nature of the collimator hole pattern. However, the voxel lattice d
with the same frequency as the collimator hole pattern, the PSF repetition period in both 
directions will be the least common multiple of the hole size and voxel size. The crystal 
repetition pattern also affects the PSF pattern, 
 
In our case, the collimator pattern repeats every 0.
size is 1.5 mm Thus, every vox
(see Figure9.10).  
 
In conclusion, the PSF will be the same for all the voxels at a fixed distance from the detector 
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                                                                Figure9.10: Collimator-Voxel Pattern Period. 
 
9.8 Preliminary ML-EM Reconstruction Results: 
We are still working on system matrix simulation on the of XtreemOS platform. However, in 
this dissertation, we are giving our preliminary simulated and some other experimental 
(clinical) data reconstruction results and the developed scripts for XtreemOS to achieve the 
simulation of a data intensive problem within a reasonable time. In Figure9.11-9.15, we are 
using a simply 2D ML-EM reconstruction, which uses a geometric projector/backprojector 
approach, which does not require a Monte Carlo computed system matrix. Although we do 
not have yet the full 3D ML-EM reconstruction, all 2D ML-EM reconstruction results seems 
promising. 
 
Currently, we are trying to prepare the infrastructure of XtreemOS for this purpose at  Rennes 
site of Grid5000 in France with collaboration of  the HPC Lab which is part of the “Istituto di 
Scienza e Tecnologia dell’Informazione A. Faedo” (ISTI), the largest institute of the 
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR) involved in Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) Research in Italy. The next step is to complete the Fully Monte Carlo 
simulated system matrix derivation of YAP-(S)PETII scanner in SPECT mode.  
 
 
 
 
 
 Preliminary  YAP-(S)PETII  Scanner
results of 2D- ML-EM Algorithm
 
In this part, we are giving only our preliminary ML
some ongoing works related with it.  
     
Figure9.11 (a) Derenzo Resolution Phantom
40 ML-EM iterations (b)Top view of Derenzo
 
In Figure 9.11, we are giving the 2D ML
Derenzo-like phantom measurements with YAP
is seen that only 3.0 mm rods and 2.5 mm rods can be resolved. 
 
Figure9.12:(a)Schematic view of the tangential profile.
                         Derenzo-like phantom
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 In Figure 9.12 (a-b)  and 9.13(a
of the Derenzo-like  phantom.
  
Figure9.13 :(a)  Schematic view of the tangential profile.
                           phantom, 40 iterations.
 
Finally, in Figure9.14 (a-b), we are giving preliminary 
phantom geometrical ML-EM reconstruction results and comparison w
(S)PETII software, 128x128 image matrix size 
250keV energy window for all the clinical Derenzo
preliminary reconstruction results seem promising.
Figure9.14:    Preliminary Experimental Derenzo resolution phant
                         Newly prepared 2D-
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Figure9.15: GATE results: Simulated
                     different distance: comparison
 
Finally, we did the point source simulations in the FOV of YAP
different  source distances by using 
simulations, 2D ML-EM algorithm gives the much better results than the FBP 
Table9.1).  
 
Algorithm Source position 
(x,y,z) (mm) 
   FBP (-12,0,0) 
(0,0,0) 
(12,0,0) 
Table9.1:  
Figure9.16: GATE simulation setup of NEMA
                    of XtreemOS Platform.(The first real life exp
 
 point source experiments in the FOV of YAP-(S)PETII 
 of FBP(1) and 2D-ML-EM (2) 10 iteration) algorit
-(S)PETII
the GATE simulation toolkit.(see Figure9.15
FWHM 
(Tangential,mm) 
Algorithm Source 
position 
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3.67 ML-EM 
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(-12,0,0)
3.48 (0,0,0)
3.50 (12,0,0)
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]. 
      
Figure9.17:   Preliminary simulated NEMA
                       XtreemOS platform of YAP
                       iteration) algorithms results.
 
In Figure 9.16, we see the GATE simulation setup of 
FOV of YAP-(S)PETII on the top of XtreemOS Platform.
simulation experiment on the top Xtree
simulated NEMA-like mouse phantom 
scanner by using XtreemOS platform and 
iteration) algorithms. 
 
9.9 Conclusions and Future
We have prepared a new ML
completed this study yet, but the
promising for the future. We will analyze different collimators design for the YAP
scanner and compute Fully Monte Carlo Simulated system response matrix
mode. Finally, we will investigate 
calculation from the simulated data.
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CHAPTER 10 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Monte Carlo simulation is an essential tool in emission tomography that can assist in the 
design of new medical imaging devices, the optimization of acquisition protocols and the 
development or assessment of image reconstruction algorithms and correction techniques. 
GATE, the Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission, encapsulates the Geant4 libraries 
to achieve a modular, versatile, scripted simulation toolkit adapted to the field of nuclear 
medicine.  
 
In this study we used GATE for different purposes: first of all to set up a MC framework that 
could be used to foresee the performances of YAP-(S)PETII scanner.  
YAP-(S)PETII is a small animal scanner that provide the capability of performing 
simultaneous PET and SPECT acquisitions on a single gantry. The scanner has been realized 
within collaboration between the Department of Physics of the University of Pisa and the 
small Italian company I.S.E. (Ingegneria dei Sistemi Elettronici s.r.l., Pisa, Italy). The 
research unit is installed at the Institute of Clinical Physiology (IFC) of the National Research 
Council (C.N.R.) in Pisa. 
 
In Chapter5, using GATE, we simulated the scanner geometry and performed some 
simulations in SPECT mode using a simple point source of Tc-99m, located at the centre of 
the field of view in air. So doing, we estimated the number of simulated events and of 
detected counts, the percentage of primary and scattered events with respect to all events 
detected in the 20–250 keV energy window (here scattered events are considered a function of 
the compartment in which the last scattered event occurred i.e. collimator, crystal or back-
compartment) and the percentage of scattered events as a function of the scattering order (first 
for single scatter, second for double scatter and so on).  
 
To verify the realibity of GATE results we tried to reconstruct simulated data. To do this, we 
implemented first an ASCII sorter to create raw data and then an image reconstruction 
program which reads the GATE ASCII output file to create a sinogram and reconstruct it. For 
simplicity, we decided to implement a Filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm and to use 
Shepp-logan filter to suppress star artifacts in the final images.  
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We observed that the developed GATE framework seems to be appropriate for simulating our 
small animal scanner, although the validation of simulated against real data remains still 
essential to quantify GATE accuracy.   
 
For a more detailed study of collimator performances, since GATE_v4 gave only the 
theoretical proportion of photons passing through the collimator without including penetration 
in collimator septa, we developed - in Chapter 6 - a new, fast, user-friendly tracing program 
“CSIM” for the estimation of septal penetration ratios of parallelhole collimators in designing 
parallel round hole collimators.  
 
By simply choosing the source to collimator face distance, the developed code allows plotting 
sensitivity versus resolution to determine the optimal thickness for a particular desired 
resolution. Using only the figures provided, it is possible to optimize the collimator 
parameters such as collimator thickness and hole diameter and estimate how the chosen 
collimator values affect the overall clinical scanner or system performance.  
 
To validate the code, we compared results obtained by our program with the experimental and 
analytical. We have seen that original collimator values of the YAP-(S)PETII scanner are 
very close with the parameters as predicted by CSIM. Although the analytical values are 
closer to experimental one, the CSIM data are not far away from the experimental results and 
it is difficult to say which one is more accurate. However, this methodology can be used to 
provide a relative evaluation of different collimator systems and distances without providing 
an absolute value to compare with the experimental one.  
 
Our studies showed us that CSIM is giving us trustable results. Anyone interested in with 
design, optimization and validation of new parallelhole collimator, can use CSIM. Our future 
work will also involve further validation studies of CSIM by simulating other commercially 
available collimators currently used for SPECT and gamma camera systems on the market. 
Furthermore, we will try to model different types of collimator geometries such as fanbeam, 
conbeam, pinhole to develop different optimization strategies by using linear programming 
approach to obtain optimum region and finally, we will compare results of CSIM with other 
simulation toolkits e.g. SimSET, MNCP. 
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The purpose of Chapter 7 was to evaluate the image quality and quantify the impact of high-
energy contamination for I-123 isotope. Due its promising chemical characteristics, I-123 is 
increasingly used as labeled agent in SPECT studies, such those of thyroid diseases. The half-
life of approximately 13.3 h (hours) is ideal for the 24-h (hour) iodine uptake test and I-123 
has other advantages for diagnostic imaging thyroid tissue and thyroid cancer metastasis. The 
energy of the photon, 159 keV, is ideal for the NaI crystal detector of current gamma cameras 
and also for the pinhole collimators. It has much greater photon flux than I-131. It gives 
approximately 20 times the counting rate of I-131 for the same administered dose. However, 
the high-energy photon component in the I-123 decay scheme result in an error in the 
projection data primarily by penetration of the collimator and scattering inside the crystal with 
energy close to the photons used for imaging. One of the ways to minimize this effect is using 
a double energy window (DEW) method, because, it decreases noise in the main (sensitive) 
energy window.  
 
By using this method, we tried to determine the difference between simulated, still using 
GATE, and experimental projection results and scattered photon ratio (Sk) value of YAP-
(S)PETII scanner for I-123 measurements.  
 
Our simulation results showed that the double-energy window (DEW) scatter correction 
method is convenient and easy to use. We saw that the implementation of DEW significantly 
improved the quality of projection image (image quality phantom). We found also averaged 
Skavg_exp values for experimental (simulation of experimental case, without photon 
history)(Skavg_exp=0.496) and realcase (Skavg_real=0.484)  obtained with help of photon history 
of GATE. According to these results, we found that Skavg_exp is 2.48% more than Skavg_real.  
The fact that Skavg_exp=0.496 and Skavg_real=0.484 are very close which means that the use of 
experimental will result in a good estimation of the fraction of primary photons in the 
photopeak energy window. Future work will extend the comparison with reconstructed 
experimental images which are not available at this moment. 
 
Compared to simpler dedicated Monte Carlo codes such as SimSET, the versatility of GATE 
comes at the expense of relatively long computation times. To compensate for this, variance 
reduction tools are currently being developed for GATE.   
Another approach to improve the computing performance of GATE is to distribute the 
simulations on multiple architectures. This is referred to as the gridification of GATE, and 
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consists of subdividing simulations on geographically distributed processors in a Grid 
environment by parallelizing the random number generator.  
 
In Chapter 8, we showed how to exploit a scalable parallel platform like XtreemOS to 
simulate SPECT system matrix. In reality, we have only done a preliminary study of 
obtaining system response matrix. It is just a matter of doing a bigger simulation, which does 
not require rewriting of the script, but only a modification of the simulation itself. Our main 
contribution to this study is that we developed the GATE application to test feasibility of 
XtreemOS platform for similar type of clinical simulation applications and we were involved 
directly in the study of exploiting the distributed and heterogeneous computing resources 
belonging to Grid5000 platform to run these kinds of clinical applications. We have also 
prepared a new ML-EM algorithm for the SPECT mode. However, we have not fully 
completed it yet, but the preliminary 2D ML-EM reconstruction results seem promising for 
the future studies. Finally, we proved that a distributed platform like XtreemOS reduces the 
overall completion time and increase the feasibility of SPECT simulations in the research 
environment.  We found that a simulation of ~3750CPU hours can be done in just 150 hours 
of real time. Although results are promising (computational efficiency of ~78% when using 
32 cores), we are putting additional effort on improving the global efficiency of the 
application. In future, we will complete a fully Monte Carlo simulated YAP-(S)PETII System 
Matrix simulation task by using our newly developed scripts on the top of  XtreemOS 
platform and then we will validate our results by using experimental measurements. We will 
analyze different collimators design for the YAP-(S)PETII scanner. Finally, we will 
investigate other heuristic methods to simplify the system matrix calculation from the 
simulated data. 
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APPENDIX 1 
A1.1 YAP-(S)PETII Simulation Benchmark  
Simulated Geometry of YAP(S)PETII Setup 
 
#     W O R L D 
/gate/world/geometry/setXLength 22 cm 
/gate/world/geometry/setYLength 22 cm 
/gate/world/geometry/setZLength 22 cm 
 
# Scanner Head 
/gate/world/daughters/name SPECThead 
/gate/world/daughters/insert box 
/gate/SPECThead/geometry/setXLength 4.64 cm 
/gate/SPECThead/geometry/setYLength 5.078 cm 
/gate/SPECThead/geometry/setZLength 5.4 cm 
/gate/SPECThead/placement/setTranslation 6.5 0. 0. cm 
/gate/SPECThead/setMaterial Air 
/gate/SPECThead/vis/setColor white  
/gate/SPECThead/vis/forceWireframe 
 
# Replicate the head  
/gate/SPECThead/repeaters/insert ring 
/gate/SPECThead/ring/setRepeatNumber 4 
 
  
#-----------------------------------# 
# YAP(S)PETII Collimator description# 
#-----------------------------------# 
 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/name collimator 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert box 
#/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert 3axes 
/gate/collimator/geometry/setXLength 2. cm 
/gate/collimator/geometry/setYLength 5. cm 
/gate/collimator/geometry/setZLength 5.3 cm 
/gate/collimator/placement/setTranslation -1.28 0. 0. cm 
/gate/collimator/setMaterial Lead 
/gate/collimator/vis/setColor red 
/gate/collimator/vis/forceWireframe 
 
# Insert the first hole of air in the collimator 
/gate/collimator/daughters/name hole 
/gate/collimator/daughters/insert cylinder 
#/gate/collimator/daughters/insert 3axes 
/gate/hole/geometry/setRmin 0.0 mm 
/gate/hole/geometry/setRmax 0.3 mm 
/gate/hole/geometry/setHeight 20. mm 
/gate/hole/placement/setRotationAxis 0 1 0 
/gate/hole/placement/setRotationAngle 90 deg 
/gate/hole/setMaterial Air 
 
# Repeat the hole in an array 
/gate/hole/repeaters/insert cubicArray 
/gate/hole/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberX 1 
/gate/hole/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberY 54   
/gate/hole/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberZ 32 
/gate/hole/cubicArray/setRepeatVector 0. 0.0749 0.1299 cm 
 
The following script 
example demonstrates the 
construction of the world 
volume, which defines the 
reference frame of the 
simulation.  
It can contain one or 
several sub-volumes 
referred to as daughter 
volumes.  
The next script example demonstrates 
the use of a ring repeater to generate 
a four-headed scanner: 
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# Repeat these holes in a linear 
/gate/hole/repeaters/insert linear 
/gate/hole/linear/setRepeatNumber 2 
/gate/hole/linear/setRepeatVector 0. 0.0374 0.0649 cm 
 
 
 
 
                                   Fig A.1 Simulated YAP(S)PETII collimator views from different angles. 
 
 
# Crystal 
# Create the crystal volume 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/name crystal 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert box 
#/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert 3axes 
/gate/crystal/geometry/setXLength 2.05 cm 
/gate/crystal/geometry/setYLength 4.05 cm 
/gate/crystal/geometry/setZLength 4.05 cm 
/gate/crystal/setMaterial Air  
/gate/crystal/placement/setTranslation 0.76 0. 0. cm 
/gate/crystal/placement/setRotationAxis 1 0 0 
/gate/crystal/placement/setRotationAngle 0 deg 
/gate/crystal/vis/setColor yellow  
/gate/crystal/vis/forceWireframe 
 
# Define the dimensions of the YAP finger crystal volume 
/gate/crystal/daughters/name YAP  
/gate/crystal/daughters/insert box 
#/gate/crystal/daughters/insert 3axes 
/gate/YAP/geometry/setXLength 20. mm 
/gate/YAP/geometry/setYLength 1.5 mm 
/gate/YAP/geometry/setZLength 1.5 mm 
/gate/YAP/placement/setTranslation 0 0 0 mm 
/gate/YAP/setMaterial YAP 
/gate/YAP/vis/setColor yellow 
/gate/YAP/vis/forceWireframe 
 
 
# REPEAT FINGER CRYSTAL VOLUME ## 
/gate/YAP/repeaters/insert cubicArray 
 /gate/YAP/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberX 1
/gate/YAP/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberY 27
/gate/YAP/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberZ 27
/gate/YAP/cubicArray/setRepeatVector 20. 1.5 1.5 mm
 
## Back-compartment  
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/name compartment
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert box
/gate/compartment/geometry/setXLength 0.5 cm
/gate/compartment/geometry/setYLength 4.1 cm
/gate/compartment/geometry/setZLen
/gate/compartment/placement/setTranslation 2.039 0. 0. cm
/gate/compartment/placement/setRotationAxis 1 0 0
/gate/compartment/placement/setRotationAngle 
/gate/compartment/setMaterial Glass 
/gate/compartment/vis/setColor blue 
#/gate/compartment/vis/forceWireframe
 
     Fig A.2
 
#M O V E M E N T S  O F  T H E   H E A D
/gate/SPECThead/moves/insert orbiting
/gate/SPECThead/orbiting/setSpeed 5.625 deg/s
/gate/SPECThead/orbiting/setPoint1 0 0
/gate/SPECThead/orbiting/setPoint2 0 0 1 cm
 
 
 
# Show how the geometry moves with time
#######################################
/gate/timing/setTime  0.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime  1.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime  2.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime  3.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime  4.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime  5.0 s
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
gth 4.1 cm 
 
 
-90 deg 
 
 
 
 
 
 :Rotating YAPSPETII scanner  simulation setup. 
 
 
 
 0 cm 
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 /gate/timing/setTime  6.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime  7.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime  8.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime  9.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime 10.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime 11.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime 12.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime 13.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime 14.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime 15.0 s
/gate/timing/setTime 16.0 s
 
# Simple Analytical Phantom Design
###################################
       
Fig A.3: Analytical Phantom geometry.
 
#/gate/world/daughters/name 
#/gate/world/daughters/insert cylinder
#/gate/Phantom/geometry/setRmax 2.78 cm
#/gate/Phantom/geometry/setRmin 0.0 cm
#/gate/Phantom/geometry/setHeight 5.7 cm
#/gate/Phantom/placement/setTranslation 0. 0. 0. cm
#/gate/Phantom/setMaterial Water 
#/gate/Phantom/attachPhantomSD
 
Fig A.4:YAPSPETII scanner with analytical phantom simulation setup.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Phantom                
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FigA.5: Global view of YAP(S)PETII Scanner.                         FigA.6: Simulated point source view (at 1mm).  
 
#################################################### 
#####                                           #### 
#####       YAP-(S)PECTII BENCHMARK RESULTS     #### 
#####               FIIG, Pisa                  #### 
#####                                           #### 
#################################################### 
 
##### Number of emitted particles :  800002917.000000 
##### Number of detected counts from 20 to 250 keV : 121452.000000 
##### Primary events (%):  56.912196 
##### Scatter in the phantom (%):  0.000000 
##### Scatter in the collimator (%):  1.262227 
##### Scatter in the crystal (%):  41.066430 
##### Scatter in the backcompartment (%):  0.757501 
##### Scatter order 1 (%): 73.921767 
##### Scatter order 2 (%): 20.448682 
##### Scatter order 3 (%): 4.658806 
##### Scatter order 4 (%): 0.833158 
##### Scatter order >4 (%): 0.137586 
##### Number of emitted particles :  800002917.000000 
##### Number of detected counts from 20 to 250 keV :  121452.000000 
##### Primary events : 69121.000000 
##### Scatter in the phantom : 0.000000 
##### Scatter in the collimator: 1533.000000 
##### Scatter in the crystal : 49876.000000 
##### Scatter in the backcompartment :  920.000000 
##### Scatter order 1: 38684.000000 
##### Scatter order 2 : 10701.000000 
##### Scatter order 3 : 2438.000000 
##### Scatter order 4 : 436.000000 
##### Scatter order >4 : 72.000000 
##### Number of emitted particles :  800002917 
##### Number of detected counts from 20 to 250 keV :  121452 events 
##### Primary events : 56.9122  % 
##### Scatter in the phantom :  0 % 
##### Scatter in the collimator :  1.26223 % 
##### Scatter in the crystal :  41.0664 % 
##### Scatter in the backcompartment :  0.757501 % 
##### Scatter order 1 : 73.9218 % 
##### Scatter order 2 : 20.4487 % 
##### Scatter order 3 : 4.65881 % 
##### Scatter order 4 : 0.833158 % 
##### Scatter order >4 : 0.137586  % 
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A.1.1 Physics process 
The description of all of the physics processes described here are extracted from the GATE 
Physical User’s Guide. 
With Geant4, two types of packages are available to simulate electromagnetic processes: 
• Standard Energy Electromagnetic Processes (SEP) 
• Low Energy Electromagnetic Processes (LEP) 
With the SEP, it is possible to simulate photoelectric and Compton diffusion interactions with 
an energy higher than 10 keV. Concerning the LEP package, the Geant4 physical tutorial 
gives some comments and details: The low energy processes of Geant4 represent 
electromagnetic interactions at lower energies than those covered by the equivalent Geant4 
standard electromagnetic processes. The current implementation of low energy processes is 
valid for energies down to 250 eV (and can be used up to approximately 100 GeV), unless 
differently specified. 
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APPENDIX 2 
A2.1 Implementation of the discrete FBP 
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is a specific kind of Fourier transform. It transforms one 
function into another, which is called the frequency domain representation, or simply the 
DFT, of the original function (which is often a function in the time domain). However, the 
DFT requires a discrete input function whose non-zero values have a finite duration. Since the 
signals of interest in nuclear imaging systems are always are sampled or digitized in image 
pixels, projection bins, our analysis are constricted by the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).  
 
The implementation of the FBP algorithm seems to be obvious as for the first three steps: 
replace the Fourier transform with the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the discretized 
projections and use the FFT algorithm. However, a few points must be considered carefully. 
The first one is that, if we multiply the DFT of a discrete projection by the ramp filter and 
then compute the inverse DFT of the result, we are computing a cycling convolution and this 
is affected by the periodicity effects. The second point is that, if we put ramp filter equal to 
zero at zero frequency, we are in fact putting the filter equal to zero in a neighborhood of ω = 
0, whose size coincides with the sampling distance in the frequency domain. As a result, the 
zero frequency component of the object is not correctly estimated so that the restored object is 
smaller than the original one, because its integral has been underestimated. Finally, as for the 
backprojection, i.e the last step of the FBP algorithm, its discretization can be performed in 
several ways [5.4]. 
A.2.2 Pseudo code of FBP algorithm  
# the project function convert x, y coordinates  
# from the 2D image space to 1D sinogram space 
# for a given projection step. 
# This function follows from the formula for rotating  
# a point around another point: in our case the rotation point is  
# the center of the projection space; we also omit the computation of  
# the y component of the rotated point because we are projecting into 1D. 
  function project(x, y, step, sinogram-width, number-of-projections) 
 angle = step * 2 * PI / number-of-projections 
   return  (x - width / 2) * sin(angle) + 
  (y - width / 2) * cos(angle) + sinogram-width/2           
  
# filtering is performed by first using the 1D fast fourier transform to   
  convert  
# the input sinogram row to its frequency spectre; then the spectre of the  
  sinogram  
# is multiplied elementwise with the spectre of the desired filter; finally  
  the inverse 
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# of the 1D fast fourier transform is used to convert the spectre back to  
  the sinogram row 
function apply-filter(sinogram-row, width, filter-spectre): 
 sinogram-spectre = fft(sinogram-row) 
 for i from 0 to width: 
  sinogram-spectre[i] = sinogram-spectre[i] * filter-spectre[i] 
 return inverse-fft(sinogram-spectre) 
# this function performs the reconstruction of a slice using FBP.  
# It takes 4 input parameters: 'sinogram' is a 2D vector containing the   
  sinogram;  
# sinogram-width is an integer representing the width of the sinogram, that 
  is the number of bins. 
# number-of-projections is an integer representing the height of the  
  sinogram,  
# and corresponds to the number of acquired projections. 
# filter-spectre is a 1d vector (of the same width of the sinogram)  
# which represent the filter to be applied to the sinogram in the frequency 
domain. 
# For simplicity any bound checking is omitted. Also the linear 
interpolation is not shown. 
function reconstruct-slice( 
   sinogram,  
   sinogram-width,  
   number-of-projections, 
   filter-spectre): 
 for i from 0 to number-of-projections: 
  sinogram[i] = apply-filter(sinogram[i], sinogram-width) 
 delta-angle := 2 * PI / number-of-projections 
   
 # the result is an image of size width x width 
 result := new image(sinogram-width, sinogram-width) 
 
 for x from 0 to sinogram-width: 
  for y from 0 to sinogram-width: 
   sum :=0 
   for t from 0 to number-of-projections: 
    rho := project(x, y, t, sinogram-width, number-of-
projections) 
    sum += sinogram[rho][t]  
   result[x][y] = sum * delta-angle 
 return result. 
 
 
A.2.3  Capillary Reconstruction test results with FBP Algorithm: 
The experimental capillary acquisition with YAP-(S)PETII Scanner: 
This capillary sinogram has been taken with the YAP-(S)PETII scanner in SPECT mode (four 
heads equipped with the collimators). The glass capillary (0.5 mm internal diameter, 4 cm 
long) was filled with 0.5 mCi of Tc-99m. Tomographic acquisition was taken with 64 
projection views (step and shoot mode) with a 360° rotation. The sinograms obtained from the 
four heads were rebinned over 180° to obtain the summed sinogram shown in the 
Figure.Capillary tubes projection data width, 64height: 67, offset:20,number of image=19, 
gap=0, Raw data file format: 32-bit real.The Functional Imaging and Instrumentation Group 
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of Applied Physics Department provided this image data. In Figure5.11 and 5.12 are 
respectively shows capillary sinogram and its reconstruction result.  
 
                                                       
              FigureA.8: Capillary sinogram.                                                     FigureA.9: Capillary reconstruction 
                                                                                                                                          results. 
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APPENDIX 3 
A3.1 Gaussian blur 
A Gaussian blur (also known as Gaussian smoothing) is the result of blurring an image by a 
Gaussian function. It is a widely used effect in graphics software, typically to reduce image 
noise and reduce detail. The equation of a Gaussian function in one dimension is  
ã$  √)bå e e

ç
    (A3.1) 
in two dimensions, it is the product of two such Gaussians, one in each dimension is: 
                                                   ã$  √)bå ee
èfç      (A3.2) 
where x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal axis, y is the distance from the origin 
in the vertical axis, and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. When applied 
in two dimensions, this formula produces a surface whose contours are concentric circles with 
a Gaussian distribution from the center point.  
Values from this distribution are used to build a convolution matrix, which is applied to the 
original image. Each pixel's new value is set to a weighted average of that pixel's 
neighborhood. The original pixel's value receives the heaviest weight (having the highest 
Gaussian value) and neighboring pixels receive smaller weights as their distance to the 
original pixel increases. This  results in a blur that preserves boundaries and edges better than 
other, uniform blurring filters function to ensure a result sufficiently close to that obtained  
A3.2 Sample Gaussian matrix 
A sample gaussian matrix, produced by sampling the Gaussian filter kernel (with σ = 
0.84089642) is given below. Please note that the center element (at [4, 4]) has the largest 
value, decreasing symmetrically as distance from the center increases: 
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0.00000067 0.00002292 0.00019117 0.00038771 0.00019117 0.00002292     0.00000067 
0.00002292 0.00078633 0.00655965 0.01330373 0.00655965 0.00078633     0.00002292 
0.00019117 0.00655965 0.05472157 0.11098164 0.05472157 0.00655965     0.00019117 
0.00038771 0.01330373 0.11098164 0.22508352 0.11098164 0.01330373     0.00038771 
0.00019117 0.00655965 0.05472157 0.11098164 0.05472157 0.00655965     0.00019117 
0.00002292 0.00078633 0.00655965 0.01330373 0.00655965 0.00078633     0.00002292 
0.00000067 0.00002292 0.00019117 0.00038771 0.00019117 0.00002292     0.00000067 
 
A3.3 Implementation 
A Gaussian blur effect is typically generated by convolving an image with a kernel of 
Gaussian values. In practice, it is best to take advantage of the Gaussian Blur’s linearly 
separable property by dividing the process into two passes. In the first pass, a one-
dimensional kernel is used to blur the image in only the horizontal or vertical direction. In the 
second pass, another one-dimensional kernel is used to blur in the remaining direction. The 
resulting effect is the same as convolving with a two-dimensional kernel in a single pass, but 
requires fewer calculations.  
 
A3.4 Common Uses 
Gaussian smoothing is commonly used with edge detection. Smoothing an image reduces the 
amount of noise that is in an image, which allows the more prominent edges to be detected 
while the noisy or less prominent edges are not detected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 APPENDIX 4 
# Simulation setup of YAP
  phantom and its ML-
 
(GATE Code prepared for XtreemOS First Computing Challenge
EuroPAR2010 Conference,
 
 
    
 
 
 
###################################
# YAP
#    prepared by Sebnem Erturk    #
#######
 
#       V I S U A L I S A T I O N
#/vis/disable 
/vis/open OGLSX 
/vis/viewer/reset 
/vis/viewer/set/viewpointThetaPhi 0 0   
/vis/viewer/zoom 2.0  
/vis/viewer/set/style surface
/vis/drawVolume 
#/vis/viewer/flush 
/tracking/verbose 0 
#/tracking/storeTrajectory 1 
/vis/scene/add/trajectories
#/vis/scene/endOfEventAction accumulate
/vis/viewer/update 
 
 
# M A N D A T O R Y 
##### 
/gate/geometry/setMaterialDatabase GateMaterials.db
-(S)PETII scanner with NEMA Mouse like
EM reconstruction 20 iteration
 First Prize Award)
 
 
 
 
     
 
-(S)PETII scanner GATE code  # 
 
############################ 
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-
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# G E O M E T R Y 
##### 
 
 
# World 
# Define the world dimensions 
## 
#     W O R L D 
/gate/world/geometry/setXLength 22 cm 
/gate/world/geometry/setYLength 22 cm 
/gate/world/geometry/setZLength 22 cm 
/gate/world/daughters/info 
 
# Scanner Head 
# Create a new box representing the main head-volume 
# SPECThead is the name of the predefined SPECT system 
# Create the SPECT system, which will yield an Interfile output of 
projection data 
## 
/gate/world/daughters/name SPECThead 
/gate/world/daughters/insert box 
/gate/SPECThead/geometry/setXLength  4.59 cm 
/gate/SPECThead/geometry/setYLength  5.0 cm 
/gate/SPECThead/geometry/setZLength  5.3 cm 
/gate/SPECThead/placement/setTranslation  6.5 0. 0. cm 
/gate/SPECThead/setMaterial Air 
 
# Scanner Head 
 
/gate/SPECThead/repeaters/insert ring 
/gate/SPECThead/ring/setRepeatNumber 4 
 
# Replicate the head 
  
/gate/SPECThead/moves/insert orbiting 
/gate/SPECThead/orbiting/setSpeed 5.625 deg/s 
/gate/SPECThead/orbiting/setPoint1 0 0 0 cm 
/gate/SPECThead/orbiting/setPoint2 0 0 1 cm 
/gate/SPECThead/vis/forceWireframe 
 
 
 
#----------------------# 
# Collimator description 
#----------------------# 
 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/name collimator 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert box 
#/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert 3axes 
/gate/collimator/geometry/setXLength 2. cm 
/gate/collimator/geometry/setYLength 5. cm 
/gate/collimator/geometry/setZLength 5.3 cm 
/gate/collimator/placement/setTranslation  -1.28  0. 0. cm 
/gate/collimator/setMaterial Lead 
/gate/collimator/vis/setColor blue  
/gate/collimator/vis/forceWireframe 
 
# Insert the first hole of air in the collimator 
/gate/collimator/daughters/name hole 
/gate/collimator/daughters/insert cylinder 
#/gate/collimator/daughters/insert 3axes 
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/gate/hole/geometry/setRmin 0.0 mm 
/gate/hole/geometry/setRmax 0.3 mm 
/gate/hole/geometry/setHeight 20. mm 
/gate/hole/placement/setRotationAxis 0 1 0 
/gate/hole/placement/setRotationAngle 90 deg 
/gate/hole/setMaterial Air 
/gate/hole/vis/forceSolid 
 
# Repeat the hole in an array 
/gate/hole/repeaters/insert cubicArray 
/gate/hole/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberX 1 
/gate/hole/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberY 54   
/gate/hole/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberZ 32 
/gate/hole/cubicArray/setRepeatVector 0. 0.0749 0.1299 cm 
 
# Repeat these holes in a linear 
/gate/hole/repeaters/insert linear 
/gate/hole/linear/setRepeatNumber 2 
/gate/hole/linear/setRepeatVector 0. 0.0374 0.0649  cm 
 
# Crystal 
# Create the crystal volume 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/name crystal 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert box 
#/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert 3axes 
/gate/crystal/geometry/setXLength 2.0 cm 
/gate/crystal/geometry/setYLength 4.05 cm 
/gate/crystal/geometry/setZLength 4.05 cm 
/gate/crystal/setMaterial Air  
/gate/crystal/placement/setTranslation 0.74 0. 0. cm 
/gate/crystal/placement/setRotationAxis 1 0 0 
/gate/crystal/placement/setRotationAngle 0 deg 
/gate/crystal/vis/setColor yellow  
/gate/crystal/vis/forceWireframe 
 
# Define the dimensions of the YAP finger crystal volume 
/gate/crystal/daughters/name YAP  
/gate/crystal/daughters/insert box 
#/gate/crystal/daughters/insert 3axes 
/gate/YAP/geometry/setXLength 20. mm 
/gate/YAP/geometry/setYLength 1.5 mm 
/gate/YAP/geometry/setZLength 1.5 mm 
/gate/YAP/placement/setTranslation 0 0 0 mm 
/gate/YAP/setMaterial YAP 
/gate/YAP/vis/setColor yellow 
/gate/YAP/vis/forceWireframe 
 
# REPEAT FINGER CRYSTAL VOLUME ## 
/gate/YAP/repeaters/insert cubicArray 
/gate/YAP/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberX 1 
/gate/YAP/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberY 27 
/gate/YAP/cubicArray/setRepeatNumberZ 27 
/gate/YAP/cubicArray/setRepeatVector 20. 1.5 1.5 mm 
 
## Back-compartment  
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/name compartment 
/gate/SPECThead/daughters/insert box 
/gate/compartment/geometry/setXLength 0.5 cm 
/gate/compartment/geometry/setYLength 4.1 cm 
/gate/compartment/geometry/setZLength 4.1 cm 
/gate/compartment/placement/setTranslation 1.99  0. 0. cm 
/gate/compartment/placement/setRotationAxis 1 0 0 
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/gate/compartment/placement/setRotationAngle -90 deg 
/gate/compartment/setMaterial Glass  
/gate/compartment/vis/setColor blue  
/gate/compartment/vis/forceWireframe 
 
 
################################### 
# NEMA- Mouse like P H A N T O M  # 
#    prepared by Sebnem Erturk    #  
###################################                                     
 
#  CALIBRATION    P H A N T O M  G E O M E T R Y 
/gate/world/daughters/name Phantom 
/gate/world/daughters/insert box 
/gate/Phantom/placement/setTranslation 0.0 0.0 0.0 cm 
/gate/Phantom/geometry/setXLength 4.021 cm 
/gate/Phantom/geometry/setYLength 4.021 cm 
/gate/Phantom/geometry/setZLength 7.74 cm 
/gate/Phantom/setMaterial Air 
/gate/Phantom/vis/forceWireframe 
/gate/Phantom/vis/setColor red  
/gate/Phantom/attachPhantomSD 
 
# Central Cylinder 
/gate/Phantom/daughters/name centralcyl 
/gate/Phantom/daughters/insert cylinder 
/gate/centralcyl/placement/setTranslation 0.0 0.0 0.0 cm 
/gate/centralcyl/geometry/setRmin 0.0 cm 
/gate/centralcyl/geometry/setRmax 1.25 cm 
/gate/centralcyl/geometry/setHeight 7.73 cm 
/gate/centralcyl/geometry/setPhiStart 0. deg 
/gate/centralcyl/geometry/setDeltaPhi 360. deg 
/gate/centralcyl/setMaterial Plexiglass 
#/gate/centralcyl/vis/forceWireframe 
/gate/centralcyl/vis/setColor gray 
/gate/centralcyl/attachPhantomSD 
 
# Hollow Space in Central Cylinder 
/gate/centralcyl/daughters/name hollow 
/gate/centralcyl/daughters/insert cylinder 
/gate/hollow/placement/setTranslation 0.0 1.1 0.0 cm 
/gate/hollow/geometry/setRmax 0.15 cm 
/gate/hollow/geometry/setRmin 0.0 cm 
/gate/hollow/geometry/setHeight 7.73 cm 
/gate/hollow/setMaterial Air 
/gate/hollow/vis/forceWireframe 
/gate/hollow/vis/setColor green 
/gate/hollow/attachPhantomSD 
 
 
# Glass Capillary (diameter 0.2cm) 
/gate/hollow/daughters/name capillary 
/gate/hollow/daughters/insert cylinder 
/gate/capillary/placement/setTranslation 0.0 0.0 0.0 cm 
/gate/capillary/geometry/setRmax 1.0 mm 
/gate/capillary/geometry/setRmin 0.95 mm 
/gate/capillary/geometry/setHeight 7.73 cm 
/gate/capillary/setMaterial Glass 
/gate/capillary/vis/forceWireframe 
/gate/capillary/vis/setColor red 
/gate/capillary/attachPhantomSD 
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# Fill Glass Capillary with water (diameter 0.2 cm) 
/gate/capillary/daughters/name confinement 
/gate/capillary/daughters/insert cylinder 
/gate/confinement/placement/setTranslation 0.0 0.0 0.0 cm 
/gate/confinement/geometry/setRmax 0.949 mm 
/gate/confinement/geometry/setRmin 0.0 cm 
/gate/confinement/geometry/setHeight 7.73 cm 
/gate/confinement/setMaterial Water 
/gate/confinement/vis/forceWireframe 
/gate/confinement/vis/setColor blue 
/gate/confinement/attachPhantomSD 
 
# Exterior Shell of Upper Half of Phantom 
# Top Side 
/gate/Phantom/daughters/name topshell1 
/gate/Phantom/daughters/insert cylinder 
/gate/topshell1/placement/setTranslation 0.0 0.0 3.7 cm 
/gate/topshell1/geometry/setRmax 2. cm 
/gate/topshell1/geometry/setRmin 1.25 cm 
/gate/topshell1/geometry/setHeight 0.3 cm 
/gate/topshell1/geometry/setPhiStart 0. deg 
/gate/topshell1/geometry/setDeltaPhi 360. deg 
/gate/topshell1/setMaterial Plexiglass  
#/gate/topshell1/vis/forceWireframe 
/gate/topshell1/vis/setColor gray  
/gate/topshell1/attachPhantomSD 
 
# Exterior Shell of Lower Half of Phantom 
# Bottom Side 
/gate/Phantom/daughters/name bottomshell 
/gate/Phantom/daughters/insert cylinder 
/gate/bottomshell/placement/setTranslation 0.0 0.0 -3.7 cm 
/gate/bottomshell/geometry/setRmax 2. cm 
/gate/bottomshell/geometry/setRmin 1.25 cm 
/gate/bottomshell/geometry/setHeight 0.3 cm 
/gate/bottomshell/geometry/setPhiStart 0. deg 
/gate/bottomshell/geometry/setDeltaPhi 360. deg 
/gate/bottomshell/setMaterial Plexiglass 
#/gate/bottomshell/vis/forceWireframe 
/gate/bottomshell/vis/setColor gray 
/gate/bottomshell/attachPhantomSD 
 
 
# S Y S T E M 
###### 
# The system acts as an interpretor between the GATE geometry and data 
outputs for reconstruction  
# in our case, the Interfile writer 
# A system must know which components of the geometry are parts of the 
scanner, and what  
# their role are. 
# For the moment, there is only a system SPECThead, which was built when 
the SPECThead volume 
# was inserted.  
# The SPECThead system is made of three levels: base (for the head), 
crystal (for the crystal and crystal matrix)  
# and pixel (for individual crystals for pixellated gamma camera) 
# For now, only the base of the system is attached to a volume: the volume 
SPECThead 
# For the system to get information about your crystal, the level crystal 
must be attached to the volume  
# that has been defined for the scintillating crystal (crystal) 
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## 
 
# On finit par attachÃ© le crystal au systeme SPECThead (attach system) 
 
#This command is used to attach the scintillation crystal to the detection 
level "crystal of the SPECT-head system# 
 
/gate/systems/SPECThead/crystal/attach crystal 
/gate/systems/SPECThead/pixel/attach YAP 
 
 
# S E N S I T I V E   D E T E C T O R S 
###### 
# GATE provides two sensitive detectors, which have two different functions 
# Using them properly is very important for getting accurate results 
## 
 
# Crystal SD 
# 
# The crystal SD makes it possible to record hits in a sensitive volume 
(e.g.,. in a scintillation crystal) 
# It must be attached to any volume for which hit-data must be obtained 
# For recording hits in the NaI volume only, the name of which is crystal, 
this volume is attached  
# to the crystal SD 
## 
 
/gate/crystal/attachCrystalSD 
 
# Phantom SD 
# 
# The phantom SD makes it possible to record Compton events in the volumes 
within the field of view 
# This can provide information for result analysis to discriminate between  
# scattered and unscattered photons 
# It must be attached to each and every volume for which Compton    
interactions have to be recorded 
## 
 
/gate/SPECThead/attachPhantomSD 
#/gate/crystal/attachCrystalSD 
/gate/YAP/attachCrystalSD 
/gate/collimator/attachPhantomSD 
/gate/hole/attachPhantomSD 
/gate/compartment/attachPhantomSD 
 
#Look at the system 
/gate/systems/SPECThead/describe 
 
 
#  P H Y S I C S 
##### 
/gate/physics/addProcess LowEnergyPhotoElectric 
/gate/physics/addProcess LowEnergyCompton 
/gate/physics/addProcess LowEnergyRayleighScattering 
 
/gate/physics/addProcess ElectronIonisation 
/gate/physics/addProcess Bremsstrahlung 
/gate/physics/addProcess MultipleScattering e- 
 
/gate/physics/processList Enabled 
/gate/physics/processList Initialized 
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#  C U T S 
##### 
# Cuts for particle in WORLD 
## 
/gate/physics/Gamma/SetCutInRegion      SPECThead 0.1 cm 
/gate/physics/Electron/SetCutInRegion   SPECThead 1.0 cm 
/gate/physics/displayCuts 
 
# I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N 
##### 
 
/gate/run/initialize 
#/geometry/test/recursive_test 
 
# Show how the geometry moves with time 
####################################### 
/gate/timing/setTime   0.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime   1.0 s  
/gate/timing/setTime   2.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime   3.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime   4.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime   5.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime   6.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime   7.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime   8.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime   9.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime  10.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime  11.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime  12.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime  13.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime  14.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime  15.0 s 
/gate/timing/setTime  16.0 s 
 
# D E F I N E  T H E  S O U R C E G A M M A 
 
 
###################################### 
# Tc-99m 100% --> 64000000Bq 
###################################### 
 
/gate/source/addSource src1 
/gate/source/src1/setActivity 64000000 Bq 
/gate/source/src1/gps/particle gamma 
/gate/source/src1/gps/energy 140 keV 
/gate/source/src1/gps/angtype iso 
/gate/source/src1/gps/type Volume 
/gate/source/src1/gps/shape Cylinder 
/gate/source/src1/gps/radius 0.949  mm 
/gate/source/src1/gps/halfz  3.865 cm 
/gate/source/src1/gps/centre 0. 1.1 0. cm 
/gate/source/src1/gps/mintheta 0. deg 
/gate/source/src1/gps/maxtheta 180. deg 
/gate/source/src1/gps/minphi 0. deg 
/gate/source/src1/gps/maxphi 360. deg 
/gate/source/list 
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# D I G I T I Z E R 
##### 
# The digitizer tracks what happens in the detection system and in the 
electronics 
# Build a digitizer that first computes the centroid of interactions 
## 
# A D D E R 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/insert adder 
 
#       R E A D O U T  
/gate/digitizer/Singles/insert readout 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/readout/setDepth 1 
#/gate/digitizer/Singles/readout/setDepth 2 
 
#      E N E R G Y   B L U R R I N G 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/insert blurring 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/blurring/setResolution 0.268 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/blurring/setEnergyOfReference 140. keV 
 
#  SPATIAL BLURRING (projection blurring due to electronic) 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/insert spblurring 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/spblurring/setSpresolution 1.0 mm 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/spblurring/verbose 0 
 
#       E N E R G Y   C U T 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/insert thresholder 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/thresholder/setThreshold 120. keV 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/insert upholder 
/gate/digitizer/Singles/upholder/setUphold 250. keV 
 
#       D E A D    T I M E  
#/gate/digitizer/Singles/insert deadtime 
#/gate/digitizer/Singles/deadtime/setDeadTime 27. ns 
#/gate/digitizer/Singles/deadtime/setMode nonparalysable 
#/gate/digitizer/Singles/deadtime/chooseDTVolume YAP 
 
# O U T P U T 
##### 
# Select the options of the data output  
# As there are several modules, settings have to be defined for each 
module, especially in SPECT, where there  
# are a lots of hits for only a few counts, so it's better to limit the 
amount of data produced 
# Here the SingleDigi output can be used if you have your own program to 
process the data 
## 
 
#       S E T U P  - R O O T  F I L E 
 
/gate/output/root/enable 
/gate/output/root/setFileName root_output_file_ 
/gate/output/root/setRootSinglesFlag 1 
/gate/output/root/setRootSinglesAdderFlag 1 
/gate/output/root/setRootSinglesBlurringFlag 1  
/gate/output/root/setRootSinglesSpblurringFlag 1 
/gate/output/root/setRootSinglesThresholderFlag 1 
/gate/output/root/setRootSinglesUpholderFlag 1 
#/gate/output/projection/enable 
 
#     SETUP - ASCII FILE 
/gate/output/ascii/enable 
/gate/output/ascii/setFileName ascii_output_file_ 
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#/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileSinglesAdderFlag 1 
/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileSinglesFlag 1 
/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileHitsFlag 1 
/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileSinglesSpblurringFlag 1 
#/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileSinglesBlurringFlag 1 
#/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileSinglesThresholderFlag 1 
#/gate/output/ascii/setOutFileSinglesUpholderFlag 1 
#/gate/output/ascii/setOutFilesizeLimit 30000 
 
 
 
#   R A N D O M 
# JamesRandom Ranlux64 MersenneTwister 
/gate/random/setEngineName Ranlux64 
#/gate/random/setEngineSeed default 
#/gate/random/setEngineSeed auto 
/gate/random/setEngineSeed 123456789 
#/gate/random/resetEngineFrom fileName 
/gate/random/verbose 1 
 
 
# P R O J E C T I O N 
##### 
# Makes a set of projections from the crystal hits 
# Define the binning the projection module to be used 
## 
 
/gate/output/projection/disable 
/gate/output/projection/setFileName gate 
/gate/output/projection/pixelSizeX 0.904 mm 
/gate/output/projection/pixelSizeY 0.904 mm 
/gate/output/projection/pixelNumberX 128 
/gate/output/projection/pixelNumberY 128 
 
# Specify the projection plane (XY, YZ or ZX) 
## 
/gate/output/projection/projectionPlane YZ 
 
 
 
# E X P E R I M E N T  
##### 
# Define the parameters of the experiment  (start time, stop time and time 
slice) 
# The number of projections depends on the number of time slice, the 
rotation speed of the system and the  
# number of heads 
# Here, define a total acquisition of 8 seconds by step of 0.05 seconds  
# This will give 8 projections by head by table position 
## 
/gate/application/setTimeSlice      1.0  s 
/gate/application/setTimeStart      0.   s 
/gate/application/setTimeStop       16.0  s 
 
# V E R B O S I T Y 
##### 
/control/verbose 0 
/run/verbose 0 
/event/verbose 0 
/tracking/verbose 0 
/gate/output/verbose 2 
/gate/application/verbose 0 
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# L E T' S   R U N   T H E   S I M U L A T I O N  ! 
##### 
/gate/application/startDAQ 
 
 
A4.1 Characterization of the probability matrix 
 
 
Number of detected 
events per matrix 
element (Nij) 
 
Standard deviation 
éêë  Iìêë 
 
Standard 
deviation(%) 
éêë  rìêë  
10 3.16 31.6 
1000 31.6 3.16 
10000 100 1.0 
 
TableA4.1: The relationship between numbers of detected event to standard deviation [9.30]. 
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FigureA4.1: Relationship between number of detected event to standard deviation. 
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A4.2 ASCII Reader Pseudo Code 
 
assert(step >= 0); 
assert(head >= 0); 
//The head is at this angle (we assume the heads rotate 
//counter clockwise) 
const double head_angle = 
increment * step + head_offset(head); 
 
// angle of photon relative to world axis 
const double angle = std::atan2(y, x); 
 
const double incidence_angle = 
M_PI - (head_angle-angle); 
const double proj_u = 
std::cos(incidence_angle) * hypot(x,y) ; 
const double proj_v = z; 
 
//Check whether the event was actually outside the projection 
plane. 
 
if(proj_u >= w_bound || proj_v >= h_bound || 
proj_u < -w_bound || proj_v < -h_bound) 
return coords(); 
 
// start binning 
 
int u = std::floor(w/2. + proj_u / resolution); 
int v = std::floor(h/2. + proj_v / resolution); 
assert(u >= 0 && u < (int)w); 
assert(v >= 0 && v < (int)h); 
return coords(u, v); 
 
//x,y,z are the 3d coordinates 
//step is the time coordinate 
//head is the head that got 'hit' 
//the result u, v are the bidimensional coordinates in the   
//projection space. 
 
                                                                          
A4.3 Pseudo code of CSIM 
Count = 500.000.000 
Source-distance =10 cm 
Step-length = 0.02cm 
Geometric-count = 0 
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Penetration-count=0 
 
From i from 0 to count 
 Direction = generate random direction on unit sphere 
 If direction .z <0 
  Next iteration 
 Direction *=step-length 
 
 //Initial position 
 
 Position.x = 0 
 Position.y = 0 
 Position.z = source-distance 
 Target-point = (projection of position on back of 
collimator along direction) 
 If target-point is outside of field of view: 
 Next iteration 
 //compute position on collimator surface 
 
 Position .x += generate random x offset 
 Position .y += generate random y ofsett 
 In-leads = 0 
While position. z < collimator-thickness: 
 If position is in lead: 
 In-lead += 1 
 Weight = exp (-mu * in –leads * step-length) 
 
 If In-lead is 0: 
 Geometric-bin [target-point] += weight 
 Geometric-count+=weight 
Else 
 Penetration-bin [target-point] +=weight 
 Penetration-count +=weight 
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A4.4 Estimate of Statistical Uncertainity of Simulated PSF Functions 
For the estimation of the statistical uncertainty of the value at each bin of the radial PSF, we 
used equation A4.1 and A4.2 below [6.15]; 
    Ö  ∑ }JíJÙ       (A4.1) 
         
N - A random variable representing the number of photons contributing to a bin, 
w - A random variable representing the weight of a detected photon, 
 Y - The value of a bin. 
For N>>1, equation 6.8 can be simplified to 
                                                
    σY= I∑ w)ªÙ       (A4.2)    
 
A4.4 ML-EM Pseudo code 
def reconstruct(sinogram, # sinogram of image to be reconstructed 
                max-iterations, 
                subsets): 
angle-start = 0 
angular-steps = height of sinogram 
angular-delta = 360 / angular-steps 
previous-estimage = new image 
current-estimage = new image 
 
fill current estimate with prior # for example all 1 
 
for iteration from 0 to max-iterations: 
    previous-estimate = current-estimate  
    estimated-sinogram = new sinogram 
    for angle from angle-start to angular-steps increment by subsets: 
        gaussian rotate previous-estimate by -angle*angular-delta to 
rotated-estimate 
        column sum rotated-estimate to estimated-sinogram[angle] 
         
    sinogram-ratio = new sinogram 
    for angle from angle-start to angular-steps increment by subsets: 
        for-each bin in estimated-sinogram: 
            sinogram-ratio[angle][bin] = sinogram[angle][bin] / estimated-
sinogram[angle][bin] 
 
 
    accumulated-ratio = new image 
    for angle from angle-start to anglular-steps increment by subsets: 
        image-ratio = new image 
        distribute sinogram-ratio[angle] over image-ratio 
        gaussian rotate image-ratio by angle*angular-delta and accumulate 
to rotated-ratio 
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    increment angle-start 
    if angle-start == subsets: 
        angle-start = 0 
 
    current-estimate = new image 
    for-each element in current-estimage: 
        current-estimate[element] = previous-estimage[element] * 
accumulated-ratio[element] 
 
return current-estimate. 
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APPENDIX 5 
 Clinical Images of Various Imaging Modalities 
 
A5.1 Pre-Clinical PET and SPECT Images 
 
 
 
 
FigureA5.1:Animal imaging: Brain metabolism in rat with 18F-FDG (PET) with YAP-(S)PET. 
 
 
 
FigureA5.2: Rat myocardium perfusion studies with 99mTc-Myoview (SPECT). 
 
 
 
 
 
  
FigureA5.3: SPECT myocardial perfusion images of an ischemia unders stress and at rest.
A5.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging:
FigureA5.4: Coronal head, 20 cm FOV, 60 mm Thk, GE(20o), TR/TE = 30/7.59 ms, 16 Nex, 256x128 matrix.
FigureA5.5: Axial head, 22 cm FOV, 45.6 mm Thk, GE(20o), TR/TE = 33.33/3 ms, 1 Nex, 256x224 matrix.
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 FigureA5.6: F-6y, Coronal chest and neck, 24 cm FOV, 79.8 mm
256x160 matrix. 
 
A5.3 Electrical Impedance Tomography
FigureA5.7: Functional EIT image (upper) and CT scan (down) from a patient with a pleural effusion after 
rupture of the diaphragm, resulting in a significantl
represents regions with the highest volume changes, the non
 
A5.4 Electrical and Magnetic Source Images
 
FigureA5.8: Magnetic isofield map and time
display of MEG channels. 
 
 
 
 Thk, GE(30o), TR/TE = 6.4/1.4 ms, 1 Nex, 
 
 
y reduced ventilation of the lower left lung. The red color 
-ventilated regions are displayed in deep blue.
 
 
 course of the somatosensory response at 20 ms, Right 
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– topological 
  
FigureA5.9: Result of MSI procedure shows origin of specific brain activity overlaid with individuals MRI and 
rendered brain surface. Those coordinates of ori
neurosurgical suite. 
 
 
 
 
A5.5 Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance Tomography 
FigureA5.10: Left=MR image; right=MR
using repetition time (TR)=500ms, echo time (TE)=30ms and number of excitations (NEX)=2.
 
A5.6 Ultrasound imaging 
 
FigureA5.11: This was a 19 week old pregnancy with the fetus seen to the left of the images. The ultrasound 
images show a large fibroid involving the lower uterine segment and cervix of the uterus. The mass measures 6 x 
7 cms. approximately. Color Doppler image shows poor vascularity of the tumor. (FIBR= fibroid; fet= fetus; 
BL= bladder). 
 
 
 
gin will be transferred to the frameless stereotactic device in the 
 
-EIT (images courtesy of Dr T Muftuler). MR
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-EIT images collected 
 
 A5.7 Optical Tomography 
 
 
FigureA5.12
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
: Optical Tomography Image of a Sarcoma 
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 APPENDIX 6 
Characteristics of Medically Important Radionuclides used in this dissertation
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